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Message from the President
I am pleased to share my opinion on the latest annual edition of Voice of Himalaya,
a yearly publication of Nepal Mountain Academy.
Looking back at NMA's journey, with various twists and turns, it now has successfully
established a distinct position in mountaineering and adventure tourism academics.
Currently, the academy successfully operates Bachelor of Mountaineering Studies
(BMS) and Master of Adventure Tourism Studies (MATS) catering more than 120
young academic scholars and preparing them to lead the mountain tourism sectors.
The academy aims at to initiate its first M.Sc. in MMS-R (Mountaineering and
Mountain Sciences by Research) by the end of the year 2021. I am very optimistic
and hopeful for all these wonderful underpinnings led by the academy.
Similarly, the International Mountain Training/Research Centre (IMTRC) is
effectively serving as a ground researches. In addition, the academy's ongoing
attempt to publish a mountain profile of all the fourteen highest 8000 m. (asl) peaks
and summiteers is expected the academy’s fame in the international adventure and
mountaineering fraternity.
Lastly, I heartily admire the efforts taken by Nepal Mountain Academy and express
my best wishes for the future endeavours.
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Nepal Mountain Academy:
An Overview

About Us
Established in the year 2002, Nepal Mountain Academy (NMA) is a successful and
leading academic hub where top-tier students, educators and researchers from across
the country and around the globe come and thrive. The recognition of NMA has not
bloomed overnight, rather it is a huge effort throughout the years that has today
resulted for the academy to transform itself into a prestigious educational institution.
The institution integrates a dual model: academic and training underthe academic
model students learn the theoretical segment in Kathmandu and practical nudel
encorporates training in the high mountains, Himalayan zones and other technical
aspects in Dudhkunda Municipality, Garma, Solukhumbu.
The academy is a government organization functioning under the Ministry of
Culture, Tourism and Civil Aviation, Government of Nepal. The academic courses
at current are affiliated with the Faculty of Management, Tribhuvan University.

Vision
Nepal Mountain Academy envisions to become a university for mountain sciences,
mountaineering and adventure tourism studies that promotes, coordinates, and
conducts academic activities and carries out research from across the disciplines on
mountain places, peoples and practices, and advances both theoretical and experiential
learning in academic and mountain environments in future.

Mission
The academy seeks for the graduates to be able to be the leading and functional
human capital in the field of mountaineering and adventure tourism.

Goals
The academy is dedicated specifically to:
•

understanding mountains and environments, cultures, and adventure
activities in relation to one another;

•

bringing students, faculty members, and community together through the
study of mountains and its allied services.

Objectives
The specific objectives of the NMA are:
•

to deliver quality academic services to the students enrolled in the academy;
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•

to encourage research based learning;

•

to create a knowledge and network hub of international mountain & adventure
experts and academicians;

•

to explore the academic line of mountaineering and adventure tourism;

•

to produce skilled and academic human resource to fulfill the demand of the
tourism sector.

Activities
The overall activities of the academy are divided into academic and vocational
programs and projects. These activities are organized by the academy solely or in
collaboration with individuals and other concerned stakeholders.

Academic Activities
The academic programs being run and proposed by the academy are unique and the
first courses of their kind in Nepal as well as around the globe. The courses are
designed to infuse the practical skills as well as research-based learning in the
students which aim to create skilled and well educated human resources in the
mountain and adventure tourism sector. The following courses are umbrellaed under
the academic activities of the NMA.
1. Bachelor of Mountaineering Studies (BMS)
2. Master of Adventure Tourism Studies (MATS)
3. M.Sc. in MMS-R (Mountaineering and Mountain Sciences by Research)
(Proposed)

Bachelor of Mountaineering Studies (BMS)
Program Overview
BMS is spread over an Eight semester (4 years) course which comprises foundation
courses of management studies, social science, pure science, mountaineering and
tourism core courses, elective and project report writing works culminating in thesis
writing representing both sectors of management, mountain tourism and
mountaineering. Thus, BMS is not just about climbing but is a complete integration
of modern management, mountain, and related tourism studies.

BMS at a Glance
Professors of different disciplines and faculties have designed the curricula of
Bachelor of Mountaineering Studies (BMS).
•

It is based on the wisdom of the past (history of mountain tourism and
mountaineering) with an eye for the future;

•

It aims to prepare graduates having a set of skills, attributes and values that
-2-
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equip them to become constructive and contributing leaders in an increasingly
globalized field of mountain and mountaineering tourism.
The syllabi for BMS have been prepared and developed following international
academic standards to cater the needs of rapidly growing tourism and hospitality
industry across the globe. This academic program primarily follows the threepronged approaches: Professional, Vocational and Entrepreneurial. It further:
•

tries to develop core competencies, subject-specific, interdisciplinary and
methodological competencies comprising with practical and applied
competencies (prognosis and praxis);

•

focuses on inculcating ethics, stewardship, knowledge, professionalism and
mutual understanding among the stakeholders (TEFI).

Course Structure
The entire course is divided into Eight semesters to be completed within four years
to enable the students to earn 129 credits after the successful completion of the
course.

Scope of BMS
Some of the salient features and scopes of BMS are:
•

Nepal being the home for 8 out of 14 highest peaks in the world actually
makes the most suitable place to study and imply the brighter prospects of
this course;

•

along with climbing, BMS provides you the possibility of expanding your
career as a trekking expert, business incubator, natural researcher,
anthropologist and a tourism business entrepreneur;

•

aspiring young men and women to have a great space to grow and pioneer in
mountains and its orbital business in national and international market; and

•

emphasizing career focused skills viz. wall climbing, rock climbing, trekking,
peak climbing and mountaineering.

Thus, BMS stands at your doorstep to open an international trail of recognition.

BMS Course Prepares the Students to Pursue Career as:
•

Researcher (Topography, Climate, Environment)

•

Lecturer (National, International)

•

Manager (Tour, Travel, Expedition Companies, Events)

•

Anthropologist (Culture & Society)

•

Entrepreneur
-3-
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•

Mountaineer (Guides and Leaders)

•

Mountain geologist

•

Mountain economist

•

Sociologist

•

Mid- level executives (Governmental / Non-Governmental)

Master of Adventure Tourism Studies (MATS)
Program Overview
The Master of Adventure Tourism Studies (MATS) is a Four semester course of 73
credits. The course focuses on imparting professional skills and knowledge to the
students and enable them to advance their careers in mountain and adventure tourism
fields. It specifies on the knowledge of mountain and adventure tourism management
to meet professional standards and compete in the national and international arena.
It focuses on:
•

to build up professional skills and integrated knowledge of the dynamics of
adventure tourism;

•

mountain and mountaineering tourism management, cultural diversity and
creativity for innovation and sustainability in tourism industry;

•

to fulfill the need of skilled and expert human resources to meet the scope in
mountain and adventure tourism sectors;

•

to enhance and strengthen the graduates to pursue entrepreneurial values in
the adventure tourism and leadership development in mountain tourism;

•

to build up professionalism in adventure and mountain research studies, and
enable them for leadership in the study and research in national and
international sectors of adventure and mountain tourism management.

Scope of MATS
This course has been specifically designed to enable the graduates:
•

to handle the tourism industry through their professional skills and integrated
knowledge;

•

to develop the tourism destination, planning and operate the adventure and
mountain tourism;

•

to be an innovator of adventure, mountain and mountaineering tourism
management;

•

to exhibit their skills, competecies, and willingness to work in governmental
and non-governmental organizations, research institutions, tourism and
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hospitality industries, rural and mountain development institutes, academia,
and other tourism-related organizations.
•

to build up professionalism in adventure and mountain studies research, and
innovation, and enable them for leadership in the study and research in
national and international sectors of adventure and mountain tourism
management.

As tourism is a growing industry in Nepal and also globally, the scope of the
graduates after the successful completion of the course definitely goes beyond the
national level and fetches an international prospect in the field of adventure,
mountain, and mountaineering tourism management.

MATS Course Offers to Become:
•

Adventure Tourism Manager

•

Adventure Tourism Innovator

•

Adventure Tourism Planner

•

Adventure Tourism Explorer

•

Adventure Tourism Leader

•

Adventure Tourism Entrepreneur

•

Adventure Tourism Academician

•

Adventure Tourism Researcher

Vocational Activities
Under the vocational activities section, various programs/trainings are being
conducted by the Academy which has been listed as follows:
1. Trekking Guide Training
2. Trekking Guide Training (Female)
3. Ski Training
4. High Mountaineering Training
5. Tourism and Environment Training
6. Safety and First Aid Training
7. Exploratory and Feasibility Studies
8. Liaison Officer Training

Resources of the Academy
Currently, Nepal Mountain Academy possesses a pleasing academic facility located
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in Bijulibazar, Kathmandu and a highly equipped training cum research center spread
in 3000 Ropani in Garma, Solukhumbu. The facility incorporates seminar halls,
classrooms, library, computer lab, a climbing wall and other high-tech gadgets.
a. Classrooms
The academy has highly furnished classrooms with digital learning appliances,
stereo sound system and comfortable seating arrangement in a peaceful
environment.
b. Library
More than 3500 national and international hard-copy books, journals and
research papers are available for students.
c. Computer Lab
The computer lab, equipped with unlimited internet facility and modern
computers are available for students. The lab stands open for students at any time
during the office hours.
d. Climbing Wall
Since mountaineering and adventure tourism studies are about empirical learning
with experimental verification, NMA has built a bouldering wall to enhance the
students’ physical abilities as well as techniques/ art of climbing.
e. Organized Outdoor Sports
The academy also organizes several other communal sports such as Futsal,
Badminton, Trail running, Hiking and so on.

Academic-Oriented Services
a. Counseling from Experts
The academy is home to 50+ masterminds of several academic and practical
disciplines. The experts from several tourism associations such as TAAN,
NNMGA, NMA, NTB, MoCTCA and many other nationally and internationally
acclaimed areas offer advice, information and guidance to students.
b. Research Facilitation
The academy motivates students to conduct and take part in diverse tourism
researches. It provides literary and financial help for innovative research plans as
well and offers the opportunity for the articles to be publish in the Journal of
Tourism and Himalayan Adventures, a peer reviewed journal publication of the
academy.
c. Involvement in Nationally Recognized Events and Activities
The academy actively participates in almost every national tourism happenings
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and celebrations and encourages students to volunteer and facilitate in such
events. This helps the students to understand the Nepalese tourism scenario and
develops their ability to manage and organize nationally recognized events.

Some Salient Features of the Academy
Apart from being the world’s first and only college to offer academic mountaineering
and adventure tourism degrees, some salient features of the academy are:
•

Student-centered teaching and learning;

•

Annual intake: 30 students for BMS, and 35 students for MATS;

•

Usage of modern teaching aids: digitized learning with effective audiovisuals means;

•

Lectures, guest lectures, interactive learnings and continuous presentations;

•

Case studies, project works, review works and active academic writings;

•

Field trips to village studies, rock climbing, trekking, peak climbing and
more as per the course deems;

•

National and international seminar/ webinars;

•

Motivational sessions.



The academy's premises in Kathmandu.
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Major Training and Research Projects:
Nepal Mountain Academy
Nepal Mountain Academy (NMA) through its 5-year master plan, aspires to become
an institute to host multi-disciplinary activities. From academic courses like the
Bachelor of Mountaineering Studies (BMS) and Master of Adventure Tourism
Studies (MATS) to organizing and assisting national-recognized training and events,
the academy has been an exemplary morer of Nepali mountaineering academics and
pragmatics. The academy, since its establishment, has focused on providing quality
training to improve the status of human capital in tourism and mountaineering.
Realistically, Nepal's sustainable economy and growth are picturized with tourism as
a core mover, and the adventure niche holds a significant position or rather a
pioneering genre in Nepali tourism. In this regard, it is an utmost necessity to train
and qualify the frontline to human capital in handling tourism, viz. guides,
stakeholders, academicians, liaison officers and a lot more.
While becoming the first-ever institution to introduce academic mountaineering and
adventure tourism degrees, the academy realizing the necdemond of vocational
courses and much unprecedented experiment of feasibility studies in the Himalayas
has been involved in the following series of activities.

Trekking Guide Training
The Trekking Guide Training (TGT) is a skill-development, vocational training
offered by Nepal Mountain Academy under the Ministry of Culture, Tourism and
Civil Aviation. It is a 35-days course conducted in two phases: theoretical and fieldbased (practical) sessions, which happen at the academy's premises and in Kakani (a
delightful hilltop on the Kathmandu-edge). The course aims at producing skilled and

Picture 1: Field exercises (map reading and navigation), as part of the trekking guide training course in Kakani.
(Source: NMA, 2020)
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knowledgeable guides who could work on their economic empowerment,
simultaneously garnering Nepal the fame of world adventure hubs with interpretive
guiding. The theoretical sessions incorporate necessary subjective knowledge of
Nepal's history, culture, religion, geology, biodiversity, species' vocabulary and so
on Furthermore, the practical training focuses on equipping the trainees with
fundamental outdoor and high-altitude skills such as backpacking, walking with
poles, maneuvring cardinal skills such as performing resuscitation protocols,
supplemental oxygen applications, rope knots, wall climbing, and a day hike. The
Academy has hosted 19 batches of integrated training, 7 solely female TGT producing
1931 guides (combined), excluding 256 female guides.

Ski Training
With over thousands of majestic peaks and mild snow-capped slopes, ski's potentiality
as a core mountain sport is improbable on the Nepal Himalayas. Recognizing the
prospected prominence of ski tourism, the academy has been conducting Ski Level
I, II, and III training within the nation and over the European Alps. The course aims
to upgrade ski enthusiasts to learners and furnish instructors/ professionals who can
seed ski culture progressively in Nepal.
The academy has conducted Ski Level-I training in Mustang, Manang, Damodar
Kunda area, and Kalinchowk, while Level-II in the Alps of France and Switzerland
and Level-III in the Bhrikuti peak, and Kullu, Manali (India). Simultaneously,
exploring potential ski destinations and promoting them has also been the academy's
exemplary identity. Until now, the academy has produced 116 ski professionals from
the training.

Picture 2: Ski training in Switzerland, Level-II. Nepali mountain guides advancing in ski with the Swiss support.
(Source: NMA, 2020)
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Picture 3: Ski training at Kuri, Kalinchowk.
(Source: NMA, 2020)

Tourism and Environment Training
The academy has been conducting Tourism and Environment Training since 2069
BS, intending to raise consciousness amongst locals on potential tourism their
destination could generate. The training has been successfully organized in Garma
village, Solukhumbu, and all the districts of the Karnali Development Regions
except Kalikot district till now. In a training span of one week, it offers the trainees
60 theoretical and practical approaches to core tourism activities, including
fundamental concepts of tourism, hospitality, adventure activities, basic
mountaineering and field-based exercises. The training has successfully empowered
the locals of western Nepal enabling them to gain insight on tourism, enhancing
them to set a tourist business of their own, simultaneously alerting on environmental
consciousness. Altogether 345 locals have been trained under this program.

High Mountaineering Training
The High Mountaineering Training is a skill development course offered by the
academy to provide a comprehensive understanding of the mountain environment
and its associated disciplines. The training includes mountaineering techniques,
mountain traveling, rope/ climbing techniques, rescue mechanisms, and teambuilding exercises. The academy conducts the training in verbal and practical
medium to cope with situations at high altitudes. The first training was organized in
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2010, where 20 civil servants were trained in the Langtang region; correspondingly,
for the advancement of practice, they also were dispatched to Yala peak in 2011,
where five civil servants were selected for the Sagarmatha (Everest) Height Remeasurement Expedition.

Picture 4: High mountaineering training at Yala peak (5520 masl).
(Source: NMA, 2020)

Mountain Safety and First Aid Training
In association with TAAN, the academy has started Mountain Safety and First Aid
Training since 2075. Its principal aim is to educate the tourism stakeholders about
potential mountain safety issues and their solutions to avoid accidents up in the
mountains. The training happens in 2 days, where trainees learn the fundamentals of
mountain safety such as acclimatization, health hazards, performing immediate
resuscitation protocols, assembling a practical and handy first aid kit on the first day
from national and international instructors, and practical demonstrations of the
teachings on a hike in the second day. Altogether 80 officers have received the
training in two consecutive years.
- 11 -
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Picture 5: Mountain safety and first aid training in action at the academy.
(Source: NMA, 2020)

Sagarmatha (Everest) Height Measurement Expedition
Nepal lies at the subduction zone, which resulted in the upliftment of the world's
highest peaks. It is prone to many massive earthquakes that directly or indirectly

Picture 6: The summit trio at the top of the world, Er. Khimlal Gautam (left), Er. Rabin Karki (mid) and Climbing
Guide Mr. Tshiring Jangbu Sherpa (right).
(Source: NMA, 2020)
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affect the height of the mountains. Since Sagarmatha (Everest) is the pinnacle of the
world, its precise measurement has always remained a heated debate globally.
Nevertheless, for the first time, Government of Nepal, in coordination with Nepal
Mountain Academy, assigned a team of survey and mountaineering experts, Er.
Khimlal Gautam, Chief Surveyor, working under the GoN, Mr. Tshering Jangbu
Sherpa, IFMGA guide and a group of 32 surveyors and mountaineers to re-measure
the height of Sagarmatha (Everest). The team spent 75 days for acclimatization and
investigating the terrain with scientific beacons. The ultimate measurement was
conducted on the summit of Sagarmatha (Everest), spending one hour 16 minutes at
the top as the details were given by Mr. Tshiring Jangbu Sherpa and Er. Khimlal
Gautam. As a result of this expedition, the new height of Sagarmatha has been
declared to be 8848.86 meters asl.

Feasibility Study of Unexplored Peak
Nepal comprises 8 out of 14 eight thousand-meter peaks globally, but apart from
eight thousand-meter peaks, there is a profusion of 7000 meters and 6000 meters
(asl) peaks which are still unexplored. However, in Ashar 2076, the academy had
conducted a novel peak's feasibility study with 15 researchers and four experts at
Upper Mustang. The mountain was locally known as "Di Ji Diri" and was untouched/
unexplored to date. The researchers, along with experts, scrutinized topography,
routes, weather conditions, slope angles, prospected hazards, and plausible tourism
activities for the upcoming days. The findings of the study were optimistic; therefore,
the peak was declared workable for future applications.

Picture 7: Researchers during the feasibility study of an unexplored peak, Upper Mustang.
(Source: NMA, 2020)

The academy had submitted the report of the findings to Government of Nepal and
as a result was provided with operational possession of two different peaks (Mt.
Hiunchuli and Mt. Seipal) in western Nepal for further study and upliftment of
mountain tourism activities.

Feasibility Study of Ski
Ski is one of the major winter sport activities performed on slopes starting from 14
degrees, making a mountainous country more favourable to adapt and foster the
product. Since Nepal is a mountainous country with capabilities to host competitive
- 13 -
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skiing, the academy and Swiss organisations are trying to launch ski tourism in a
well-set manner. The NMA has conducted many feasibility studies in Shailung,
Kalinchowk, Mera peak, Damodar Kunda, Mustang, Bhrikuti peak, and the Khaptad
regions. This initiation of the academy has laid the foundation for Nepal's ski culture
and has also promoted at Kalinchowk as a winter ski sport destination.
The academy recently has conducted a feasibility study in Kalinchowk. The findings
seem very optimistic as more potential routes have been explores upgrading the
existing 300 m ski route to 1 km. The academy has also studied the viability of
constructing a T-bar in Kuri village, Kalinchowk to make skiing more accessible for
tourists.

Picture 8: Ski feasibility study at Mera peak (6476 masl), Solukhumbu
(Source: NMA, 2020)

Civil Servants' Sagarmatha (Everest) Expedition
One of the notable endeavors of the academy is the Everest Expedition of 2011,
where a team of 15-member expedition of civil servants working for the Government
of Nepal attempted Sagarmatha (Everest) and 9 of 15 summited on the 4th of Jestha,
2068 B.S. The expedition took place under the leadership of Mr Lila Mani Poudel,
Chief Secretary of GoN and former ambassador to the People's Republic of China,
and Mr. Durga Prasad Bhattarai, former Secretary of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
NMA fully endorsed the expedition, facilitating with all associated gears, equipment,
training, and guides. The expedition resulted in conveying a very optimistic message
comprehending the world that Nepal's civil servants can operate at the desk and the
- 14 -
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top of the world and any individual with proper training, leadership and dedication
can summit Sagarmatha (Everest).

Picture 9: Team during the departure, Nepal Civil Servant First Everest Expedition-2011.
(Source: NMA, 2020)

Nepal-Swiss Collaboration
Unquestionably, the French Expedition of 1950 was a game-changer for Nepali
mountaineering. Nepal having inscribed on the world map, the Schengen notables,
France and Switzerland, are accredited as Nepal's early mover of tourism and

Picture 10: Ervin Jacomet, professional mountain guide IFMGA / UIAGM paragliding & ski instructor from Swiss
during his visit to the academy.
(Source: NMA, 2020)
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mountaineering. Considering this affiliation, the academy has been organising ski
training in France and Switzerland since 2016 to this date, Ski Level-II in the Disentis
valley of Switzerland and Chamonix, France. Without formal legislation, the Swiss
affiliates have contributed the academy with ski equipment, mountaineering gears on
which the training operates, and even an entire ski chairlift system. Recognizing the
prospects of professional association with France and Swiss, the BMS course in 5th
and 6th semesters incorporate the French language as a part of the course structure.
The vision of developing winter sports in Nepal and skilled human capital production
for its operation is flourishing in alliance with the Swiss support.

Mountaineering Studies in +2 Level
Besides all these activities, the academy has successfully persuaded the
essence of tourism and mountaineering education from the base level.
The academy with the objectives of studying, researching, developing and
expanding mountain tourism and commitment to implement it immediately
by exchanging institutional support has endorsed an alternative course
entitled “Mountaineering Studies” at the higher secondary level in grade 11
and 12 with elective subjects related to tourism and mountaineering with
Manikamdevi Secondary School, Gorkha, Bhanu Jana Secondary School and
Narayani Secondary School, Taplejung, and Gaurishankar Campus, Dolakha.
This initiative helps the students gain insight into the Nepal Himalayas and
equips them with knowledge for laying the foundation to pursue further
academic journeys on tourism and mountaineering studies. The mountains
are the most potential and sustainable source of economy for Nepal and
academicians from the base of the education system should comprehend this
genre. The NMA's vision is now taking shape with the decentralization and
introduction of mountaineering studies from basic levels.

Picture 11: Mountaineering studies program started in +2 level, Shree Manikamdevi Secondary School, Dharche
RM, Gorkha.
(Source: NMA, 2020)
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Picture 12: Mountaineering studies program started in +2 level, Narayani Secondary School, Mauwakhola RM,
Taplejung
(Source: NMA, 2020)

Picture 13: Mountaineering studies program started in +2 level, Bhanu Jana Madhyamik Bidhyalaya, Phungling
Municipality, Taplejung
(Source: NMA, 2020)

Conclusion
Lastly, from projects of the national identity and world concerns to training locals of
far-away remote villages, the academy has kept on contributing to Nepal Himalayas
and its associated front-liners for almost two decades. In a limited resource,
professionals and challenging management, the academy always has found a way to
explore, study and propose plans for the development of the sightable periphery
around. In the long run, the academy sees itself as the hub of mountaineering
academics, research activities, mountain-related training as well as the abode of
scholars and academicians, i.e., a mountain university.
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Overview

The International Mountain Training Center
Garma, Solukhumbu

Introduction of the Master Plan
Established in the year 2002, Nepal Mountain Academy is an independent, nonprofit mountain research and educational institute under the Ministry of Culture,
Tourism and Civil Aviation, Government of Nepal. To achieve its primary goal of
developing of the mountain tourism sector, the academy has been working on
different short term and long-term undertakings such as ski training, trekking guide
training, undergraduate and graduate courses on mountain tourism. Similarly, among
long term undertakings, the academy established the Mountaineering Training
Academy Development Committee in the year 2002 with the greater vision of
establishing the International Mountain Training Research Centre (IMTRC) which
has developed a master plan for the same.
As a result, the International Mountain Training Research Centre (IMTRC) is being
constructed in the southern part of Solukhumbu district. The site lies in the then
Ward No. 1, 6, and 7 of the Garma Village Municipality at present known as Solu
Dudhkunda Municipality, Ward No. 7. It consists of hill-slopes facing northeast to
south west with three valleys and two perennial streams, namely Dulumse Khola on

Picture 1: International Mountain Training Research Centre: Master Plan
(Source: Master plan of the academy, 2066 B.S.)
The Overview of the International Mountain Training Center has been prepared by Ms. Sewika Thapa from BMS,
Cohort 2018-2021 and Mr. Nimesh Jung Gauli from BMS, Cohort 2019-2022 as the members of SWC.
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the eastern border and Gatte Khola on the west border, with a main trail to Chyalsa
Phaflu and motor-able road on the north and south.
The IMTRC aims to provide a dedicated training facility for prospective professionals
in mountain tourism such as mountaineers, mountaineering porters, mountaineering
guides, instructors, mountain hotels and restaurant owners/managers, cooks,
bellboys, rescuers and other staffs during the mountaineering rescue and expedition.
From the consultations with various technical experts, space and utilities requirements
were ascertained and the preliminary design was formulated.
The master plan of the IMTRC is inclusive of various undertakings. They are:
1. University, building and other infrastructures
2. Tourism destination (includes temples, orchards, tea and coffee gardens,
cardemom (Alaichi) plantations, picnic spots, pedestrian walkways, statues
etc.)
3. Wall climbing/Yeti (unique in the world)
4. Adventure and mountaineering sports centre
5. International training centre (different types of trainings)
6. International mountain museum
7. Cyber cafe
The area and space of the master plan has been allocated as follows:
S. No.

Description of Space

Area Allocated (Sqm)

Percentage (%)

15220

1%

1. Administrative and Academic
2. Staff Housing

7443

1%

3. Environmental Park

613126

44%

4. Tea Garden

144285

10%

5. Coffee Garden

87369

6%

6. Alainchi Garden

49749

4%

7. Herbal Development

45000

3%

8. Seasonal Vegetable

55234

4%

9. Future Academic Extension

26691

2%

5000

0%

10. Future Staff Housing Extension
11. Services

31171

2%

12. Forest

300000

22%

TOTAL AREA (SQM) 1380588
Table 1: Description of spaces of the master plan
(Source: Final report of administration, classroom and hostel building, the academy 2020)
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Present Condition
1. Infrastructures
The academy, in the long run, envisions being the university for mountain and
mountaineering studies. It aims to run the unique academic program of international
standard at both bachelor and master level. The Bachelor of Mountaineering Studies
(BMS) and Master of Adventure Tourism Studies (MATS) have already started
under the affiliation of Tribhuvan University at present.
The buildings and other infrastructures for the university are currently in Work in
Progress (WIP) in Garma, Solukhumbu.

Administrative Building
The administrative block is a three-storey building with a gross floor area of 555
sq.m. It is centrally located with the entrance from the east, directly from the parking
lot following the step-down. Various space-planning approaches were considered to
fulfill the requirements. The 10 rooms are allocated in the administrative building
with different shapes and sizes. It is proposed to design for three stories, the system
of building will be in the frame structure with Calcium Silicate board in external
surface, Styrophor as heat insulation in the middle and pine (Salla) timber or Silicate
board panelling in internal surface. The space allocation details is presented in the
table below:
Name of Building

Net Area
(SQM)

Room Size
(MxM0

Administrative Building
Administration

No. of
Story

No. Of
Rooms

Designed
for

3

10

3 Story

13.2

4.4x3.00

Gr. Floor

Account

9.00

2.50x3.60

Gr. Floor

Reception & Lobby

27.00

6.00x4.50

Gr. Floor

Waiting Room

22.20

6.00x3.70

Gr. Floor

Toilet

7.02

2.60x2.70

Gr. Floor

Tea Room

6.76

2.60x2.60

Gr. Floor

Store

10.78

4.90x2.20

Gr. Floor

Total Area of Gr. Floor

95.96

Meeting Hall

49.40

6.50x7.60

First. Floor

Finance Room

10.80

3.60x3.00

First. Floor

Waiting Room

26.70

8.90x3.00

First. Floor

Toilet

11.52

4.80x2.40

First. Floor

Executive Director’s Room

33.00

6.00x5.50

First. Floor

Total Area of I Floor:

131.42

Training Instructor’s Room

80.50

11.5x7.00

II Floor
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Waiting Room

12.00

6.00x2.00

II Floor

Toilet

5.75

2.30x2.5

II Floor

Curriculum Development

35.75

5.5*6.50

II Floor

Total Area of II Floor:

134.00

Total Carpet Area:

361.38

Table 2: Carpet area of building
(Source: Final report of administration, classroom and hostel building, the academy 2076 B.S.)

Classrooms Building
The three classroom buildings are proposed with a student capacity of 30 in two
classrooms each and 24 in one classroom. The size of the classroom is 38.40 × 6.4m
with two prep rooms. The external wall is Ashlar Stone Masonry with internal pine
(Salla) wood finish in oor and wall. The vertical and horizontal reinforcement is
given at the joints, corner, at sill and lintel level to sustain the earthquake. The
construction of the building is preferred in frame structure with stone masonry on the
external surface, Styropor as heat insulation in the middle and pine (Salla) timber
paneling on the internal surface.

Picture 2: Classroom building
(Source: Final report of administration, classroom and hostel building, the academy 2076 B.S.)

Library Building
The library building is a two-storey building with a gross floor area of 420 sq.m. It is
centrally located with entrance from the west, with access directly from the parking
lot following the step down. Various space-planning approaches were considered to
fulfill the requirements. The building will be analyzed for frame structure. Total
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number of rooms allocated in library building with different shapes and sizes. It is
proposed to design for two stories, the system of building will be in the frame
structure with Calcium Silicate board on external surface, Styropor as heat insulation
in the middle and pine (Salla) timber or Silicate board paneling on internal surface.

Picture 3: Library building
(Source: Final report of libraary building, the academy 2077 B.S.)

Student Housing
The building of student housing is proposed to be designed for three stories. The
building system will be in the frame structure with Ashlar Stone masonry in cement
mortar on the external surface, Styropor as heat insulation in the middle and Salla
timber paneling on the internal surface.
Structurally, the hostel is designed for three stories but at present, it is constructed
only two stories. Short term hostel accommodation is developed for 20 people for
lodging. The size of the building is 20.2m × 6.4m in a two story building. The details
of the space allocation are presented in the table below:
Hostel

20.1x6.40

2

Three Bedroom

14.85

5.50x2.70

Gr. Floor

Two Bedroom

11.10

3.70x3.00

Gr. Floor

Toilet

11.10

3.70x3.00

Gr. Floor

Stair

11.47

3.10x3.70

Gr. Floor

Three Bedroom

14.85

5.50x2.70

Gr. Floor

Two Bedroom

11.10

3.70x3.00

Gr. Floor

Total Ground Floor Area:

74.47

Three Bedroom

14.85

5.50x2.70

I Floor
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Two Bedroom

11.10

3.70x3.00

I Floor

Toilet

11.10

3.70x3.00

I Floor

Stair

11.47

3.10x3.70

I Floor

Three Bedroom

14.85

5.50x2.70

I Floor

Two Bedroom

11.10

3.70x3.00

I Floor

Total I Floor Area:

74.47

Total Carpet Area of Hostel:

148.94

Table 03: Space allocation of the student housing
(Source: Final report of administration, classroom and hostel building, the academy 2020)

2. Tourism Destination
The construction site of the master plan is situated in the southern suburb of Phaplu,
the district headquarter of Solukhumbu. It takes 2.5 hours by foot from Phaplu. Since
the academy possesses enough land assets, the land use plan has been formulated to
keep the environment pleasant. The landscape of the whole site is designed to
enhance the natural features within the site. To maintain harmony with the proposed
master plans, the landscape of the whole site will be developed systematically.
Evergreen shrubs and fruit trees are to be planted around the parking area and close
to the settlements, along the walkways the boundary
Thus, the land space and resources will be used for tea garden, coffee garden,
seasonal vegetation, cardamom, orchard, environmental park, water bodies, fish
pond, playground, herbs plantation and natural forest. These will be useful in both
tourism attraction and maintenance of the environment. The development phase has
been presented in the table below:
S. No.

Land Use

Development Phase

1.

Tea Garden

Phase- I (1-5yers)

2.

Coffee Garden

Phase- I (1-5yers)

3.

Seasonal Vegetables

Phase- I (1-5yers)

4

Alainchi

Phase- I (1-5yers)

5

Orchards

Phase- I (1-5yers)

6

Environmental Park

Phase- I (1-5yers)

7

Herb Plantation

Phase- I (1-5yers)

8

Picnic Spot

Phase- I (1-5yers)

9

Temple Area

Phase- I (1-5yers)

10

Playground

Phase- I (1-5yers)

11

Parking

Phase- I (1-5yers)

12

Pedestrian Walkways

Phase- I (1-5yers)

Table 4: Development phase of tourism attraction
(Source: Master plan of the academy, 2066 B.S.)
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3. Wall Climbing: Yeti Structure
Rock climbing is a physically and mentally demanding sport that often tests a
climber's strength, endurance, agility and balance along with mental control. Indoor
climbing is an increasingly popular form of rock climbing performed on artificial
structures that attempt to mimic the experience. Vertical climbing is on essential
skill for climbers and mountaineers.
Keeping this fact in consideration, IMTRC is constructing the Yeti wall climbing
which is included in the master plan. The Yeti wall climbing will be one of its kind,
illustrative at both national and international levels. The Yeti wall climbing will be
the 18 m floor height of steel superstructure for artificial rock climbing and RCC
frame structure of one story for natural rock climbing. The plan configuration of the
shed in terms of superstructure is based on a rectangular shape of 4.5m c/c grids
length and a width of 18m c/c grids. For the construction of the Yeti wall climbing,
the three-dimensional moment resisting frame of steel structure and reinforcement
concrete will be used.

Picture 5: Work in progress of Yeti wall climbing
(Source: From classroom and wall climbing progress report of the academy, 2076 B.S.)
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4. Adventure and Mountaineering Sports Centre
Ever since Sir Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay climbed Sagarmatha (Everest)
in 1953, of Nepal has always been considerd to be a hub for mountain tourism and
other adventure sports.
Over six decades, mountaineering and adventure tourism have grown side by side.
In 2018 the World Travel and Tourism Council report revealed that Nepal's travel
and tourism sector contributed 7.9 percent of its total GDP. Moreover, within 10
years, the tourism industry is expected to create 1.35 million jobs directly or
indirectly. Today the number of adventure activities that one can do has grown
significantly (MoCTCA, 2019).
From trekking to mountaineering, bungee to zip lining, paragliding to skydiving,
rock climbing to canyoning, mountain biking to downhill mountain biking, Nepal is
slowly but surely molding itself into a new destination for adventurer. A slowly
growing mold needs two hands to create the perfect piece of art. The academy has
taken upon itself to be the hands that press the mold with various plans, tactics and
techniques to build a piece of art that amazes the greatest of the greats.

5. International Training Centre
NMA hopes to achieve an international level of excellence in mountain tourism
education and knows well that academic classes and trainings are the way forward.
With this in mind the academy ordered the construction of better/bigger classrooms,
and hostels to house trainees for the length of their training campaign.
In the heart of Kathmandu, the academy has now enlisted four batches of students of
undergraduate program in mountaineering studies and a single batch of graduate
program in adventure tourism studies that commenced at the end of last year. The
academy has hosted 23 batches of trekking guide training and produced a total of
1931 professional guides, out of which 7 batches were purely for females that
produced 256 professional empowered female guides. The academy has been able to
conduct ski training of Levels I, II, and III, with international recognition as well. A
total of 116 ski professionals have graduated from the academy. Practical trainings
of liaison officer, mountain security training, and management skills have produced
a total of 183, and 50, respectively.
The academy, with the help from the Ministry of Culture, Tourism and Civil Aviation,
international benefactors, will undoubtly revolution adventure tourism, sports
tourism, and academic research around the world.

6. International Mountain Museum
Nepal has always had a unique history of mountains and people that needs to be
preserved and passed onto future generations. Thus, it is proposed to establish an
International Mountain Museum at the centre of IMTRC in Solukhambu.
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The primary objective of this establishment will be to record and document the
chronicle of the past, present, and future of mountaineering activities in the world
and preserve the saga of momentous feats in the history of mountaineering,
particularly in the Himalayan peaks.
Thousands of names have been written on the list of summiteers to summit at least
one 8000 m (asl) mountain in Nepal; however, its history is still very young. Since
Mt. Annapurna was scaled on June 3, 1950 by M. Herzog and Louis Lachenal,
summits above 8000 m (asl) have been summited one after the other within 50 years.
Various artifacts from those summits remain to this day; so it is not only helpful for
record holding summiteers but also environmentalists, sociologists and geologists,
who can learn innumerable mysteries and facts that are yet to be dug out. With such
artifacts and mysteries, the international mountain museum will be built.
The international mountain museum will also showcase various gears used by
legendary climbers worldwide, be those ice axes, carabiners, ascenders, ropes or any
other significant devices that aided their climbs. Mountaineering equipment such as
down suits, harnesses and much more will also be showcased.
Alongside those gears and equipment, photographs of all of mountains and legendary
climbers on their summits will also be available for viewing. Mountains and their
images will be accompanied by their factual information on all sides to truly
complement the history and human actions that have taken place on the mountains.
3D models of all the 8000 m (asl) as viewed from space will be available for public
viewing as well.

Future Endeavours
Nepal Mountain Academy hopes to produce skilled human capital to catalyze the
increment of Nepali mountaineers through rigorous training and education. Up to the
depth of 2.0m at site, gray, non-plastic, sandy silt, and medium silty sand are the
dominant type of geological formations found. A thin layer of soft clayey silt is also
seen occasionally at the depth of 1-5m. Elsewhere, exposed rocks were found and
used for masonry work. The landscape of the site is designed to enhance the natural
features of the site and built systemetically. Evergreen shrubs, herbs, and fruit trees
will be planted around the parking areas and be closed off to settlements nearby
along with walkways and fences. The soil condition will be further improved by
planting trees and plants along sloped ridges to protect from potential erosion.
All the buildings reflect following standard features:
•

All buildings are not more than 2-3 stories tall;

•

Nepali style, pitched roofs using tiles are incorporated;

•

All exterior walls incorporate stone and timber patterns or cement plasters;

•

Will incorporate Nepali architectural elements from various ethnic groups
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living in the Himalayas;
•

Maximum utilization of natural light and passive solar heating will be
emphasized;

•

For better ventilation, lighting and easy expansion in the future, a single
loaded corridor will be used;

•

Classrooms and offices will face south, south-east or south-west;

•

The Standard Code of Practice shall be used in the design of the buildings;

•

Local environment and available technology will be taken into consideration
for standard use;

•

All proposed buildings are designed as per the rules and regulation provided
in the Nepal Building Code-2060;

•

The newly designed buildings have been built without the use of health
hazardous materials.

As the academy has more than enough land to build upon, it plans on creating the
first research centre in Solukhumbu district of Nepal. The academy has already
started annual publication of the research journal, ‘Journal of Tourism and Himalayan
Adventures.’ This journal will be the next platform for academicians, mountaineers,
and readers to come together to help build the future of mountain tourism in Nepal.
Since the time of Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay, occupational (mountain/
adventure) hazards such as Acute Moutain Sickness (AMS), avalanches, rockfalls
and more have been the cause of death of many climbers and to this dori extreme
medical help has not been available in the Himalayas. Never the less, it can change
over time by establishing a mountain hospital within the site that includes at least
one helipad. This will figuratively minimize the number of deaths in the high
Himalayas and pave the way for better medical practice as well.
It is within the NMA’s initiative to establish the first of its kind mountain university
in the Himalayas for people worldwide which will be the hub for generating new
ideas, researchers, athletes, and skilled human resources for the betterment of all of
tourism in Nepal. The establishment of this university will have a substantial effect
in tourism of Nepal and create more opportunities for students who want to learn.
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The Academics of Mountaineering and Mountain Sciences

Background
Mountain Environment: Global, Regional and Nepali Context
World Tourism Organization (WTO) and other credible international bodies opine
that tourism is one of the fastest growing activities in recent years. Mountain tourism
is the second important destination of global tourism after the coastal areas (UNEP,
2007). Mountains occupy about 22% of the worlds land surface and are home to
about 13% of the world population (FAO, 2015). Almost half of all humankinds
directly depends on mountain resources primarily for water. Mountains support 25%
of world terrestrial biodiversity and include nearly half of the world's biodiversity
hotspot of the 20 plant species that supply 80% of the world's food (Fleury, 1999).
Mountain provides goods and services of global significance in the form of water,
hydroelectricity, timber, biodiversity, and niche products, mineral resources,
recreation and ood management (Schild & Sharma, 2011; Molden & Sharma,
2013). It is also more diverse region rich in ethnicity and language. Mountains also
represent unique areas for detecting climate change and assessing climate change
impacts (Dyurgerov & Meier 2005; Nogues-Bravo et al., 2008). It presents
complexities of environment-society interaction. Mountain is a very high energy
environment. Because of young geology, frequent tectonic activities and steep slopes
mountains are very dynamic. Very sensitive and small changes in mountain areas
can contribute to rapid degradation of environmental resources and ecosystem as a
whole.
Hindu Kush Himalaya (HKH) is one of the most important mountain systems of the
world. It provides ecosystem services (water, food, energy) that directly sustain the
livelihood of 240 million people living in the mountain and hills of the HKH region
and nearly 1.9 billion people living in the 10 river basins in the region also benefit
directly or indirectly from its resources (Sharma et al., 2019).
Nepal is Primaily a mountainous country where mountains occupy more than 83%
of the total area of the country. It has diverse biophysical conditions and cultural
diversities. The altitudinal differences (nearly 60 m in the south to 8848.86 m in the
north within less than 200 km distance), availability of all types of climate (tropical
to tundra) found in the world and consequent presence of high diversity of plants and
animals love some of the salient features of Nepal. There are 91 mountain peaks
exceeding the height of 7000 m and 8 out of the 14 highest mountain peaks of the
world lie in Nepal (Shrestha, 2012; MoCTCA, 2020).
Nepal’s species richness of plants and animals is disproportionately high (MoFE,
2018a). The country comprises only 0.03% of land area globally but hosts at least
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2.5% of the biodiversity (HMGN/MFSC, 2002). So far, over 13,000 plant species
and 17,000 animal species have been found and described from Nepal (MoFE,
2018a; Chaudhary et al., 2020).
There are 10 Ramsar sites of international importance designated in Nepal (MoFE
2018b); 37 bird and biodiversity areas – IBAs (DNPWC & BCN, 2018); and 11
botanical gardens (MoFSC, 2015; DPR, 2017). There are 20 protected areas including
12 national parks, 1 wildlife reserve and 6 conservation areas in the country with
unique biophysical and cultural conditions (DNPWC, 2018).
Major trekking areas like Annapurna Circuit, Dhaulagiri, Mustang, Lower Dolpa,
Upper Dolpa, Humla, Manaslu, Makalu-Barun, and Kanchanjunga are located within
the protected areas (MoCTCA, 2019). Nepal has unique landscape not only in terms
of biophysical diversity, it also has cultural diversity. So, the country is very attractive
for tourists.

Mountain Tourism
Mountain tourism or mountaineering is a sector of nature tourism. It is primarily a
leisure tourism activity that includes alpine skiing, mountaineering (hiking),
climbing, alpinism and other active forms of activities such as bicycle touring,
canyoning, horse riding, rafting etc (Rio-Rama et al., 2019). With its clear air, unique
landscape and wildlife, scenic beauty, rich cultural heritage and recreational
opportunities, mountains are attractive tourism destination and considered as magnet
for many tourists (Panov et al., 2013). Mountains particularly in the alpine or subalpine zones have long been remained as the most attractive tourism destinations
(UNWTO, 2018).
It is estimated that more than 50 million people visit mountains each year (FAO,
2005). Mountain regions share about 15-20% of total tourists worldwide with a total
turnover of US$ 70-90 billion in the global tourism industry (UNWTO, 2004; FAO,
2005).
The mountain tourism is a phenomenon with many economic, political, social,
historical and psychological implications. Its financial implications include the
increase in the living standard of local communities, with effects on regional and
national economy (Simoni, 2015). Tourism is one of the key drivers in developing
mountain regions.
Since historical time, Nepal has long been a dream destination of many travelers of
the world (Stevens, 1988) for mountaineering activities, including adventure,
holiday, pilgrimage and many other tourism activities (Satyal, 1999). The country is
very attractive destination for mountaineers, rock climbers, naturalists and many
other adventure loving tourists.
Nepal is experiencing a rapid growth in tourism. The number of international tourist
visiting the country has increased tremendously from only 9526 in 1964 to 1.2
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million in 2019. The percentage of tourists visiting Nepal for trekking and
mountaineering vary from year to year from 13 percent to more than 27.9 percent.
There are more than 1792 mountain peaks with height more than 5000 m in the
country. The government has opened only 414 peaks for mountaineering activities.
Among the tourists visiting different places of the country, nearly 65% visit national
parks and wildlife reserves (holiday and pleasure), 16.52% opt for adventure
including trekking and mountaineering, and 14.36 opt for religious purposes
(MoCTCA, 2019).
The foreign currency equivalent to Rs. 81.12 billion was earned through tourism in
FY 2018/19. This figure is 71.9% of the total amount of foreign currency earned
through export of goods, 24.8% of the total foreign currency earned through the total
export of goods and service, 5% of the total foreign currency earned, and 2.2% of
GDP. In the year 2019, a total royalty amount of Rs. 601.5 million had been collected
both by Government for climbing mountains above 6500 meters high, and by Nepal
Mountaineering Association for climbing mountains below 6500 meters high.
Tourism is not only the major source of foreign currency earnings but also provides
employment and income generation opportunities (MoCTCA, 2019).
Realizing the importance of natural resources and tourism industry, the government
has been trying to develop attractive, safe, pleasant and adventurous tourism
destinations. Hence this realization of tourism sector and mountains in particular has
led to the government planning to give a major boost to this field in term of higher
academic researches that can work out as a catapult.
Climate, topography, scenery and the seasonal cycle all determine the facilities and
activities of mountain tourism, reflecting the strong interdependency between the
mountain ecosystem and the mountain tourism system. So, tourism development
must therefore go hand in hand with protecting and preserving these resources to
ensure tourism’s long-term growth and viability. Tourism not only brings socioeconomic benefits but also carries risks of harming ecological goods and services,
compromising cultural identities and increasing social inequalities. So, an
understanding of the mountain environment and mountain tourism and the linkages
between mountain tourism, environmental resources, ecosystem, and people's
livelihood is necessary for sustainable mountain development of the mountain areas
as well as the country options.

Rationale for the Academic Course of Mountaineering and Mountain
Sciences
Tourism sector is one of the major sources of income, employment and market for
industrial and agricultural products as well as for socio-cultural services in mountain
areas. As mentioned earlier, Nepal has been experiencing rapid increase in tourism
and the country is benefiting from it by earning foreign currency, employment
generation and as stimuli for industrial and agricultural growth. Therefore, Nepal is
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trying to attract and welcome more tourists by opening new destinations and
improving the existing destinations with the enhancement of services and
infrastructural facilities in the country.
In order to attract more tourists in the country, tourism products should be developed
and disseminated. For developing tourism products considering the safety for
tourists, an understanding of mountain sciences is necessary.
Moreover, mountain environment is very dynamic and small changes in the mountain
area can result into serious consequences. These consequences are not limited only
in the mountain areas but adjacent affect to the downstream populated areas. For
example, the impact of global warming (climate change) in terms of occurrences of
flood and drought is very high outside the mountain area in downstream. So,
understanding of mountain sciences is necessary not only to develop responsible
tourism but also the sustainable development of the country as a whole.
The following are major reasons in the development of mountain tourism focusing
on trekking and mountaineering.
•

Necessity of the scientific understanding of mountains and their environment,

•

Necessity to understand and address the environmental hazards and risks that
help to develop safe tourism,

•

Understanding the socio-economic and environmental impacts of mountain
tourism and impacts of global changes on mountain environment,

•

Understanding the negative and positive impacts so that the strategies to
avoid or reduce negative impacts and enhance the positive impacts could be
developed and implemented, and

•

Enhancement of professionalism in mountain sciences and mountaineering
as part of sustainable tourism.

The course must be focused on mountaineering and mountain sciences specializing
in high alpine area aiming at developing professional in theory and practices. It will
have to be a unique course in the sense that it has high weight in field research and
other practical works. Such a course can offer a unique opportunity to enhance
professional capacity of the students both from Nepal and abroad. It can also be
hoped that the course can attract international students.

Objectives of the Course
The aim of the course must be directed to produce competent professionals, scholars,
and researchers on mountain sciences, mountaineering, Himalayan adventures, in
bio-diversity and cultural heritages, and in the broader sector of mouintains and
mountaineering. The graduates shall understand and contribute to mountain sciences,
mountaineering, and adventure academia in policy making, knowledge production
and dissemination, and help implementing to the greater interest of the nation,
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Specific Objectives
•

to provide knowledge about scientific researches which address the
opportunities, challenges, and problems in mountain sciences,

•

to produce well-trained and practically skillful human resources in different
fields in high mountain sciences – geomorphology, ecology, climate,
hydrology, glaciology,

•

to develop capable processional resources on environment including the
livelihood of the people, its conservation, and sustainable development of
high mountain areas,

•

to produce high level technical human resources capable of providing
services to tourism development focusing on trekking and mountaineering
tourism, and

•

to produce professional researchers and academicians for scientific research
in high mountain areas that fulfills the national and global demands and also
for developing safe and responsible mountain tourism in the country.

The Field Study and Research Site
As mentioned earlier, the uniqueness of this course should be the focus on field
based research and obtaining knowledge and experiences with field work. Nepal
Mountain Academy has already established "International Mountain Training and
Research Centre" at Solu Dudhakunda Mmunicipality, Ward No. 7, Garma in
Solukhumbu district for field-based studies and trainings. In addition to this area,
field based research activities must be carried out in the high mountain areas such as
Kanchanjunga, Khumbu, Langtang, Annapurna, Putha Himchuli, and Api Saipal
(Picture 1). These mountains have already been initiated as the major research sites;

Picture 1: Prospective permanent research site for MSc. in MMSR.
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and other high alpine zone shall be prioritized as required.
The government has been requested for permission for fixing permanent study sites
in these areas and help to develop infrastructure such as installation of scientific
equipments for environmental monitoring such as thermometer, rain gauges,
hydrological stations, snow, ice and glacier monitoring, vegetation study etc. for
academic researches. It is hoped that the academy obtains permission to fix permanent
field sites and funding for the establishment of scientific equipment and development
of service infrastructure such as sheds and quarters for living to researchers. The
proposed course must attempt to follow the modality adopted by the Mountain
Research Stations, an interdisciplinary research facility of the Institute of Artic and
Alpine Research, University of Colorado devoted to advancement of the study of
mountain ecosystems by developing permanent research stations and research
infrastructure as mentioned above. The academy has realized the necessity of such
course and will try to facilitate research and education to better understand the unique
patterns and processes of biotic, physical and cultural systems in the mountains and
how environmental changes may influence these patterns and processes.

Expected Outcome
After pursuing the master's course these students shall be able to generate and
disseminate knowledge about mountaineering, mountain sciences and its
environment, independently assess environmental impact of mountain tourism, help
to develop capacity of local guides and manage mountain tourism to grow in
sustained way.

Conclusion
Within the mandate of Nepal Mountain Academy and experience from ongoing
teaching, research and training activities, a new and unique course of Master of
Science in Mountaineering and Mountain Sciences by Research (MSc. in MMS-R)
has been already proposed. As indicated by the course title, it has two thematic
streams – the mountaineering and mountain sciences. Other courses on the methods
and tools and field studies along with the thematic courses, it is hoped that the
students will be capable of analyzing the problems and contribute for sustainable
development of the country by developing responsible tourism and better utilization
and preservation of mountain environment. The course is unique in the sense that it
has proposed for developing and utilization of permanent research stations in the
high mountain area with focus on field based research activities.
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Climategate Controversies and its Implications

Dr. Shankar Prasad Acharya*

Abstract

The primary focus of this paper is to analyze the types of
major arguments and resultant biases, fallacies or persuaders
related to climate change data and facts because of Climategate
scandal and to analyze the ‘hypothesis’ that “if the climategate
affects the public perception of science, how can scientists
maintain credibility in public debates, and who can take on
the role of a credible climate science communicator?”
Analyses are accomplished based on available secondary
sources of information and personal observations and
intuition. Climate change is not a pure science because it is believed to be a
behaviorally pushed consequences; the involved scientists tried to establish the
biased facts through inductive reasoning through hacked emails in this scandal
creating dubious arguments for influencing to people’s beliefs and creating policy
distractions to prolong the matter to fulfill the vested interests, especially of fossil
fuels business operators. After referring to some relevant research studies and papers,
it is concluded that Climategate has produced bifurcated opinions and perceptions of
the people on the facts of climate change, climate scientists’ credibility and its
impacts regarding credibility and validity of climate data and delayed responses of
the authorities to initiate immediate policy and mitigating measures to solve the
rising global warming and augmented climate change. Climategate issue has left
long lasting impacts on people’s perceptions, and it is still relevant to rethink over it
and streamline the policies, resources, and data integrity to address the issues. On
this ground, some policy recommendations have been prescribed in this paper for
clarity and maintaining integrity and credibility of relevant stakeholders, including
climate scientists, policy advocates, government, and global leaders.

Introduction
Climategate is related to a scandal that brings forth the fact about possible digressions
of real facts about the rising global warming and augmented climate change by the
responsible climate scientists of the time. This issue grabs the attention of the 1079
(one thousand seventy-nine) emails and 72 (seventy-two) documents which had
been hacked by an unknown hacker at Climatic Research Unit (CRU) in University
*
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of East Anglia (UEA), UK. Detail studies and analysis of these hacked and publicly
leaked emails and documents had given birth to serious suspicions of involvement
of contemporary scientists for pushing away the human-made warming theory
indicating possible conspiracy in overstating climate change data, possibly through
illegal destruction of embarrassing information, organized resistance to disclosure,
manipulation of real-time series climate data, private admissions of flaws in their
public claims (https://skepticalscience.com/Climategate-CRU-emails-hacked.htm)’,
violation of right to accurate information, falsified persuasions and twisting other
socio-moral issues. The numbers of hacked emails were also not in exact match as
James, W. (2010) revealed that 1,073 emails were hacked.
Controversies of the Climategate Scandal are numerous, sequential, and multifaceted.
There is bifurcation or neutrality of opinions on the climate change issue amongst
climate scientists, experts, public policy advocates, and conservationists. Because of
opinion differences and biases amongst authentic scientists and authorities, the
general populace is confused about the reality of rising global warming and
augmented climate change. This fact will be explored in detail in the succeeding
discussions in the paper.
The aim and scope of this paper is to review the Climategate scandal and how and
why this happened. While shaping out this article, the main body has been structured
in two parts. First part focuses on the types of major arguments and resultant biases,
fallacies or persuasions that the Climategate campaign used to influence public
opinions on climate change. Second part tries to explore a ‘hypothesis’ that “if the
Climategate affects the public perception of science, how can scientists, government
and policy advocates maintain credibility, and who can take on the role of a credible
science communicator and mitigation programs implementer?” Further it tries to
highlight indicatively on likely implications of biased and conspired attempts of any
scandals in other sectors of the economy. Finally, this paper concludes with remarks
and policy recommendations.

Climategate and Public Perception
This section discusses the different types of arguments, resultant biases, fallacies and
persuaders focusing on the Climategate scandal. Climategate issue is associated with
facts falsifications on rising global warming and augmented climate change. Because
of human’s carbon-emitting activities, competition on pollutive constructions,
excessive use of coals and fossil fuels and deforestations amongst others, primarily
led to imbalanced greenhouse gas effects resulting in persistent rise in temperature
globally in the form of augmented climate change as opposed to natural warming of
average temperature around 150C, supposed to be on Earth’s surface. Rise of global
warming, augmented climate change and its impacts have been evidenced by
depletion of snows and glaciers, rise of sea level, rise in natural calamities like
droughts and storms, occurrence of alien disease like Ebola, dengue, COVID-19 etc.
and are believed to be the resultants of rising global warming and augmented climate
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change.
This analysis is based on the available secondary sources of information, expert’s
views and time series of temperature data. Climate change is not an exact science
because it is believed to be a behaviorally pushed consequence and result of
unplanned and excessive exploitations of natural resources beyond their carrying
capacities. In this context, it is believed that the involved climate scientists and
researchers tried to establish the biased facts through inductive reasoning to persuade
the people’s mindset and perceptions on the climate change issue otherwise –
meaning climate change is not happening as understood. This issue can be clarified
through the following literature reviews.

Literature Survey on Climategate
We can find numerous open sourced reviewed papers and researches on Climategate.
While finding the possible culprit of hacking of more than thousand private emails
and few documents, there is no solid evidence and it is believed that the hacker is
unknown. However, Ostanin, I (2019) suspects that those emails hacking was carried
out from Russia – and those emails had been exchanged amongst few climate
scientists and that had grabbed keen attention of politicians, academicians, researchers
and general public etc. over the globe in 2009 and onwards. It is believed that ‘this
was not the work of a computer-savvy teenager who liked to hack security systems
for fun. Whoever the thief was, they knew what they were looking for. They knew
how valuable the emails could be in the hands of the climate change denial movement’
(ClimateSight, 2010). These affirmations indicate that this activity is done
intentionally and in a planned way to raise the rumors, fallacies and misconceptions
through planned facts-twisting game through trusted and authentic climate scientists.
There are different critical opinions and analyses found to this issue focusing mainly
on – attempts of establishing biased premises to reinforce falsified conclusions
(theory); data and facts fabrications; creating panic and persuading people’s
perceptions otherwise; conspiring the false premises as theory; violating legal rights
of right to right information; plotting twisted policy influences and streamlining the
funds away from global warming and climate impacts mitigating initiatives; loss of
credibility and transparency of data and climate scientists; and ‘misleading the public
by propagating misconceptions about climate science (Wight, 2010; Carrington,
2011); and many more. These speculations support the aftermath of Climategate
scandal as the hacked emails resulted ‘in a battle between the scientists and their
critics over climate science and data transparency, which led to a media storm, a
criminal investigation, multiple inquiries and death threats’ (BBC News Documentary,
15 Nov 2019). Quoting to Edward and Joyce Linde “It’s an ongoing battle to
authoritatively define a problem and provide the best solution” (Berlin, 2009)
indicating that the Climategate agenda still would have debate and repercussions on
policy formation. Climate catastrophe denial can be observed through behavioral
and policy moves either way from climate issue. One burning example would be the
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quit of USA from Climate Pact at Paris Summit – 2019. Very recently US President
Trump rejected the role of climate change for wildfires in California State (2020).
Considering the scandal and by going through the literature and expert’s opinion
review, we cannot find neutral, common and congruent opinions or assessments on
it. The Global Warming Policy Foundation (GWPF, 2010) explored about the facts
and the majorly involved leading scientists and allegations that the involved climate
scientists (a) failed to give a full and fair view to policy makers and the
Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change (IPCC) of all the evidence available to
them on the matter (b) deliberately obstructed access to data and methods to those
taking different viewpoints from themselves (c) failed to comply with Freedom of
Information requirements, and (d) sought to inﬂuence the review panels of journals
in order to prevent rival scientiﬁc evidence from being published. These allegations
further gave birth of speculations, whether they – had attempted to prevent skeptical
views from appearing in the scientiﬁc literature or had misrepresented or ignored
critical work in the IPCC reports; had deleted email and other data in order to avoid
compliance with the Freedom of Information legislation; had failed to make their
data and computer code available to critics in order to prevent it being examined and
challenged; the picture of the state of climate science presented by scientists in the
IPCC reports was consistent with their own papers as they appeared in the scientiﬁc
literature and also with their privately expressed views. These allegations got strong
foundation as one of the Professor Jonathan Overpeck was a lead author on the IPCC
report (2007) and this report has a very scary and attention grabbing forecasting of
‘significant depletion of snows by 2035 form all mountains over the globe’ (IPCC
Report, 2007) appealing to likely worsened scenario to survival of species, having
hard times in preservation of human civilization, potential devastating natural
calamities and required huge level of unaffordable resources and insufficient efforts
to climate adaptation measures than required for the future.
Further, ‘three investigations’ carried out by – (a) the House of Commons Science
and Technology Committee; (b) the Independent Climate Change Emails Review set
up by UEA and chaired by Sir Muir Russell; and (c) the Scientific Assessment Panel
(SAP) set up by UEA chaired by Lord Oxburgh. However, these reports could not
conclude solid findings because of several weaknesses including unclear terms of
reference (TOR), hasty initiations, unbalanced choices of panel members, insufficient
care while investigation and poor record keeping. These observations can be true as
the majority of the panel members including team lead of CRU’s director Sir Muir
Russel himself were absent to sign off the report. RMcKitrick, R (2010) also verifies
that different investigation Committees’ inquiries were largely unable to deal with
the issue of blocking publication of papers, or intimidating journals. This scenario
casts severe doubts not only on the credibility of the scientists but also on different
investigation committees as well about the credibility of investigations.
On the contrary, many of the scientists, researchers and general public believe that
Climategate is a fake scandal. Amongst many, (Wight, 2010) believes that it is not
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certain whether those emails were stolen or leaked from the CRU of the UEA, which
appeared on the internet in November 2009. He has multiple views that (a) the emails
exchanges were ordinary and routine for 13 years; (b) climate contrarians,
conservative columnists and media played up the controversy; (c) cherry-picks
suggestive emails aggravated biased interpretations and conclusions; (d) Russell
Committee did not find any evidence of behavior that might undermine the
conclusions of the IPCC assessments (e) IPCC Review Editors defended for that the
e-mails cannot always be relied upon as evidence of what actually occurred, nor
indicative of actual behavior that is extreme, exceptional or unprofessional; amongst
many. He further concludes that because it was not a conspiracy and scientists were
not biased - ‘the CRU scientists have been cleared’ and the media dropped the ball
– as an example, Rupert Murdoch’s The Australian published no less than 85 stories
about Climategate, but not one about the Muir Russell inquiry. Such bifurcations of
opinion are supported by Maibach, E et.al (2012) too as they concluded that The
CRU email controversy appears to have contributed to the widening divide in
America between those who are convinced that climate change is real, human-caused
and serious and those who remain unconvinced.

Remarks on Public Perceptions
Climategate has different dimensions and dynamics as it left grounds for – biased
and twisted arguments of different interest groups like climate scientists, politicians,
policy advocates and media houses creating fallacies to impose conspiracy theory on
false premises. All these issues are associated with public accountability and
transparency, integrity and right to right information, trust and credibility of the
involved stakeholders etc. Leiserowitz, A. A. et.al (2013) did comparative study on
Climategate scandal and have found important facts in the US context. Focusing on
public opinions about global warming and different dimensions of Climategate,
found somewhat divided and even contradictory opinions of the public.
Importantly the question of ‘Global Warming happening or not?’ resulted in reverse
order as it was ‘Yes’ by 71% in 2008 and 57% in 2010 indicating there would be a
persuasion effect of fallacies on data integrity that could have been fabricated by the
scientists. This corresponds to the response to ‘No’ answer too as it was 10% in 2008
and increased to 20% indicating the general hypothesis of ‘rising global warming
due to man-made activities’ what scientists were trying to establish. Other two
parameters regarding human activities and the natural process of global warming
responses also support indicative influences on people’s perceptions. Very
interestingly, 63% respondents were worried about global warming in 2008 and it
dropped down to 50% after the Climategate scandal meaning it had a significant
impact on people’s opinion due to this event as a resultant effect (Appendix–3).
Further, people have a weak belief that scientists changed results (32%) and
suppressed the research (35%). Similarly, they have a belief that hacked emails don’t
contradict global warming (55%) and skeptics taking emails out of context (54%)
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hinting Climategate might be only a hidden campaign to persuade people and twist
the facts (Appendix – 2). Thus, there seems to be mixed and opposing observations
and perceptions of the respondents before and after the Climategate scandal due to
the imposition of fabricated facts to the general people. If there hadn’t been such
facts falsifications and biases by the credible authorities, there would have been a
common consensus or perceptions on such life impacting issues of rising global
warming and augmented climate change.

Credibility Issues and Impacts
Credibility of facts and authentic and responsible data-policy communicators is a
must in every field and disciplines of life. If a high level of credibility and integrity
is not maintained by the responsible experts, authorities and institutions, there is a
high chance of establishing biased facts ‘as truth’ through inductive reasoning to
persuade the people’s mindset and perceptions. And if such anomaly happens in our
life especially on those issues which are very critical and adverse results producing
subjects like health hazards, civil war, social disharmony, calamities producing
elements, atomic and nuclear weapons, alien diseases like COVID-19 etc.; it would
divide the society in opinion and arguments leading to physical, mental and socioeconomic distortions.

Literature Survey
Impact of Climategate on ‘trust in scientists’ was also explored based on people’s
ideology. In this, liberal (81%) and moderate (46%) had no change on their level of
trust in scientists after the scandal. Conservationists have a higher level (48%+32%
= 80%) of trust in scientists (Appendix – 3) even after the scandal too. This indicates
a weak section of people only questions on credibility, integrity and trust in scientists.
RMcKitrick, R (2010) also concluded that – scientist’s email exchanges manipulated
evidence in IPCC and WMO reports with effect of misleading leaders, including
policymakers by concealing and deleting data to ‘hide and decline’ followed by Muir
Russell’s panel misleading temperature graph; admittance of emails deletion by Phil
Jones violating freedom of information law; the scientists privately expressed greater
doubts or uncertainties about the science in their own professional writings; scientist’s
steps individually or in collusion to block access to data or methodologies in order to
prevent external examination of their work leading to question of their credibility.
These above discussed literature findings also support the idea that people have now
congruent opinions and perceptions on the Climategate scandal leading to fallacies
and inconclusions on the serious issue like GW and augmented climate change which
has direct impacts and implications to the survival of earth and life ecosystems.

Remarks on Credibility Issues
Credibility is questioned when skepticism supersedes it within individuals or
organizations integrity, beliefs and values. As perceived by (ClimateSight, 2010), ‘a
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skeptic will only accept a claim given sufficient evidence, but a denier will cling to
their beliefs regardless of evidence. They will relentlessly attack arguments that
contradict their cause, using talking points that are full of misconceptions and wellknown to be false, while blindly accepting any argument that seems to support their
point of view. A skeptic is willing to change their mind’. Thus, in this scandal, both
the behavior – skeptic and denial – might have worked badly in aggravating or
misleading the facts due to inherent personal or organizational benefits.
While talking about the credibility of the concerned stakeholders who were supposed
to be neutral and realistic in finding the ground reality of the scandal and mitigate its
impacts on the economy, society, professional integrity, and climate science itself;
several organizations found to be skeptic because of hidden vested interests. This
line of thinking can be supported by the views/work of Reports and Multimedia/
Explainer (2008 and updated in 2013) as it reveals that ‘these skeptic organizations
play a key role in the fossil fuel industry’s ‘disinformation playbook’ – a strategy
designed to confuse the policy makers, environment conservationists, political
leaders, global organizations and public at large regarding global warming climate
change so that they could delay mitigating measures on climate change.’ It has
obvious reason that the fossil fuel industry wants to sell more coal, oil, and gas —
even though the science clearly shows that the resulting carbon emissions threaten
our planet. Sufficient this possibility, amongst many, as per this source, the Manhattan
Institute has received $635,000 from ExxonMobil since 1998, with annual
contributions continuing as of 2012, and nearly $2 million from Koch foundations
from 1997-2011. Such evidence has strong ground and chances of twisting facts on
reality of climate change data by influencing the prominent organizations of repute.

Role of Credible Communicators – Building Trust & Data Integrity
Maintaining credibility in itself is always a crucial and subjective issue as it is mainly
guided by a person's background, behavior, beliefs, values and morality. Credibility
is an essential factor in private and public life. If there is a lack of credibility; family,
community, or society overall might suffer badly. In this scandal also credibility
issues had been raised several times that’s why several painstaking activities had
taken place and resources wasted which could have been invested in climate impacts
mitigation or in any other humanitarian initiatives. In this context, scientists who are
believed in face-value and by-default, should maintain a high-level credibility and
conduct especially in public debates so that they could lead the subject and society
to the right and pro-active path by proving themselves credible by – their lifestyle,
credible in research and writings, regular interactions with the press and communities
about the facts, presentation of neutral and facts supported public hearings and
conducting public audit.
While discussing the credibility issue, there comes the responsibility that who should
be the role models those can lead credible science communicators? Maibach, E et.al
(2012) suggested that universities, funders, and journals are the likely focal points of
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implementation and enforcement of best practices and professional scientiﬁc
societies should study the issues raised by this controversy, develop a set of
recommendations, and set the agenda to improve data transparency, availability, and
quality control, as well as stronger efforts to engage the public and policymakers.
In my view, country should identify the areas which has national and global impacts
like climate change, public health, natural calamities, epidemics, emergence of alien
diseases (like recent outbreak of coronavirus in China) etc. and set them as national/
global priority sector as primary watch list risk area for proactive measures and
quick response for impacts mitigations. For such areas including GW and climate
data disseminations, a high level national body must be constituted or assigned
where high level scientists, policy advocates, academicians, public auditors, members
from civil societies and required specialized experts should be involved. Such a body
should be equipped with specific terms of references (TORs), resources and other
supports by the country. All the information and data should be gathered and recorded
by such bodies. Such national priority data must be disseminated under one window
approach and any other information surveys, researches, journal articles or hear-say
should be recognized informal to the extent that contradicts with national onewindow data and information. This national body should be a subject of public audit
and it must publicly communicate the facts and figures periodically. This is how we
can restore and maintain the credibility of all concerned including data and scientists.

Negative and Positive Impacts of Climategate Scandal
As a matter of fact, Climategate has two dimensions after it happened. Referring to
Maibach, E et.al (2012) in the American context, negative impacts are the deterioration
of public beliefs in climate scientists leading to several investigations; and creating
political dynamics and policy process opposing to global warming and climate threat
mitigations initiatives e.g. withdrawing from the climate resolutions of global
forums, cutting the climate mitigation funds, relaxing the climate policies etc.
however, side-by-side, it positively impacted on the issue resulting formation of
authentic committees for reliable information, leadership and advocacy summits
initiated, funding initiatives started for factual communications, initiations of
stakeholders’ engagement. In this author’s view too, it has damaged several
dimensions of life, however it created a positive awareness and initiatives globally
for correcting the damages it created and streamline the ecosystem in order.

Ground Reality of Global Warming and Climate Change
We can find showers of references and numerous evidences and instances of global
warming and augmented climate change. Climate change is deemed to be augmented
because it has not restored its original departure since the time formally recorded
temperatures time series. One of the very interesting fact mentioned we can find is
that “Drying up of the Sarasvati River due to climate changes and End of IndusSarasvati culture; center of civilization in ancient India relocates from the Sarasvati
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River to the Ganges River (Encyclopedia of Hinduism, 1900 B.C.E.). Now there is a
prediction that river Ganges would dry-out and convert into a seasonal river within
a foreseeable future. Jain (2008) discusses about that the Gangotri glacier is melting
at a rapid rate and it is likely that it will disappear in the next 20–30 years leading to
a dry Ganga, which will not only jeopardize the life of more than 50 crore people,
but also seriously hurt the religious sentiments also. If such an incident happens, who
knows the next destination of relocation of Ganges civilization? Few of the instances
out of millions have been referred here to substantiate on the reality of climate
change impacts. Also, the long time series of Climate Anomaly Chart also has been
reproduced to supplement the rising global warming trend and augmented climate
change.

Global Scenario
According to Ackerman F. and A. S. Elizabeth (2008), the total cost of global
warming will be as high as 3.6 percent of GDP. Hurricane damage, real estate losses,
energy costs, and water costs – will come with a price tag of 1.8 percent of U.S.
GDP, or almost $1.9 trillion annually (in today’s dollars) by 2100.
Cline (2007), argues that average temperatures would rise by 3ºC globally and 4.5ºC
for the world’s agricultural land areas. Yields and agricultural production would fall
about 15 to 30 percent in Africa and Latin America. Losses in India could be 30 to
40 percent. Productivity losses would range between 20 and 30 percent in the
southeast, and from 25 to 35 percent in the southwest plains and Mexico.
As Global Donor Platform for Rural Development (2009), estimate that climate
change is expected to put 49 million additional people at risk of hunger by 2020, and
132 million by 2050 (IFAD). The costs of ignoring climate change have been
estimated at more than that of the two world wars and the Great Depression (5
percent to 20 percent of GDP). Only 1 (one) percent of global GDP per annum must
be invested to avoid the worst effects of climate change (Stern Report) By 2080, an
extra 600 million people worldwide could be affected by malnutrition as a result of
climate change (IPCC).
A small rodent that lived only on a single island off Australia is likely the world's
first mammal to become a casualty of climate change, scientists reported in Jan 2016.
The government of Australia has now officially recognized the Bramble Cay
melomys (Melomys Rubicola) as extinct. (Feb 19, 2016).

Global Temperature Anomaly
Global surface temperature anomalies are a description of how the overall average
temperature of the surface of the Earth deviates from what is expected. To establish
a baseline, between 1961 and 1990, the average temperature around the globe was
approximately 14.0°C according to the World Meteorological Organization. In 2016,
the temperature anomaly was measured to be 0.99°C warmer than the historical
average, making it the hottest year on record. Trends of temperature anomalies over
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land and surface are reproduced below for a general idea of how it is moving on and
on.
Global surface temperature anomalies are a description of how the overall average
temperature of the surface of the Earth deviates from what is expected. To establish
a baseline, between 1961 and 1990, the average temperature around the globe was
approximately 14.0°C according to the World Meteorological Organization. In 2016,
the temperature anomaly was measured to be 0.99°C warmer than the historical
average, making it the hottest year on record. Trends of temperature anomalies over
land and surface are reproduced below for a general idea that how it is moving on
and on.
Temperature Anomalies

Figure 1: Adapted from: https://www.setthings.com/en/global-warming-temperature-evolution/

The Context of Nepal
Mustang is on the verge of direct hit by augmented Climate Change. Dhye Village
of Surkhang and Samjung Village of Chhoser of Mustang District resettled elsewhere
because of exhausted water resources for drinking water and irrigation. It is because
of the impact of climate change. Due to the lack of water resources, the villagers are
starving for their agriculture, farming and livestock. There are 24 households at
Surkhang, Dhye and 17 households at Chhoser, Samjung. These villages did not get
any opportunity to observe the snowfall in almost all weather for many years and the
place is quite warmer these days as compared to the past. With a broader planning,
these families are planned to relocate at the bank of Kali Gandaki River by the
financial help of Rs 5.6 Million of District Development Committee of Mustang.
Because of rising global warming and climate impact, villagers of the both villages
could not find drinking water, green grasses, irrigation and virtual end of animal
husbandry and cultivation. Now they have become “Climate Refugees' ' and have
been resettled in the lower part of the Mustang. This small incident is sufficient to
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foresee our future of the cost of resettlement, adaptation, sustainability and survival.
Kantipur (National Daily of Nepal), June 20, 20112). This scenario had also been
covered by the New York Times after 8 years. (April 5, 2020).
Acharya, S. P. & Bhatta G. R. (2012), rain has positive impact on Agriculture GDP
for One additional MM of rainfall adds Rs. 9.6 million value addition to the output;
whereas temperature (cyclical portion) has significant negative impact on agriculture
production in Nepal as 1.0°C rise in temperature causing to decrease the agriculture
value addition by Rs. 542 million.
Even though Nepal produces only 0.025 percent of world greenhouse gas emissions,
which is very much negligible proportion to the proportionate in the global volume.
However, The Climate Change Risk Atlas has ranked Nepal at the ‘fourth most
vulnerable country’ in the world. More than 1.9 million population of Nepal is at
high risk because of rising global warming and climate change.

Temperature Rising Trend in Nepal
Acharya, S. P. (2012) had explored on Nepalese temperature rising scenario of
different areas of Nepal for time series data 1975-2012. Some of the noticeable data
summary has been reproduced below on the temperature records in Nepal:
Table 1 : Comparative Temperature Data
Year

Kathmandu (ºC)

Jumla (ºC)

Simara (ºC)

Max

Min

Avg

Max

Min

Avg

Max

Min

Avg

1975

23.9

11.6

17.7

19.8

4.5

12.1

30.2

17.8

24.0

1985

25.0

12.1

18.6

20.7

5.2

12.9

30.4

18.1

24.3

1995

25.4

11.9

18.7

20.2

4.9

12.5

30.6

17.6

24.1

2005

26.0

12.7

19.4

20.9

4.9

12.9

30.6

18.4

24.5

2010

27.4

13.1

20.3

22.1

5.4

13.8

31.3

18.9

25.1

Source: GON, Department of Metrology and Hydrology (2011)

Kathmandu is witnessing a higher side temperature escalation in both ends that is
maximum average and minimum average annually. Likewise, annualized average
temperature is also increasing at high speed. Compared amongst Kathmandu, Jumla,
and Simara, within this period, we have found that the maximum average temperature
has increased by 3.50C, 2.30C, and 1.10C respectively for Kathmandu, Jumla and
Simara. (Higher Side Temperature). Similarly, the minimum annual average
temperature has increased by 1.50C, 0.90C and 1.10C respectively for the same
cities. Likewise, the annualized average temperature of these cities has increased by
2.60C, 1.70C’ and 1.10C respectively.
Kathmandu Valley is witnessing explicitly a faster pace of temperature increment in
all ends signifying multifaceted high pollutions and heavily encroached carrying
capacity by the human activities beyond its tolerable limit. Very noticeable
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observation that within 36 years, Kathmandu had recorded monthly minimum
average temperature by minus -0.20C in January in1978. Then after, such scenario
has never returned and such minimum monthly minimum average (January)
temperature had a highest record of 3.70C in January 2009.

Concluding Remarks and Recommendations
No matter how fast or slow is its pace, global warming and climate change is
happening due to manmade excess activities beyond the carrying capacity of the ecosystem producing greenhouse gas effects on earth. We are observing climate impacts
in our day-to-day life by experiencing early bearing and budding of the fruits and
flowers than usual; shifting of plants from low altitude to high altitudes; depletion or
diminution of permanent sources of water; rising frequencies of longer droughts,
cyclones, and hurricanes; rise of the sea level, emergence of incurable diseases like
dengue or other alien viruses; frequent flooding and landslides; rise of the sea level
and meltdown of ice-world, partial or excess rainfall, frequent acid rains etc. are
some noticeable examples of climate shift and its impacts on earth that we hear or
seen frequently.
Opposing this ground reality, the Climategate scandal created a controversy and
helped splitting the opinion and society in two major sections through fact falsification
and persuasion. In this course, climate scientists, media and vested interest groups
like fossil fuel producers had been the players. In order to get rid off from such
scandals, numbers of precautions are recommended including public to be rational
and analytical by not running after hearsay; scientists and other professional to be
accountable, transparent and honest to the profession, government be strong with
national vision and priorities and must implement professional code of conduct;
media to be responsible to society; implementation of robust national cyber securities
policies and its execution; one-window communication policy through nation body
with public and periodic data dissemination; stakeholder’s participation on such
critical issues etc. Further, strong legal foundations and arrangements are also
necessary to control such falsifications and conspirations and executing the culprits
of such wrong doings a severe punishment.
This Climategate scandal and its implications analysis is just an example of a twisting
event and its likely long-run and short-run impacts on the different dimensions and
dynamics of socio-economic life and their possible damages which were not
supposed to be. Now what we can conclude from this study, in a general understanding
that (a) there must be a proven and authentic source of data communication onewindow system in all fields that directly hits the health, mental status, psychology,
behaviors, values, beliefs and socio-economic life of the people at large (b)
researchers, academicians, policy advocates, government and other responsible
sections of life must not rely on privately disseminated or any leaked or informal
data or information without verification and confirmation from reliable sources (c)
inductive reasoning (premises of ‘probable’ foundation) would be very risky in
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policy formulation and departure as such reasoning are based on limited premises of
information. Hence, policy makers, professionals, experts, scientists and even
general audiences or stakeholders must cautiously use such reasonings and findings
very cautiously and carefully to avoid the adverse impacts and questioning on
credibility of any policy and enforcement initiations (d) there must be a code of
conduct, implementation of such codes of conduct, arrangement of social and
financial punishments for such data and information falsifications so that professional
and data integrity could be maintained (e) concerning line agencies of the Government
of respective countries like bureau of statistics or responsible departments of line
ministries and authenticated research centers like NASA etc. should be responsible
for data verifications, authentication and use in general purpose by the relevant
stakeholders including policy formulators, donor agencies, policy advocates, experts,
researchers and academicians.
After evaluating and analyzing this issue and its implications, it can be concluded
that such other critical areas of socio-economic life also might face a high chance of
establishing biased facts ‘as truth’ through inductive reasoning to persuade the
people’s mindset and perceptions. For that reason, we all individuals, policy
formulators, donor agencies, policy advocates, experts, researchers, academicians
and government agencies (ministries and departments) should always be vigilant,
aware, responsible, credible and proactive in maintaining true facts and its factual
dissemination to provide a true picture of the concerned matter so that no one would
be misguided and victimized.
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Appendix – 1

Shift in Public Perceptions before and after Climategate Scandal
Oct-Nov 2008 Survey
n = 20164 and Responses
(in %)

Questions

Dec-Jan 2010 Survey
n = 2001 and Responses
(in %)

Yes

No

Yes

No

Is global warming (GW) happening?

71

10

57

20

GW is due to human activities

57

-

47

-

GW is naturally happening

33

-

36

-

Worried on GW due to human cause

63

-

50

-

Adapted from: Leiserowitza, A. A., Maibachb, E. W., C., Roser-Renoufb, Smitha, N., & Dawsonc, E. (2013). Climategate, Public Opinion and Loss of Trust. School of Forestry & Environmental Studies, Yale University

Appendix – 2

Public Perceptions/Interpretations of Climategate - (n=236 and in %)
Scientists
changed results

Scientists
suppressed
results

Emails don’t
contradict GW

Skeptics taking
emails out of
context

Strongly agree

16

15

35

32

Somewhat agree

16

20

20

22

Somewhat disagree

36

33

26

28

Strongly disagree

33

33

10

18

Public Perceptions

Adapted from: Leiserowitza, A. A., Maibachb, E. W., C., Roser-Renoufb, Smitha, N., & Dawsonc, E. (2013). Climategate, Public Opinion and Loss of Trust. School of Forestry & Environmental Studies, Yale University

Appendix – 3

Impact of Climategate on Trust in Scientists by Ideology
Level of Trust

Liberal (n=57)

Moderate (n=65)

Conservative (n=109)

Much more trust

04

22

48

Somewhat more trust

05

28

32

No change in level of trust

81

46

19

Somewhat less trust

09

03

01

Much less trust

02

02

00

Adapted from: Leiserowitza, A. A., Maibachb, E. W., C., Roser-Renoufb, Smitha, N., & Dawsonc, E. (2013). Climategate, Public Opinion and Loss of Trust. School of Forestry & Environmental Studies, Yale University
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Critical Analysis of the Journal Publications of Nepal Mountain
Academy
Dr. Basanta Paudel*

Preface

Nepal is a mountainous country and its eighty-three percent
territory is covered by the mountain area, and is located in the
central Himalaya region. The world’s unique Nepalese
national ags shape represents the country’s mountain
topography. Nepal Himalaya is well known for adventure
tourist destinations, including virgin land/laboratory for
research in mountain science, mountaineering, Himalayan
cultural heritage and adventure tourism. In this context, Nepal
Mountain Academy takes an initiation to promote tourism in
mountain and adventure tourism through its academic activities, scientific research,
and publications. In this mission, the NMA has started to publish its annual
international peer-reviewed publication “Journal of Tourism and Himalayan
Adventures (JTHA)”. This journal specifically seeks and attracts readers, researchers/
scholars, and audiences to the tourism and adventures, mountain sciences,
mountaineering, and the Himalayan cultural heritage academia. NMA has published
two volumes with a total number of 18 articles, and this paper attempts critical
review of those publications in the JTHA.

Critical Review
The “Journal of Tourism and Himalayan Adventures (JTHA)” had published its first
volume/issue in 2019 as “Journal of Nepal Mountain Academy” (NMA, 2019), and
successfully published its second volume/issue in 2020 (NMA, 2020). The previous
two volumes of JTHA published a total or seventeen articles and one book review.
The published articles cover six major thematic areas (Table 1).
Thematic area

Vol. 1

Vol. 2

Total

%

Adventure/ Mountaineering/ Trekking Tourism

5

0

5

27.8

Tourism Development/ Sustainable Tourism/ Livelihood

1

3

4

22.2

Climatic/ Climate Change

2

1

3

16.6

Cultural/ Religious/ Heritage Tourism

1

1

2

11.1

Mountain Hazard

0

2

2

11.1

*

Dr. Basanta Paudel is a Geographer with PhD in Physical Geography and Post-doctorate in Environmental
Ecology; and interested in land change science, ecosystem services, socio-ecological systems, policy research,
mountain tourism, multi hazards and climate change adaptation with the application of advance geographical
tools: GIS, Remote Sensing, UAV, MATLAB, and SPSS.
Dr. Paudel has published over 30 international research articles in different international journals. For more
information, please visit https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Basanta-Paudel
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Tourism Enterprises

1

0

1

5.6

Critical Review/ Book Review

0

1

1

5.6

Total

10

8

18

100

Table 1: The synthesized thematic area covered by the two volumes of JTHA

Out of them, 27.8% of articles from both issues belong to the area of adventure/
mountaineering/ trekking tourism. In the same way, 22.2% papers dealt with tourism
development/ sustainable tourism and livelihood followed by climate change
(16.6%), cultural/religious/heritage tourism (11.1%), and mountain hazards (11.1%).
Further, 5.6% paper was published in the field of tourism enterprises, and the rest
5.6% are critical reviews of tourism related books.
The overall scenario in terms of the coverage of thematic areas shows that the
published articles have within the scope and aims of the JTHA. However, both the
issues were not able to cover some most important research and thematic research
fields in geography of Nepal Himalaya, biodiversity conservation, mountain sports,
hospitality management, distribution of tourism attractions, services/facilities, and
tourism policies and its implications. We found a lack of these important fields in the
previously published issues of JTHA.
Thus, it will be better to give priority to covering those research fields in the upcoming
issue. Governmental tourism policies, geography of the country, flora and fauna,
distribution of tourism attractions, services/facilities, and hospitality management
are the most remarkable aspects and thematic areas of the mountain tourism and its
development. These sectors are
needed to be focused and linked in
the academic activities and research
works for sustainable mountain
tourism development.
After reviewing all the 17 published
papers and one book review in the
both volume/issues of JTHA, there
are some notable points to critical
analysis for further advancement of
JTHA. As the synthesized form, in
the first volume there were a total 10
published papers (NMA, 2019). The
notable point is that most of the
papers have followed the descriptive
pattern. There are around 70%
articles in the descriptive forms
rather than specific novel approaches
and
techniques-based
research

Picture 1: Journal of Nepal Mountain Academy, Volume 1
(Source: Nepal Mountain Academy, 2020)
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papers. It is fine for such
descriptive materials for
students to gain basic
concepts and knowledge in
their academic objectives; but
it is not enough for the
researchers/scholars who are
willing to provide in-depth
information on those research
issues and fields. Mostly
adopted secondary data and
no any specific methodology
in their articles are applied,
which shows lack of novel
approach and research data.
The rest three articles apply
some specific methodological
approach, but there is a lack
Picture 2: Journal of Tourism and Himalayan Adventures, Volume 2
(Source: Nepal Mountain Academy, 2020)
of detailed description of
methodology. There are some cited literatures missed to refer accordingly, i. e.,
Buckley, 2006; Buckley, 2010; and Ashley, 2009 in the first article, and i. e., Jill Jin,
2017; David Meier; and Tinh-Hai Collect; Isabella Locatelli, 2017 in the second
article. There are some literatures cited/referenced wrongly in the second article.
These are some represented errors of the first volume, which is to be the lessonslearned to improve error-free write-up in the upcoming volume.
In the second volume of JTHA, there were a total of 7 articles and one book review
published (NMA, 2020). In this volume, the journal emphasized more on research
and specific method-based articles in the final outlet. There are around 43% of the
total articles on the base of applied/adopted specific methods for their research. It is
a great improvement compared to the first one. However, there were still over 50%
descriptive articles (lack of specific approach) considered in the outlet, which are in
the descriptive form without any specific research methodology and tools, and such
articles do not provide significant contribution in the academic motto of the academy.
In addition, the author has finely covered the critical review of the published tourism
related book. There are some motivational parts in the first, third and seventh articles.
In the first article, it is applied Sustainable Livelihood Approach (SLA) in their
study. Overall analysis of the results and discussion are fine to adequate figures,
however the overall format/structure of the paper needs to improve as the basis of an
international journal. In the third article, it collected field based primary data and
meteorological data with specific research techniques; and it has explored finely the
human dimensions to climate change of the Nhason Valley of Manang district with
adequate figures and analysis. In the seventh article, it has adopted climatic data with
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appropriate methodology, and the paper presented in well form. Results are concise
with appropriate figures and it has finely connected with the discussion and conclusion
of the study. Further, the second article has also analyzed finely in the favor of
sustainable tourism in Nepal, however, the paper has mainly been based on descriptive
analysis without any specific research methodology and tools.

Standard
The standard of the academic and scientific international journal reflects the content
of the articles, novelty, explanations, citations/references, figure and table captions,
sources and notes, research data and approaches, applied/adopted tools and techniques
and indexing. In this context, the overall standard of the JTHA has reached a
satisfactory level, and journals need to improve its standard step by step to meet an
international level. In this perspective, the following points can be considered to
improve its current standard.
1. It will be fine to remove the author's photos from the articles, which helps in
joining more professionalism of the journal in a global perspective. If we
continue to print authors’ photos in each published article, what would we do
if we receive high quality paper including 30 or 40 authorships? In this case,
we print all the authors’ photos in the journal? If we print, the journal seems
like a magazine rather than a research international journal. Thus, we need to
consider this aspect.
2. The published articles were arranged based on alphabetical order of the
authors’ name in both volume/issue of the journals; it might be better to
arrange articles order based on acceptance date of the article.
3. There is no exact standard/format of the published articles. Uniformity of all
the published articles will make a more professional academic research
journal. Thus, the point needs to be noted that, similar standard/format for all
the accepted articles are the basic requirement for upcoming volume/issue in
the journal.
4. After screening all the published articles in the first volume, some authors
seem confused regarding bibliography and references, and many cited
literature were not referenced in the reference list. Further, the references
were not arranged in alphabetical order. This error is mainly seen in the
second article of the first volume. It indicated that journals should develop
their standard format and strictly implement it in the upcoming issues. As
well as, it will be fine to suggest to all the authors to use refereeing tools such
as Endnote, or Mendeley, which automatically arrange the citing literature in
the reference list of the paper.
Further, it will be fine to focus mainly on the perfect structure of the manuscript with
brief abstract, research gap-based introduction with appropriate literature, strong
methodology, reasons, and evidence based results and discussion, and concise
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conclusion with adequate support by the research data. In this way, the upcoming
issue of the journal will shape its professionalism perfectly.

Quality
The quality of a journal mainly depends on novel issues and approach-based
publications/articles, and its applicability in the favor of science and society. To talk
about the research quality of published papers in JTHA improved significantly in the
second volume compared to its first volume. However, there is a need to work more
to attain professionalism and enhancement in its quality. JTHA can prioritize to
publish their articles based on its overall impacts on tourism and mountain science.
Further, a journal needs to focus its global audience and need to work more in all
aspects of the journal for its finetune and quality.
The printing quality of the journal has an international level. Further, it will be fine
to print color figures as well, which significantly improves the appearance of the
articles and quality of the journal. If not possible for printing form, it can only
consider appearing color figures in online/digital forms of the article.

Management Perspective
The management team of the academy did a great job. Without their passion and
motivation it is not possible to publish an international academic journal. Additionally,
for betterment of the journal, the working energetic team needs to consider some
major points. Paper call is not to limit on once a year basis, it should open to all year
round basis. In this way, researchers can submit their manuscript at any time of the
year and journal editors/administration can process submitted/received manuscript
for blind peer review process. After several comments/suggestions (if needed) from
anonymous reviewers, authors can revise their manuscript until it’s fine-tuned. In
this way, the standard and quality of the research paper improves significantly
because if there is enough time for reviewers to review the assigned papers they
review in more details and authors get sufficient time to improve their manuscript.
Further, the journal can manage an online appearing/publication system for those
accepted papers as “online first” system after the authors proofread, and later those
all year round accepted papers can include in print version publication of the journal
within a volume/issue once in a year.
Another important point is, the publisher should approach to get a Digital Object
Identifier (DOI) of each accepted paper and online platform. Also, approach for
related indexing for the journal, the DOI of each paper and journal indexing have
significant meaning in the international scientific research journal. If published
articles get DOI, the readers of related fields can get those published articles in
different locations of the globe, which significantly expands readership of the journal
and its quality. Thus, the management team of the journal needs to consider and
focus on these important parts for enhancement of the journal in the global
perspective. In addition, it will be fine to manage research grants or excellent paper
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awards for one or two innovative research papers in each year to promote researchers'
hard work as well as promotion of the journal. The research grant could be provided
on merit-base, and it can be finalized based on researchers' proposals managed by the
academy's internal funds or with on approach to the concerned ministry.
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The Story of South Col

Er. Khim Lal Gautam*
This article provides the vivid account of Nepali Mount
Everest Height Measurement Expedition Team during their
final accent from South Col to the summit. This is a true story
of the challenges and hardships faced by the team and how
the team tackled them to complete the mission.
First of all, I would like to express my heartfelt homage to all
the known and the unknown great climbers who lost their life
on the mountain. I would also like to express my high respect
to all the climbers who breathed their last on the lap of Sagarmatha (Everest).
When our survey team arrived at South Col at 3pm on May 2019, we had to tackle
unforeseen circumstances. Weather turbulence problem was still there at South Col.
We had almost failed in this mission due to oxygen. There were not enough oxygen
bottles stored at the South Col due to the negligence of the expedition operating
company who was responsible for managing oxygen and other accessories, for which
the survey department had paid a huge amount.

Picture 1 : Summit observation team at Yellow Band

Realizing such a difficult situation, the main Sherpa guide of the team, Tshiring, told
me that the mission was almost impossible and requested me to descend to the second
camp and to ascend further only when enough oxygen could be managed. Having a
previous experience in Sagarmatha (Everest) summit, I had already foreseen that the
mission would fail, if we descended. I realized that if the team, which had now
*

Er. Khim Lal Gautam is the Chief Survey Officer and Team Leader of Nepal's First Mount Everest Height Measurement Expedition-2019 and was the member of First Civil Servants' Sagarmatha (Everest) Expedition-2011.
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reached about 8,000 meters (asl), descended to the second camp (6500 meter (asl)),
the team would not be able to climb again due to the lack of stamina and the mission
would fail completely.
I was in a great dilemma whether to risk our lives or to give up this mission. Just
even a thought on giving up this mission had made me feel heart-broken. So, as a
team leader I had to make a determining decision. I became so sentimental, lied on
the snowy ground and cried out emotionally and said to Tshiring, "No! I cannot give
up this historical mission at this final moment”.
In such a tough situation, I made a decision to arrange for additional oxygen by
borrowing and to stay at South Col for one night. In this way I was able to persuade
everyone to stay that night at South Col. In fact, the survey team took a very high
risk in the death zone and stayed there on the night of May 20, which was itself a
very dangerous and life-threatening situation. When I reflect back, I realise that it
was a doning decision.
The experience of previous expeditions also helped me a lot in making some wise
decisions even during challenging situations. I had previous experience of a
successful summit on Sagarmatha (Everest) in 2011 as the part of “Nepal Civil
Servant First Mt. Everest Expedition-2011', and hence became the first civil servant
and surveyor to step on the top of Sagarmatha (Everest). Many of my well-known
friends and Sherpas at that moment were also at South Col, who also helped me a lot.
By the morning of May 21, we were able to arrange additional oxygen bottles in the
South Col with the help of Sherpa. At around 2pm on the same day, I decided to start
our final journey from South Col to summit for conquering and summit observation
despite the disagreement of our supporting Sherpa. I knew it generally took climbers
10 to 15 hours to reach the peak of Sagarmatha (Everest) from South Col, depending
on the strength of the climbers.

Picture 2 : Summit observation team starting to climb from South Col.
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Basically, there were two main reasons for the decision to move to the summit so
early in the day. The foremost reason was that I did not want my survey activities to
get disturbed by the crowd of climbers on the top. Secondly, if anybody wants to
record the high-accuracy satellite positioning data, it is better to collect the observation
data at night time. I also had little bit of theoretical understanding that GNSS
observations would be more accurate at night time than at sunrise.
Besides, I had already reviewed some relevant literatures at basecamp regarding the
observation time for achieving good quality of GNSS data. So, I had made my mind
to obtain precise positioning data with less error by taking observations at night
which greatly reduces the errors caused by sunlight (ionosphere effect is minimal if
GNSS observation carries out at night) on signals coming from satellites to GNSS
receivers.
At around 9:30pm, we were able to reach the balcony (about height 8450 meter, asl).
At that moment, I was thirsty and wanted to drink water. I had two water thermoses
filled up with hot water.
One thermos was provided by Nepal Mountain Academy at the training period 4
months ago, and another was given by Peak Promotion. I checked my thermos,
unfortunately the water thermos provided by Peak Promotion was frozen. I felt very
sad that and had to leave the Balcony there.
We took some rest at the balcony and again started to climb up for the summit
observation. After 3 hours at around 1:30am we reached near South Summit and
took some rest and started up again. At 3:00am on May 22, 2019, my team successfully
stepped up on the top of the world, the summit of Sagarmatha. It was my second time
to scale the world's highest peak.

Picture 3 : Er. Khim Lal Gautam (left) Er. Rabin Karki (middle) and Mr. Tshiring Jangbu Sherpa at the top of the
Mt. Everest with GNSS antenna at the background on top.
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The darkness, wind, violently low temperatures, extreme tiredness, and limited
oxygen supplies stacked the odds against my aim of completing the GNSS survey
and GPR observations in the limited time window.
Though we were facing such terrible conditions at the top, I was fully conscious and
focused on our work. I had a strong survey officer Rabin Karki, an excellent mountain
guide, Tshiring Jangbu Sherpa and other Sherpas. With the help the team, I was able
to record the crucial pieces of data that helped to determine the realist height of
Sagarmatha (Everest).
We stayed on the top for almost two hours. It was a small and a very short tripod, as
seen in the photo published by the Survey Department. I had designed the tripod
specially to work on Everest. Unlike the tripod provided by the manufacturer, it was
light weighted, short in length allowing greater stability during winds and had a
special type of screw 1 foot long, designed locally (made up of iron) and had a
special screw mechanism to fix it on the snow at the top of Sagarmatha (Everest). My
previous successful summit of Everest was beneficial to modify the tripod as I was
aware of the topography of the peak.
Of course holding the tripod on the top of Sagarmatha (Everest) was a great challenge
as there used to be strong blows of winds at all times. Furthermore, the direction of
wind was also random. In order to stabilize the tripod, even during such strong
winds, we laid down on the snow and held it hard on the foot of the tripod. When
there was no wind, we would still lay down in an attentive position but without
touching the tripod. At the times of mild wind, we held the tripod in a way that the
displacement of the tripod was restricted. I was quite aware of the detrimental effect
in positioning that would have occurred, had there been even a slight displacement.
For the first half of the measurement, I was lying down along with the other Sherpa
and for the second half, I deployed two Sherpas for that duty.

Challenges at Hillary Step
At about 4am in the morning, many climbers arrived at the top for the summit. I was
worried that the observation would be disturbed due to the crowd of people. However,
my team did not allow any of the climbers to take a step to the top where our GNSS
antenna was installed.
Tshiring and I were thinking that we would have to go down slowly now. When I
realized that we had taken almost all the data we needed, we packed our bags and
started to go down and put the main height measuring GNSS antenna in the bag
while other gears were carried by Tshiring.
We were starting to descend down carrying the preciously observed data safely
together with those equipment. It was also a challenge; though the data carries no
weight physically, it's preciousness made it so heavy till we carried it out to the base
camp and even till handed it over to the department. Unfortunately while descending,
we had to stop between Hillary step and South Summit because of heavy traffic. Due
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to the pressure of the climbers, we could not get down easily from summit to South
Summit and we were blocked at Hillary step for about 2 hour.
After returning to Kathmandu, I checked the news and press note of Tourism
Department, they had declared the day 22nd May, 2019 as the special day having the
largest numbers of summiteers summit the world pinnacle in a single day till today.
As per the record of the Tourism Department, total 223 climbers submited on that
single day and 22nd May become the historical day of Sagarmatha (Everest) climbing.
In the spring season of year 2019, there was a very short weather window for the
summit planning. According to the weather report, 22nd May had less wind and good
weather relative to nearer days because all climbers want to summit in good weather.
I think it is worth to mention one incident here. It was when we were descending
from the South Summit, at about 8600 meters (asl), my colleagues Mr. Rabin Karki
was in trouble due to a lack of oxygen. It is really a dangerous situation and risk of
life. Our climbing guide, Mr. Tshiring Jangbu Sherpa managed one bottle of oxygen
by borrowing from another Sherpa, and we were able to save his life. So, the whole
mission was a bundle of challenges. Fortunately, we could manage everything well.
When I reached the balcony, I was feeling exhausted. Though my condition was very
poor, I was waiting for my colleague at every turning point of the route from balcony
to South Col. While descending down to South Col, I became unconscious at the
altitude of around 8200 meters (asl) and laid down over the blue ice near the South
Col. I stayed unconscious for about two hours and only woke up after an unknown
climber kicked me from the back. May be he thought that I was already dead. After
I woke up, I found myself alone, there was no one from my team with me. As we
were descending down, maybe Tshiring (the leader of Sherpa) thought we were
lesser risk area and they might also have thought that despite I was lagging behind, I
could come to the South Col by myself. This long unconsciousness has cost me some
part of the tip of my left toe forever, due to frostbite.
Normally the climber who becomes unconscious in that situation, and if they are not
rescued in time, is difficult to wake up again. Luckily I woke up. I feel, that was a
miracle in my life.
In this way, coming very close to death, I had fulfilled the responsibility of the
summit observation that had fallen on my shoulders. When I think back to those
glorious days, my chest still swells.
We took risk not only for the sake of successful completion of the historical mission
but also for the qualitative raw data for the precise height of Sagarmatha (Everest).
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The Art of Risk Assessment

Mr. Ian Wall*
As small children we grow up in a world surrounded by
danger, slowly and over our formative years we learn which
things are likely to hurt us and through our adolescence we
develop strategies to either avoid the ‘hurt’ or ways to
minimize it. The dangers of playing with fire, crossing the
road or walking carelessly along a pavement are slowly
managed by intuitively developing methods to assess how
much ‘hurt’ a situation may inflict and then to assess whether
we can handle the ‘hurt’ or how we can avoid it.
Later in life, as parents, we have a bank of intuitive plans for risk assessment that are
automatically developed in our mind and brain. We use these to look after our
families and to protect others who are less versed in exposure to the consequences of
risk and how to manage it.
In adventure tourism the majority of tourists visiting Nepal are not familiar with
analysing the risks found in Nepal or the methods used to deal with them. This is
especially true when it comes to adventure mountain tourism and this is often why
adventure tourists book their holiday through an agent and employ a guide, to assess
and manage the risk during their stay in Nepal and to keep them safe.
Many people often substitute the word danger for risk but, in fact, these are two
completely different situations. If clients miss a domestic flight from Kathmandu to
the start of their adventurous activity, that will hardly constitute a danger, but it is
certainly a risk that could ruin their holiday. On the other-hand, crossing a river by
wading through deep water is a danger and could result in death if anything goes
wrong and the correct procedures are not put in place.
The ‘adventure’ in adventure tourism, no matter what the activity might be, comes
in various stages of ‘adventure’.
In the context of risk, risk is anything that could prevent a client achieving the goals
that they anticipate achieving during their time in Nepal. This could be simply losing
their money in Thamel to dying of exposure on the summit of Everest. To be able to
manage the risks appropriately as leaders, we must have a full and complete
*

Mr. Ian Wall is the International Advisor to the Kathmandu International Mountain Film Festival and CEO of
the Kathmandu Environmental Education Project (KEEP). With a background in mountaineering and education, Mr. Wall has been involved in developing training opportunities and has delivered training courses for the
Nepal Mountaineering Association, Nepal Mountain Academy, Indian Mountaineering Foundation's Mountain
Leader programmes and KEEP, he has been a UIAA trainer in an advisory / monitoring capacity in Jordan.
He is also Nepal's correspondent for the Alpine Journal, contributes to several other travel magazines and has
written and published a Resource Manual for Adventure Tourism trainers.
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understanding of the clients’ expectations.
Client expectations fall into two main categories; 1. Common expectations and 2.
Specific expectations.
Common expectations include all the expectations that most tourists have as a result
of going on holiday; value for money, good healthy food and hygienic accommodation,
professional service from the provider, education about the country culture and
festivals from the guide etc. Specific expectations refer principally to the activity
sector, they want to climb Everest, visit Chitwan, and learn about Buddhism and
Yoga etc.
While most tourists visiting Nepal are undertaking an adventurous holiday they
expect to be looked after and kept safe. Safety is defined as “consciously taking risks
that are acceptable.” As long as we take risks that we can accept for our group and
for ourselves, we are likely to stay safe. Staying safe doesn’t mean taking no risks.
Some challenges and danger can be fun, if managed correctly. Think about some of
the clients you know when they have crossed a glacier for the first time, or a rickety
old bridge, or crossed a river by jumping across stones, or walked along a cliff-top
trail. How did they feel? Great and perhaps proud of themselves, they were taking a
risk, yes, but were they in danger?
We are surrounded by many hazards, both in the city as well as in rural locations and
in the high Himalaya. These hazards come in many different shapes and forms, as
leaders we often think of environmental hazards that could be a risk to our group;
rivers, glaciers, loose rock, landslides, steep ground, cliffs, icy paths, time factors,
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bad weather, nightfall, cold, daily winds. With the appropriate skill and risk
assessment knowledge these risks can be reduced, minimized or excluded altogether.
The other element that a leader has to consider is that of the clients, levels of fitness,
stamina, morale, behavior and attitude, ambition, skill level and comfort zones.
All these risks need appraising before anything goes wrong and the appropriate
planning and preventative measures need to be in place before the event. The
situation needs to be managed, adventures bring excitement and fun, and with it
some risks. Risk management means: clearly thinking ahead about things that could
harm people or prevent their expectations from being met, taking action to prevent
these from happening and being prepared if they do. It also means choosing to avoid
certain activities if the fun and excitement does not balance the risk of harm. The
skill comes from being able to identify the hazards and who could be harmed by
them, and then recognizing how likely the hazards are to become a serious danger.
In other words; ‘Identifying’ the risk and determining the chance of something going
wrong, ‘Assessing’ if the risk is acceptable to everyone in the group. ‘Exercising
judgment’, is there a need to do something about it? ‘Action’, take the appropriate
action to either exclude all risk or to minimize it so that it is acceptable to all group
members. ‘On-going monitoring’ of the situation, situations might change that
require flexibility in the execution of the original plan. Finally, ‘Monitor and Review’
this process and ‘Provide constructive and supportive feed-back’.
Risk analysis takes place principally at two different stages, 1. Before going on the
activity, it is important to think about all possible risks. Think about the group and
their ability, the difficulty and seriousness of the activity, the seasonal conditions,
remoteness and possible bad weather, the route and what every element contains.
During the activity, it is important to anticipate risks: for instance, changing weather,
changing snow conditions, the flow of a river, and so on. Then the question arises,
how can the risk be minimized and managed?
Planning and anticipating should enable you to considerably reduce risks. However,
accidents can still happen. In such cases, it is important to react appropriately and be
prepared: know the procedures for first aid, rescue, and evacuation. Preparedness
(and practice) will enable the leader preventing the situation from deteriorating into
something more serious.
Leaders should be able to develop their intuitive sense of risk assessment so in
virtually all of the obvious risk scenarios that are likely to occur during adventure
activities the leader will be able to address them without them having to really think
about procedure, it should happen automatically.
If your proposed activity and potential seriousness of the situation went wrong and
it puts your opinion in sector D then it is highly dangerous and you should find an
alternative solution to the situation. Sector A would be relatively safe and sector B
would require a good briefing while sector C might require a good briefing plus some
sort of physical support to reduce the potential seriousness.
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Sector D is where ‘risk’ becomes a serious ‘danger’ and potential a life-threatening
situation could very quickly develop. However, all situations require assessment at
the point of engagement and the outcome will also depend on the skill and clients’
comfort zones.
The ’location’ of the risk is also critical, a broken ankle in Kathmandu is potentially
far less of a risk than it would be if it was in central Dolpa.
Consequential action

Adopt a style of leadership
If the situation is high-risk situation - an AUTOCRATIC style of leadership
If the situation is low risk - then maybe a more DEMOCRATIC style of leadership
↓
Risk analysed - Consequences ASSESSED
↓
Once the RISK has been ASSESSED
↓
Make a PLAN
↓
BRIEF all concerned
↓
LEMENT PLAN with CONFIDENCE
↓
Be PREPARED TO MODIFY during the activity
↓
Assess the outcome
↓
Provide the appropriate feedback / Customer Care

•

What should be considered when giving the briefing about a ‘risk’ situation?
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•
•
•
•

•
•

1. Why are you doing the briefing?
2. Who are you briefing?
3. Why are they listening?
4. What will happen as a result of the briefing?
5. What will the final outcome be?
If you come across a ‘risk’ situation you might have envisaged adopt your
preconceived plan.
If on inspection your plan seems to be good, clearly brief your group of your
intended action.
Execute these actions with confidence and conviction - Don’t ‘faff’ around,
be organized.
If your plan won’t work don’t panic, keep your group calm and maybe under
the watchful eye of your experienced support staff or if there are no other
staff then your most capable client.
You check out the options, discuss with your staff or your clients.
BUT remember this is an AUTOCRATIC situation, decision making is what
you are paid for.

PLAN - PREPARE – BRIEF THE CLIENTS – EXECUTE – MONITOR
- GIVE FEEDBACK
Risks are never static; one specific risk could change while it is being dealt with
For example, crossing a flooded river. If it is still raining the water level may rise or
the current get stronger. This could get more complex if a thunderstorm then develops
•

Be prepared to adjust plans and have contingences

•

Never leave clients unattended, for example – if crossing a river, send some
staff across first, then the clients and then the rest of the staff. If the river
prevents all the group crossing no one will be left without Nepali staff
support.

Develop a systematic approach to risk assessment
•

Live the STORY – go over the route analysing all possible areas of risk –
expect the worse-case scenarios and possible problem areas

•

The risks need to be identified – logistical / technical risk versus the client’s
susceptibility / preparedness for the situation and also to the staff.

Sometimes risks appear that were not envisaged
This is where your experience as a mountain adventure tourism leader and
intuitiveness comes into play. Don’t panic, take your time to do a thorough assessment
of the situation and its potential outcomes if anything goes wrong. Once you have
had time to assess the situation drop into your management plan –
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•

If on inspection your plan seems to be good, clearly brief your group of your
intended action

•

Execute these actions with confidence and conviction - Don’t ‘faff’ around,
be organized

•

If your plan won’t work don’t panic, keep your group calm and maybe under
the watchful eye of your lead staff member or your experienced client

•

Check out the options, discuss with your lead staff or your clients.

•

BUT remember this is an AUTOCRATIC situation, decision making is what
you are paid for.

PLAN - PREPARE – BRIEF THE CLIENTS – EXECUTE – MONITOR
- GIVE FEEDBACK
What if the lack of a solid risk assessment leads to clients not meeting their goals?
Is the identified risk a REAL risk or a PERCEIVED risk due to a lack of preparedness
or leader’s inexperience?
As you would brief your group before the action to deal with the risk also
•
•
•
•
•
•

Debrief them after the action
You did really well!
How was it for you?
Are you OK?
Do you want a short rest?
If the risk is too great to continue give a full explanation of the situation and
a vivid explanation of the possible negative outcomes if you / they were to
continue.
You should show signs of customer due care and attention
1. You need to avoid negative responses to your actions – one way to do that is
to defuse any potential negative social media response. Adopt the process
above.
2. Meeting EXPECTATIONS – to fulfill everyone’s ‘wish list’. One of the
clients’ main expectations on your trip is that you will keep them safe.
To do a good risk assessment is to anticipate what might prevent 1 & 2 from
happening
•
•
•

The LEADER has to make sure 1 and 2 above are carried out
To meet the challenges of 1 and 2 the LEADER must know what to say,
when to say it who to say it to and finally instigate ACTION
The LEADER must manage the whole activity, to recognise route issues, to
recognise client’s strengths and weaknesses, and associated COMFORT
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ZONES
• The LEADER must have a BROAD KNOWLEDGE of Nepal, the mountains
and other skills
• The LEADER must know when to SUPPORT clients and when to COACH
clients
• A LEADER must choose the appropriate LEADERSHIP style in the
appropriate situation
• A LEADER must know how to handle difficult situations and SOLVE
PROBLEMS
• A LEADER must carry a metaphoric ‘TOOL BOX’ of leadership tools that
might be required along the way
During 2020 Nepal’s tourism industry suffered incredibly as a result of the Covid-19
pandemic. Travellers have now got a heightened awareness of the issues concerning
the spread of the virus and once tourism resumes there will be a very specific focus
on the ‘risk’ involved with travel and possible infection.
Everyone within tourism, from the individual freelance porters, guides right up to
Government need to develop their own Risk Assessment Policy, clients may well
start to request a printed copy of such and those who are not prepared may well miss
out on future business.
A Risk Assessment Policy is created by the individual or company, or even the
Government that scrutinises every element of a client’s stay in Nepal from the
moment the tourist lands on Nepal territory to the moment they depart. It should
identify every risk and then provide a safe-guard or a solution for dealing with it not
only as preventative measures, but also from a situation management perspective.
Topics covered in such a document should include identifying the risk involved as
the following and how the company will address those risks:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

A single provider
Informed choice
Capable trained and experienced staff
Good preparation and planning
Assign clear roles and responsibilities
Safety Management
Emergency plans - Include Nepal Government advice on Work Procedure
for tourist search, rescue, medical treatment and monitoring
8. Specific mention should be made as to how it is intended to implement all the
health issues surrounding Covid-19.
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Sixty-Five Glorious Years of Kanchenjunga Ascent

Mr. Birat Anupam*
Technically, Kanchenjunga 8586 meters (asl) is the third
tallest mountain on earth. However, Kanchenjunga is not just
a mountain in Nepal. It has multifaceted magnetic significance.
Cartographically, it is an international border point in the
political boundary map of Nepal and Sikkim (India).
Culturally and religiously, both locals and indigenous folks
on either side of this magical mountain regard it as God.
Owing to its multifaceted significance, Kanchenjunga has
multiple names in different languages. It is called Panch
Chuli in Nepali, Nepal peak in English, Sewalung, Senchhelung and Seselung in
Limbu as well as Kanchenjunga in Sherpa language.
The glamour of Kanchenjunga is reflected in early attempts to scale it. The first
attempt to climb Mt. Kanchenjunga was made in 1905 under the leadership of
English mountaineer Aleister Crowley from Yalung glacier. According to Side, in
1955, members of the first Kanchenjunga expedition faced a deadly avalanche killing
four members of the expedition (Side, n.d.).

Findings from Side's Study
The expedition reached the Yalung Valley via the Singalila ridge and Chumbab La
and established a camp at 20,300 ft. They climbed a further 1000 ft., but while
descending during the afternoon of September 1, a party was caught by an avalanche.
Just a half century after the first expedition, a British expedition led by Charles Evans
was successful to scale this mountain for the first time. The historic expedition which
was named 'UK Spring 1955' was successful to scale the highest unclimbed mountain
at that time on 25 May 1955. British mountaineer duo Joe Brown and George Band
stood atop the Kanchenjunga summit in the early morning. One of the first two
climbers George Band stated that they reached the summit at 2:45 am (Band, 1956).

Five Fascinating Facts of the Historical Summit
Year 2020 was the tragic year for Kanchenjunga. The only remaining first successful
climber Joe Brown lost his life on April 15, 2020. He passed away at the age of 89.
His fellow climber to whom he co-created the history of the first Kanchenjunga
summit, Band, died on 26 August, 2016. He had also attended the Golden Jubilee
celebration of Kanchenjunga in 2005 at Kathmandu. Now, we have no historic
summiteers of Kanchenjunga. Nonetheless, we do have some lasting legacies
associated with them even after 65 years of its first summit (Phoboo, 2005).
If we are to look at the first successful Kanchenjunga summit, it has some exciting
*
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facts. Below are five of them:

The Expedition Journey Started from Waterways
When it comes to climbing Kanchenjunga these days, we think about international
ight from various parts of the planet to Nepal's Tribhuvan International Airport of
Kathmandu and subsequent domestic flight to Suketar of Taplejung district to make
trekking to the base camp of Kanchenjunga before establishing first camp to climb
the mountain. It was not the route used by the first expedition. The team made its
journey all the way from Liverpool in the UK to India on 12 February 1955. His
Royal Highness, the Duke of Edinburgh had okayed to become its Patron. On their
sailing to India, Tony Streather and Chitral Scouts held classes for an hour every day
to teach the expedition team Urdu (Hindi) language.
Finally, the expedition arrived and disembarked at Mumbai and drove towards
Darjeeling in the company of The Himalayan Club. Brown says that the team reached
and resided at Rungneet bungalow owned by Jack and Jill Henderson near Darjeeling
(Brown, 1967). After a weeklong stay at Darjeeling, the expedition team moved
towards the Kanchenjunga on March 14. The expedition was joined by a group of
Sherpas arriving from the Khumbu region to whom team leader Charles Evans had
befriended during the successful Everest expedition of 1953.

Expedition Led by Everest Expedition Deputy Leader
John Hunt led the 1953 British Mount Everest Expedition where Charles Evans was
the deputy leader. Evans was also in the first assault party with Tom Bourdillon.
However, they could not make it to the top. New Zealander Edmund Hillary and
Nepal-born Tenzing Norgay made history by scaling Sagarmatha for the first time in
human history. Along with Evans, George Band was also associated with 1953
British Everest Expedition team who later on happened to be one of the first two to
scale Mt. Kanchenjunga.

First Summiteers Duo Obediently Stood 5 feet Below the Pinnacle of the
Peak
On an average understanding, summiting peak means submitting its pinnacle.
However, the first Kanchenjunga summiteers of 25 May 1955 did not step on the
pinnacle of the peak when they were at the summit area at around 2:45 am that day.
They did so voluntarily on cultural grounds. In order to fulfill their pre-expedition
pledges to the Nepal Government, they did not step on the top. According to Brown,''
We stood on a rock and the snow comb was only four to five feet higher. The snow
could easily have been corniced. It was just as well that we had given an undertaking
to the Nepalese authorities not to tread the very top. The mountain was sacred and
God dwelt there'' (The Hard years, 1967).
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The Only Eight-Thousander First Scaled by Britons
Out of 14 tallest peaks of the planet, none were scaled by Britons until the very
success of Mt. Kanchenjunga. Despite British-led expeditions on Everest, no Briton
was successful to stop atop the Everest summit.
Not only that, as of mid-May 1955, out of 14 eight-thousanders, six mountains were
scaled, but also, none of them were Britons. For example, after the first summit of
Mt. Annapurna (8091 m) on 3 May 1950, series of summits were made like Everest
(8849 m) on 29 May 1953, Nanga Parbat (8125m) on 3 July 1953, Mt. K2 (8611 m)
on 31 July 1954, Mt. Cho Yu (8201 m) on 19 October 1954 and Mt. Makalu (8463
m) on 15 May 1955.
Despite having an influential presence under the canopy on these magical peaks for
centuries of colonization and modern diplomacy, Britons were not successful to
create history on any eight-thousander. Luckily, the successful Kanchenjunga
expedition gave Britons a great relief and pride on their adventurous records in the
Himalayas. Another fascinating point was that Kanchenjunga was the only tallest
unclimbed mountain at that time.

Snow-Blinding of the First Summiter and the Tragic Death of a Sherpa
Mountaineering is not all about individual accomplishments. It involves teamwork
especially in pioneering summit attempts. The term 'assault pair' also speaks volume
about the collective work of the mountaineering. Still, general curiosity comes about
who was 'first' of the 'firsts'. Some quench this thirst. Some do not. Fellow climber
George Band had confessed that Joe Brown, actually, was one who stood first at the
summit of the Mt. Kanchenjunga. He had confessed so in his journal article where
he says, '' From the top, I remember him shouting, George we are there! I joined him,
with no more than a tightrope I'm glad to say, and there before us, some twenty feet
away and five feet higher than the ground on which we stood, was the very top.''
After one hour of the historic summit celebration, Brown was snow-blinded. He was
supported by his friends to help him descend to the base camp. A Sherpa supporter
named Pemi Dorji breathed his last at the expedition hour on May 26, just a day after
the euphoric summit success. Fellow Sherpas performed his last rites at the base
camp. Finally, the Kanchenjunga Expedition team left the mountain on May 28.
They had erected the first camp at the base camp on April 12.
Kanchenjunga: The Least-Visited Heaven in East Nepal
Kanchenjunga is one of the few least-climbed taller mountains in Nepal Himalayas.
According to Nepal Tourism Statistics, in the year of 2019, only 28 climbers reached
the summit. Out of 34 permits, 28 were successful. The summit figures of Mt.
Sagarmatha (Everest) in the same year stands at 280. In order to lower the pressure
on the crowded Everest and to increase the mountaineering activities at Kanchenjunga,
promotional activities along with technical facilities are must. Three tiers of
governments- federal, state and local must shoulder this collective responsibility in
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tandem with private players (MoCTCA, 2020).
Kanchenjunga is not only a famed destination for mountain climbing but also for
beautiful trekking. The natural wonderland is decorated with the added beauty of
Kanchenjunga Conservation Area that was established in 1997. The abundant alpine
ora and faunas give constant glamour to this region.
Mt. Kumbhakarna (7710 m (asl)) which is also known by the name of Mt. Jannu is
another attraction towards the trekking trail of this mountain. Locally known as
'Phoktanglung' in indigenous Limbu language, the mountain is sacred to Limbu
folks. This holy mountain draws hundreds of crowds every year.
Two base camps of Kanchenjunga South (4800 m (asl)) and Kanchenjunga North
(5140 m (asl)) are wow-worthy trekking paradise in East Nepal. Various global
tourism publications like Lonely Planet and Rough Guides have beautifully described
this destination for trekkers and mountaineers.
In a travel book, 'Trekking in the Nepal Himalayas', only Everest and K2 are taller
than Kanchenjunga (8586 m (asl)). The foothills of Kanchenjunga have been open to
trekkers since 1988. The trails are blissfully free from the crowds found around
Everest and Annapurna (Lonely Planet, 2015).
Similarly, in the book The Rough Guide to Nepal, Kanchenjunga is praised for its
beauty. The book describes, The most incredible trek in this part of Nepal is to the
foot of Kanchenjunga, the third tallest peak in the world at 8586 meters, and arguably
the most romantic (Rough Guides, 2015).
Despite such an incredible description of Kanchenjunga trekking, not many trekkers
are seen along the trekking trails. The governmental statistics also say the same.
According to Nepal Tourism Statistics prepared by the Ministry of Culture, Tourism
and Civil Aviation in 2020, in the Nepali fiscal year of 2075/76 BS, Kanchenjunga
Conservation Area saw 806 trekkers only. This is far lesser than 1,81,746 trekkers at
Annapurna Conservation Area and 57,289 in the Everest Region (Sagarmatha
National Park) in the same year. Not only on the national scale, Kanchenjanga is far
less visited even at the state level. For example, Makalu Barun National Park of
State-1 saw 2057 trekkers in the same year.
This speaks volumes about the lacking of foreign travelers in the Kanchenjunga area.
Fewer foreign footfalls in the Kanchenjunga Conservation Area are impacted mainly
by three reasons. First, Nepal's mainstream trekking promotion does not promote
Kanchenjunga. Traditionally and commercially obsessed with Annapurna and
Everest treks, influential tourism entrepreneurs from Kathmandu do not promote
Kanchenjunga trekking. Second, tourism entrepreneurs of East Nepal are not
successful to draw trekkers from neighboring populous states of West Bengal and
Bihar, not to talk about distant trekkers from Europe, America and East Asia. Third,
owing to lack of skilled tourism professionals and adequate service along the trails,
Kanchenjunga trekking is not developed on par with the competitive and crowded
trekking trails of Annapurna and Everest regions.
Therefore, it is Nepal's collective responsibility to brand Mt. Kanchenjunga treasures
mountaineering and trekking as well as other Himalayan touristic activities to the
tourism world with adequate infrastructural preparedness and environmental
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consciousness together with world-class human resources.
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Nepal: A Heaven for Ski Tourism

Mr. Tshiring Jangbu Sherpa*

Introduction

Ski is regarded as one of the popular, fast, adventurous, yet
dangerous sports in the world. It has attracted thousands of
skiers to conquer several difficult slopes giving adrenalin
rush to skiers and observers. A ski is a narrow rigid object
worn underfoot basically to travel by gliding on the snow.
The word ski was derived from skíð which means “stick of
wood” or “cleft wood” in Old Nordic. During the old days,
skis were made from solid wood which has later advanced to
using different materials including carbon kevlar for making
them stronger, lighter, and hard-wearing. Skiing requires skis, boots and bindings,
helmets and poles. Primarily developed as a material for locomotion, these skis are
being widely used as a recreational activity and as an adventure sport in several
countries. With the commercialization, television coverage and tourism, the
popularity of skiing has increased worldwide leading to several skiing competitions
and championships. The thrill and excitement of skiing has led to the development
of other forms of skiing. Originally a winter sport, skiing can also be practiced
indoors without snow such as grass skiing, sand skiing, water skiing and ice skiing.
Additionally, skiing is one of the major attractions during the Winter Olympic. This
adventure sport has experienced remarkable growth in the last fifty years. It is
estimated that there are about 120 million skiers worldwide and around 2,000 ski
resorts in 80 countries catering to this growing market. A variety of skis have been
designed for different purposes. Some of the major skis are cross country ski, ski
jumping, alpine skiing, freestyle skiing, Nordic combined.

History of Skiing
The history of skiing dates back to twenty-two thousand years ago, long before the
invention of wheels, when the Cro-Magnons attached two sticks to their feet for
means of survival in the slippery snowy mountains. ‘Evidence such as cave drawings
of ski in the late Paleolithic period and ski artifacts of Mesolithic period also suggest
that they were used as means of transport rather than for thrill or fun’ states Grigoriy
Burov, an archaeologist who discovered ski artifacts which date back to 6000 BC in
northern Russia.
The stone age hunters used ski covered with furs to follow reindeer and elk herds in
*
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Mountain Academy. He is also the Chief Instructor at the academy, entrepreneur, IFMGA Guide and an
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central Asia, Altai region. In the early modern period, the use of skis started to
become normal as it was regularly used by farmers and hunters of Scandinavian
countries. By the 18th century, there was remarkable progress in the design of the ski
blades with the development of ‘the cambered ski’ which distributed the weight of
the user evenly due to its bow shape. The design of ski took a big leap forward when
the ‘telemark ski’ was developed by Sondre Norheim of Norway in 1868 which
featured a curved side and bindings with stiff heel bands made of willow allowing
skiers to carve rather than slide sideways. The Norwegian army started to hold skill
competitions involving skiing down the slopes, navigating forests, and snowfields all
while shooting guns. Norwegians pioneered leisure skiing in the mid-19th century,
and the sport rapidly became a marker of national identity that distinguished them.
Skiing was referred to as one of the luxury sports before World War II as people
referred to it as a sport that gave them time to spend with the profound nature in that
mechanical era. As skiers took root to the Alps in the 19th century, the tables turned,
skiing in the steep terrain with high speed differentiated it from the Nordic skiing. It
was then when Alpine skiing was invented. The word comes from the Alps, the
highest mountains in Europe where the downhill skiing started. Skiing was one
winter leisure option among many, it was in the later modern period that skiing
turned into a recreational activity and popular sport. The equipment manufacturers,
alpine resorts, and restaurants benefited extremely from the growth of this winter
tourism.
The Nordic skiing made its way to the Winter Olympics in 1924 in France and it
didn’t take long for Alpine skiing to make a debut in the 1936 Olympics held in
Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany. In 1948, this was held along with separate
downhill and slalom races. Four years later the giant slalom was added and in 1988
the super giant slalom became a fourth separate event.
Nowadays, skiing is popular for both the sport and tourism sectors all over the world.
The spectacular increase in tourism in the Alps in recent decades has been founded
mainly on the boom in skiing, resulting in both strong real estate development and
an increasing array of infrastructures and ski runs. About 67 countries in the world
offer equipped outdoor ski areas covered with snow. Even if snowfields are much
more numerous, about 2000 ski resorts have been identified worldwide. Besides the
major ski destinations in terms of skier visits, there are several other, smaller
destinations, where skiing has been an industry for a long time or is currently
developing. The most obvious new destinations are Eastern Europe and China, but
there are many other small players spread out across the globe: Cyprus, Greece,
India, Iran, Israel, Lebanon, Lesotho, Morocco, New Zealand, Pakistan, South
Africa, Turkey, and many more (International Report on Snow and Mountain
Tourism, 2019).

Ski History in Nepal
Nepal, a country blessed with eight of the fourteen highest mountains in the world,
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more than 1300 peaks above 6000 m (asl) has recognized this adventurous sport
quite later. An astonishment to many, the first ski was used for the transport of gears
on the glacier by the Swiss expedition in Dhaulagiri in 1960. It was Mr. Yuichiro
Miurae, a Japanese mountaineer who skied downhill from the South Col to camp
three of Sagarmatha (Everest) in 1970. It was the first time somebody skied from the
Sagarmtha (Everest) route. After this event, there was a growing interest among the
mountaineers of Switzerland, Austria, and France for skiing in Nepal.
Not long after the Japanese mountaineer skied down from the South Col, Hans
Kammerlander, a mountain guide from Italy in 1996 skied from just 300m below the
summit of Sagarmatha (Everest) to downwards. Similarly, Davico Karnicar from
Slovakia skied from the summit of Mt. Annapurna to the basecamp in the same year.
In 2000, Karnicar managed to ski from the top of Sagarmatha (Everest) to the base
camp within five hours. A couple of years ago, Jim Morrison and Hillary Nelson
skied from Lhotse Couloir for the first time. Willy Benegas, an American mountain
guide was on the same team but later it was found that he failed to obtain a ski permit
from the government and unfortunately his record was not included. He was charged
by one of the liaison officers regarding the permit which later on turned out to be a
famous debate in national and international media regarding the ski permits in Nepal.
An American climber named Craig Calonica visited Nepal in the early 2000s and
discovered the potential of the ski. From then he has been bringing people from the
US and Canada to ski in the Annapurna region for about two decades.

Initial Ski in Nepal
Ski-tourism has become an integral part of adventure tourism. Climbing the mountain
and skiing down the steep terrain is a good way to experience the thrill and quest of
this adventure sport. Only in 1998, the Nepal Ski Association (NSA) was established
and was acknowledged as an official body for winter sports in Nepal. For the first
time, a British philanthropist named Robert Morley suggested King Birendra to
institutionalize the ski development in Nepal. Gradually, some athletes were able to
take part in international ski events as the Nepal Ski Association which was affiliated
with the Nepal Olympic Committee (NOC) started to qualify athletes in the Winter
Olympic games.
No remarkable progress was seen in this tourism niche until 2015 when several
students who were involved in the tourism sector and some of the mountain guides
founded the Ski and Snowboarding Foundation Nepal. The foundation has been
conducting ski training annually in Langtang, Rolwaling, Manang, Annapurna base
camp, Humla, and Kalinchowk encouraging the students and youngsters to ski in the
majestic alpine landscapes. It has also been conducting avalanches rescue training to
the participants and also represents Nepal in the World Snowboard Association and
International Ski Mountaineering Federation. Eventually, the Ministry of Culture,
Tourism and Civil Aviation (MoCTCA) started preparing a budget for the initiation
of ski training in Nepal. An in-depth discussion about how to conduct the training
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was carried out between Nepal Mountain Academy (NMA), Nepal National
Mountain Guide Association (NNMGA), and the Ministry of Culture Tourism and
Civil Aviation (MoCTCA). Since then, ten Nepali mountain guides are being given
ski education and ski training in different parts of the world annually. The first phase
of the training takes place in Manali, India, followed by the second phase in Disentis,
Switzerland, and Chamonix, France. This has created a great opportunity for
mountain guides to learn about skiing along with international exposure. The NMA
and NNMGA are continuously researching the development of ski infrastructure and
the feasibility of skiing in different places of Nepal. They have organized a skiing
event including all the Nepali IFMGA guides descending from the Bhrikuti Sail,
6361 m (asl) located in Mustang to promote ski mountaineering in Nepal and to
demonstrate the opportunities for domestic and foreign ski tourism. The first Ski lift
was constructed in Kalinchowk Dolakha by Ropeway Nepal in 2019. The feasibility
of opening a ski resort in either Manang, Mustang, or Helambu region is being
studied for the time phase.

Types of Skiing
From the means of survival to the transport in the snowy mountains and eventually,
as an adventure sport, skiing has evolved dramatically. The sport offers different
styles which attracts a wide range of skiers with a variety of interests. It encompasses
a dynamic group of disciplines and terrain types from flat, steep slopes to cross
country trails. Let us take a brief look at the style and techniques that it has to offer.

Nordic Ski
Nordic skiing, also known as cross country skiing, is a wonderful way to get out and
ski in a nearby snowy surface without services like ski lifts, artificial snow, and ski
patrol. This type of ski technique was used in the Nordic countries for transport using
wood planks and its origin can be dated back to 6300 BC. In essence, Nordic skiing
allows you to take the experience of skiing across any terrain. It dates back to the
days where people used to ski as a means of transport in the snowy surface. Unlike
downhill or alpine skiing, a cross country skier's heel is not attached to the boot
binding.

Alpine Ski
Alpine skiing also referred to as downhill skiing was discovered during the 19th
century in the Alps, Europe. The word ‘alpine’ was derived from the word ‘Alps’. It
is a style of skiing down the terrains of mountains on skis with fixed heels and
bindings and is practiced at the ski resorts which provide services such as ski lifts,
artificial snowmaking, snow grooming, and ski patrol. Downhill skiing technique
focuses on the use of turns to smoothly turn the skis from one direction to another.
Alpine skiing differentiated itself from the Nordic skiing back in 1920. Modern
alpine competitive skiing is divided into slalom, giant slalom, and supergiant slalom.
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Grass Ski
It was invented by Josef Kaiser in Germany in 1963. Generally for beginners to train
for alpine skiing, the skis used for this purpose are modified to roll smoothly on the
grass. These skis have rolling threads, wheels, or tracks and are attached to the ski
boots. Grass skiing centres have been set up in Europe, Japan, China, Iran,
Switzerland, Austria, and other mountainous areas. The wheeled skis can be used in
all-terrain and the tracked skis are designed especially for grass skiing. Along with
the skis, the grass skier also uses ski poles, which is used for proper balance and to
propel the body forward. All skiers, grass or alpine, have to wear protective gear on
their bodies. The protective gear comprises padding on the knees, legs, and elbows.
Besides, the skier has to wear a good strong helmet and goggles to protect the eyes.

Telemark Ski
Telemark is one of the oldest and probably one of the purest ski techniques, which
has been evolving since it’s very beginning. It combines elements of both Nordic
and Alpine Skiing. Named after the Telemark region of Norway, where the discipline
originated, this ski has a very unique technique and the way of riding down the slope.
Every turn, they make, is done with a sidestep and a movement of the knee down to
the ski. Mainly because of this movement, they are easily recognizable. The ski
bindings are only attached to the toe portion of the boot allowing the skiers' heel to
be fully lifted.

Backcountry Ski
It refers to skiing on unmarked or unpatrolled areas either inside or outside the ski
resort’s boundaries. This contrasts with the alpine skiing carried on groomed trails
benefiting from the ski patrols. You’re in the wilderness, hiking through the forest,
and then gliding down powdery blissful, untracked snow in the quiet, winter setting.
Or charging through a blustery, snowy, stormy landscape, as the case may be. You
can tour on alpine touring skis, telemark skis, or split board. There are no chairlifts
in backcountry skiing.

Freeride Ski
Also referred to as side-country skiing, this skiing takes place on natural off-piste
terrain and includes deep powder snow and steep runs. The term is not only applied
to skiing but also snowboarding as freeriding is the most essential form of
snowboarding. Free-riders don’t follow a marked route and must have some previous
backcountry skiing experience and good skiing abilities. The terrain can be unmarked,
ungroomed, and unpatrolled so the skiers are responsible for their safety from factors
such as avalanches and crevasses.
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Ski Study in Nepal
Study of Ski Possibility at Sailung Study
In 2017, the Nepal Mountain Academy (NMA) and Nepal National Mountain Guide
Association (NNMGA) organized the feasibility of skiing in the Sailung area.
Sailung Danda is one of the highest points in the Mahabharat range and is located in
the border of Dolakha and Ramechhap district in Province No. 3. Thulo Sailung,
with an altitude of 3200 m, (asl) is well below the snowline in Nepal, therefore,
skiing cannot be done in the summer months. Therefore, the academy can develop
this area as a pilot project for ski school where interested Nepali people can also
learn skiing. If the Sailung Danda is developed as a ski-training center, a lot of
people from Kathmandu can be attracted to skiing. The research team suggested that
if Sailung Danda is chosen for ski development, a professional and technical team of
developers should be invited to assess its commercial feasibility. A large amount of
investment is required for land acquisition, construction of physical works,
landscaping, terrain modification, or other activity associated with ski area operation.
Generally, it includes ski runs, commercial buildings, operational buildings, and
areas between ski runs among other facilities. Site guidelines should be developed to
identify ecological management parameters to ensure the ecosystem is maintained
and that sensitive areas are protected. This may include a maximum run width, the
minimum distance between runs, the maximum number of new runs, and safety
measures. Once the works of land acquisition, professional assessment, site plan,
and modality of participation of local stakeholders are finalized, potential investors
should be approached and encouraged to invest. Since ski area development entails
large investment and slow return, a public-private partnership approach may be
applied in the case of Sailung Danda.
Study of Ski Possibility at Bhrikuti Sail
The study of the feasibility of skiing in the Bhrikuti Sail area was organized by the
Government of Nepal, Ministry of Culture, Tourism and Civil Aviation, Nepal
Mountain Academy, and NNMGA. Bhrikuti Shail area was a huge success despite
strong monsoon weather activities in the south of the Great Himalayas. Damodar
Kunda surrounding has vast areas suitable for ski and ski trekking activities with
spectacular views for the adventurer seeking thrills in the high altitudes. The
government should encourage and give continuity toward exploration, training, and
development to produce skiers. During the initial stage, the government must ease
the permit process and waive the fee to Nepali skiers to gain publicity of the area.
The locals will benefit by keeping most of the generated revenues in the region
enabling them to spend on better infrastructure, education, and healthcare. In simple
terms, ski activities and the flow of adventure enthusiasts will make lasting
contributions to our tourism market. For heliskiing, the area is one of the best in
Nepal.
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Feasibility of Ski in Nepal
Nepal Mountain Academy (NMA), under the Ministry of Culture, Tourism and Civil
Aviation (MoCTCA) and Nepal National Mountain Guide Association (NNMGA)
have been researching potentiality of skiing, its promotion, and ski infrastructure
development in Mustang, Manang, Muktinath, Kangla glacier, Bhrikuti Shail,
Khaptad, Dhorpatan, Helambu, Langtang, Sailung, Kalinchowk, Rolwaling, and
many other destinations. Since 2015, theacademy and NNMGA have been exploring
the possibility of skiing in different mountain regions annually. The first phase of the
feasibility study was conducted on Korala, Mustang, and Mt. Nilgiri. The research
mainly focused on studying the slopes, snow conditions, and climate on those areas
and the possibility of building a ski resort. The SWOT analysis presents the strength,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats to the skiing feasibility in Nepali settings as
shown in figure 1.
Opportunities
•
Ski tourism as an attraction to tourists
•
Promotion of local tourism
•
Eco-tourism
•
Increment in local employment and living
standard
•
Exploration of new ski areas

Strengths
•
Presence of 1300 peaks over 6000m
•
Steep terrains and slopes in Nepal
•
Strakeholders like Nepal Mountain
Academy, Ski and Snowboard Foundation
to unravel ski opportunites

Ski tourism in Nepal
Weaknesses
•
Difficult topography and transportation
access
•
High permit fees for skiing
•
Unavailability of single permit for skiing
and climbing
•
Limited health care facilities in
mountainous area

Threats
•
Unplanned construction of infrastructures
•
Life risks, accidents and deaths
•
Acculturation
•
Risks to local flora and fauna with human
engagement

Figure 1: SWOT Analysis on Ski Tourism in Nepal

Strengths
•

There are over 1300 peaks over 6000 m (asl) present in Nepal which are the
adequate assets for Nepal to initiate ski tourism.

•

Stakeholders like Nepal Mountain Academy, Ski and Snowboard Foundation,
and international ski researchers have discovered that Mustang, Manang,
Thorong-la, Langtang, Mera peak, Bhrikuti Sail, Khaptad, Dhorpatan,
Manasalu, Sailung, Kalinchowk, Helambu, Puthahimchuli, Himlung,
Makalu, Solukhumbu are the best destination of skiing in Nepal.

•

This adventure sport has an increasing growth rate in the last fifty years.
There are about 120 million skiers worldwide. The initiation of ski tourism
will attract huge numbers of skiers.
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•

The length of stay and expenditure of tourists will increase because of ski
tourism.

•

High-intensity exercise done during ski has many positive effects on mental
health and physical health.

•

There is no age limit to this sport, with skiers around the world varying from
12 to 80 years of age.

•

Indoor desert ski in different parts of the world has gained much popularity
and has attracted many people who want to start their training in ski since the
techniques and equipment used in a desert ski are the same as snow ski.

•

Nepal is blessed with steep terrains and slopes where alpine ski can be
initiated.

Weaknesses
•

The high-altitude areas of Nepal have not been connected by a road which
makes it difficult to transport raw materials and build infrastructures required
for ski tourism.

•

The cost of building infrastructures up in the mountains will be extremely
high due to the undeveloped roads.

•

Skiing is relatively an expensive sport. Building ski resorts will require an
enormous amount of money; so the investors will have a hard time thinking
of investing in it.

•

The permit fee for skiing in Nepal is $ 1,000 which is extremely high.
Another $ 500 will be charged as a garbage deposit. This price needs to be
decreased to attract more skiers.

•

It requires a separate permit for skiing and climbing a peak which is one of
the weaknesses here. It’s a time-consuming process to obtain the permit for
both, so issuing a single permit for both where all the costs are included can
be available alternative.

•

Not many domestic airports in the hilly and mountain region can be one of
the weaknesses.

•

Health care facilities can be considered as the weakness if the tourists find
improper and insufficient health care services up in the mountains.

•

Very few banks and foreign exchange in the isolated mountain villages can
be a problem for the tourists.

Opportunities
•

The mountaineering and trekking season is usually the Spring and Autumn.
The arrival of tourists in the winter season is extremely low. The initiation of
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ski tourism will attract more tourists in the winter season and increase
revenue.
•

Ski-trekking and ski-mountaineering in the peak seasons will attract a greater
number of tourists.

•

Tourism in rural mountain villages will be promoted.

•

The living standard of local people will increase as people will get
employment and training opportunities when ski tourism is introduced.

•

Eco-tourism can be initiated in the mountain villages.

•

Since Nepal is blessed with such majestic mountains, steep slopes, and offpiste terrain, in the future Olympic games and competition can be held in
Nepal.

Threats
•

Tourism can be a threat to the culture of indigenous people residing in the
mountains because when hosts and guests interact, one leaves their culture
and follows the others. So, acculturation can be a threat.

•

When tourism is introduced in a destination, garbage, and waste increases.
Thus, the environmental aspect of the mountain region can be a threat.

•

Skiing is an expensive sport. The price of skiing in other countries ranges
from USD 100 to USD250. The high price can be a threat to this niche
tourism.

•

Being an adventure sport, there will be many accidents while skiing. There
should be doctors, ski patrols, and rescuers standby looking for accidents
while skiing.

•

Unplanned construction of infrastructure can be a threat as it may invite
natural calamities in the future.

•

Snow leopards, Himalayan Thar, blue sheep, red panda, and other fauna
which are found in the mountain regions of Nepal can be at risk.

Conclusion
Still, at its infancy, ski tourism needs a lot of support and collaboration for its
development in Nepal. This niche tourism provides an opportunity of diversification
to mountaineering and trekking. A huge amount of investment plans and policies for
ski tourism do not get any priority from the government and the private sector is
hesitant to invest in the ski industry. Partnership with different national and
international organizations such as the International Ski Federation, IFMGA, and
Nepal Ski Foundation is utterly important to develop this niche tourism here in
Nepal. The government needs to collaborate continuously with ski experts,
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researchers, stakeholders, public and private sectors, and locals to expand the horizon
of skiing. Investment in human resources and appropriate framework are prerequisites
for developing the ski industry. Nepal, as the home of the mighty Himalayas and
Mount Everest, can be the perfect ski destination for the thrill-seekers even though
the country still has a long way to go in bringing its best for its people and foreigners.

Gallery

Picture 1: Helambuu, Sindhupalchowk

Picture 2: Ski Training at Kalinchowk, Dolakha, 2018.
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Picture 3: Ski Training at Kalinchowk, 2018 .

Picture 4: Ski Training at Sailung, Dolakha

Picture 5: Ski feasibility study in Mera peak, 2019.
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Picture 6: Ski training at Kalinchowk, Dolakha.

Picture 7: Ski feasibilityy study in Helambu, Sindhupalchowk.
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The Climate Change Campaigner: P.K. Sherpa
11 Dec., 2020

Mr. Purna Kumar (PK) Sherpa is a climate campaigner fighting against the
hazards of climate crisis for over 3 and half decades. Mr. Sherpa is also the BOD
member of the academy, tourism enterpreneur, environmentalist and the President
of Kanchenjunga Tourism Promotion Center.
In earlier days of your life, you were in the agricultural sector. Then you began your
career in the mountaineering industry as a porter. Would you kindly share your
journey in this field from porter to mountaineer and now a global climate change
activist?


As a child I was a person who was very keen towards nature. Nature provides
us with the foundation of life as we call it, Gaas, Baas and Kapaas. Even during
my childhood, I used to wonder what we, the humans, give back to the nature
after receiving everything from the environment. I started realizing the essence
of natural resources like rivers, forests, mountains, snow, and all. Then I noticed
that to save nature, I first need to be aware of myself as an individual, make my
family aware, and eventually make the community aware. After I started my
career in the tourism industry, I registered with a community organization to
make on impact at the community level. Secondly, I wanted to preserve the
regional area and promote regional tourism. As a result, I registered
Kanchenjunga Paryatan Prabardan Kendra (Kanchenjunga Tourism
Promotion Centre) to enhance tourism and aware the impacts of climate change
as well. Recently, I have established Asimit Prakriti Abasar Nepal to take
actions at national level. Now finally, I have come up with “Globally Concern

The interview and the content compilation has been completed by Mr. Akkal Bahadur Aidi from BMS, Cohort 20192022, Mr. Anish Dahal from BMS, Cohort 2017-2020, Mr. Pranjal Pokharel from BMS, Cohort 2017-2020 and Mr.
Ashok Nepal from BMS, Cohort 2017-2020 as the members of RST and Sub-Editorial Team. The interview video can
be assessed through the link: https://www.facebook.com/892406267572277/videos/843316259545463.
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Centre for Climate Change” to take the campaign to a global level because the
impact of climate change is not limited to an individual or a single species but
8.4 million species of the earth are affected altogether.
You have been giving a message to everyone out there by ascending and cleaning the
highest peaks in the world in collaboration with G4C and Environmental Nepal.
What challenges did you face the beginning point of your campaign and during the
campaigning?


Obviously, there are challenges during the campaign. My primary intention
was not to run a campaign but my love towards nature as it always motivated
me to do whatever I could for nature preservation. This includes my journey
from bringing back wastage from the mountains during my career as a porter to
running global campaigns now. The journey sure is arduous. During early days
of the journey, my team and I brought back the wastage and dead bodies from
the Sagarmatha Base Camp that were left behind. We used to organize
community level programmes for climate change awareness after returning
from the expedition. Some people used to pass mean and negative comments.
Sometimes, when we initiated the campaign and approached various national
and international bodies who could help, some did while the others chose not
to. I have realized with my experiences that many NGOs and INGOs are limited
within their slogan only. I knew this journey was going to be tough but my
passion towards mother nature always kept me going.

Sonam Sherpa, your son has been a major part of your campaign. What do you think
has inspired him to be a part of your campaign at such a young age? Why have you
included him in your campaign at this age?


My son got to see and observe all my activities since his childhood. He has
always been very close to me. He used to follow me to trek up to 5100-5200
metres (asl) during his school vacations. All these experiences have influenced
him. The striking point that he got inspired with was while he was in grade 7,
he read my biography in a coursebook which truly motivated him. Thus, he
brought the idea to campaign together as father and son, which is an example of
passing over generational responsibility from one generation to the next. I, too,
doubted his physical strength at first, but he came forward holding himself
accountable for his actions which, I eventually agreed on.

Global warming and climate change is affecting everyone on a global scale. From
Paris agreement to Covid-19, time is inspiring us to be part of the campaign. What
do you have to say on this and what are the major agendas of your campaign?


I believe the current scenario of the pandemic has made humans reflect on their
actions. We have been consuming nature haphazardly. We need to understand
that nature will take preventive action if we do not take precaution on time. The
treaties of the Paris Agreement of 2015 are inspirational as well. The goal of
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Paris agreement is to reduce global warming to below 2 to 1.5 degree Celsius.
So, our campaign also plays a vital role in achieving a similar goal.
The Great Himalaya, also known as the third pole of the world, is a very sensitive
region. Climate change has directly affected the region. Being in this field for quite
some time now, what differences have you seen over the time in the Himalayas. What
might be the consequences of climate change in the Nepali tourism industry?


From what I have seen, the situation of climate change and global warming is
terrifying. Growing up in the Himalaya region of Nepal, the mountains used to
be snow-capped throughout the year. But I see the snow is melting abnormally
now. The impacts are less noticeable in Terai and Hilly region, but we can
deally observe the change in Himalayas as many mountains, turning into plain
rocks, are directly visible.
Similarly, the rise in sea level is also one of the direct impacts of global warming
caused by the abnormal melting of snow in the Himalayas and in a larger
picture, the other snow deposits of the world.

Earth is the home for every living being on this planet. Among them we, humans, are
the social and intellect beings. In your opinion how responsible are we the humans
for this ongoing climate crisis?


With industrialization and commercialization, humans have been acting in a
quite self-centred way. Along with the advancement in living standards, we are
degrading nature to satisfy our needs. No other species degrade the Earth for
fulfilling their own needs. Therefore, as social and intellectual being, humans
are totally responsible for this ongoing climate change.

You have been playing a vital role in controlling mountain climate change. Even
during the initial days of your mountaineering journey, you were bringing back the
wastage from mountains that you found on the way. Your campaign has taken a
bigger size with greater impact now. But in this modern time of industrialization and
commercialization, are you positive that the industries and the companies will be
opened to help us in this campaign, as this campaign may cause them economic loss.
What help do you expect from them?


I say with sadness that many responsible bodies have turned their back to our
request to assist in the campaign. I have been to many programmes and seminars
and seen that some people in responsible positions are not willing to help the
campaigns like this. However, we have been continuing our campaign with all
that we can. We look forward to getting more support and passionate people
helping our campaign in the coming days.

What are the effects climate change has on the vegetation in the high Himalayas? On
one account, Lal Bahadur Gurung from Nache Village in Manang district realized
the effects of climate change at the meadows near his village. According to him,
Prochha, Timle and Yoba meadows were all covered in herbs, but in recent times, he
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took notice that 50% of the meadows was now covered in shrubs or pine trees.


Absolutely! I have researched in this regard. I would love to share my experience
as well. Back in the days, Namche used to receive snow precipitation and crop
production was minimum. But now Namche receives snow only during winter,
and the crops grow faster and on a large scale. Similarly, the tree line used to be
around 4000 metres. But now vegetation is growing above 4000 metres (asl) as
well. We can see mosquitoes are becoming prevalent at higher altitude as well.
While few of the wildlife are on the verge of extinction.
This clearly indicates the effects of climate change in vegetation in the high
Himalayas.

When you knew about Mountain Climate changes and it is one of the main problems
in the world, then you decided to do something about it. Since then, you have been
starting a climate campaign. As a Globally Climate Change Campaigner, what are
the changes you have seen in the world's climate change and even Nepal's climate
change and how can it be addressed? Would you please briefly explain it?


In comparison with global climate change, the scenario of Nepal is not bad.
However, we are the victims of other countries with high levels of
industrialization. The impacts of climate change are vital in the mountains.
Those mountains which used to be snow-capped 12 months a year a few decades
ago are now seen as naked, rugged dark rocks. So, I would say Nepal is not in
a hadarzous condition as of now, but the impacts of climate change are massive,
especially in the mountain regions.
Every problem has a solution. One of the easiest ways to overcome these issues
is afforestation. Anyone who cuts a tree can plant 5 saplings to balance the
nature. I have recently brought the idea of agro-forest. For instance, if we plant
the wall nut plants, it will be a source of our income and help to preserve nature
as well. On the other hand, following the concept of reuse, reduce and recycle
should be followed. Furthermore, the production of non-degradable materials
needs to be demotivated. In this way we can address the situation.

At present, the world is moving forward at a fast pace in terms of development and
new technology. Even now, the development of a friendly environment does not seem
to have received much attention. It seems that limited politicians have used it as a
tool for elections. According to a report by World Health Organisation (WHO),
Climate change affects the social and environmental determinants of health, clean
air, safe drinking water, sufficient food and secure shelter Between 2030 and 2050,
climate change is expected to cause approximately 250,000 additional deaths. per
year, from malaria, diarrhoea and heal stress. How do you react to this?


I believe, if we continue the current consistency of our lifestyle, the result of
harm to humans can exceed the WHO's expectation. If we fail to take controlling
measures, the reality could turn to be more dangerous than the data of WHO.
But again, every problem has a solution. So, we should be focusing more on
afforestation programs and less consumption of products that result in chemicals
causing global warming.
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Nepal is a small country between India and China where our neighbour countries
are far ahead in terms of economic, technological development, and population,
which has led to an increase in the consumption of daily necessities due to the
growing population. Many new factories are being built every day to meet the needs
of the people, the number of vehicles are increasing, the forests are being eroded day
by day. As a result, our country is having a direct negative impact on the snow and
ice in the mountains.
"Carbon dioxide directly reduces the strength of ice, which has troubling implications
for climate change". Do you agree to this statement? How is that possible?


Our campaign believes in not disturbing anyone from what they are doing. Not
even factories and industries. Industries should operate to fulfil the demand of
the increasing population. Having said that, nobody should go beyond nature. I
have seen the black carbon spots in high mountains that come from the industries
of India and China. This results in the reduction of snow and destruction of the
Himalayas. The Himalaya is the source of water for all South Asian countries
not only Nepal. We shall always keep this fact into consideration. Therefore,
the industries that hampers Himalayas and ecosystems must come up with ecofriendly production measures.

How important is it to understand the ongoing issue of climate change for academic
courses like Bachelor of Mountaineering Studies (BMS) and Master of Adventrure
Tourism Studies (MATS). How can we use our knowledge to stop climate change?


Everyone heads to understand the ongoing issue of climate change. I have seen
the faculty, administration and students of Nepal Mountain Academy, who are
very passionate about this matter. To be helpful to our campaign of climate
change, I request students and everyone to use their knowledge to follow
responsible tourism. If everyone becomes a responsible individual, we can
build a better future together. I am very hopeful that this passion and energy of
students will set the exemplary margin to aware responsible organizations.
Personally, I am awaiting and looking forward to working in cooperation with
the students of BMS, MATS and the whole academy as well.
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Impact of COVID-19 and The Future of Mountain Tourism

Panel Discussion (25 Sep., 2020)

Introduction
Nepal's tourism can be geographically divided into two geographic regions namely
Mountain and Terai, to which mountain tourism is found dominant, covering huge
occupancy in Nepal. This can be analyzed from the bulk of tourism-related activities
being operated in the geographic and topographic distributions. Mountain tourism is
a form of adventure tourism based on mountain area that include mountaineering,
rock climbing, trekking, hiking, rafting, kayaking, canyoning, skiing, mountain
biking, horseback riding, honey hunting, mountain flights, paragliding, study of the
culture, social and economic reflection of the mountain people and so on. The
attractions present in Nepal illustrate it as a fascinating mountain tourist destination
for varied forms of mountain tourism activities (Upadhaya, 2011).
The colossal and majestic mountains of Nepal are the reason that tourism was
initiated and has given us the identity of a mountainous country from 1949 (NTB,
2009). These mountains which were formed by the collision of the Indian plate with
the Eurasian plate about fifty-two million years ago, are the reason that people from
all over the world know about Nepal (Kizaki, 1994). The dawn of mountain tourism
began with the successful ascent of Mt. Annapurna by French nationals Maurice
Herzog and Louis Lachenal on June 3, 1950. But the mountain tourism in Nepal
started to ourish only after the summit of Sagarmatha (Everest) by Sir Edmund
Hillary and Tenzing Norgay Sherpa on May 29, 1953.
Nepal’s economy is highly based on tourism. The tourism industry contributed about
7.9% of the total gross domestic product of the country in the year 2018 (Prashain,
2019). Analyzing the tourism statistics of Nepal from 2015-2019, around forty-six
lakhs tourists visited Nepal for different purposes. About sixty-six percent of the
tourists visited Nepal for holiday and pleasure, whereas fourteen percent of the
tourists visited for pilgrimage and eleven percent of tourists visited for trekking and
mountaineering. To glimpse the recent mountain tourism related activities, in 2019,
around eleven lakhs ninety-seven thousand tourists visited Nepal. According to
Nepal Tourism Facts 2019 published by the Ministry of Culture, Tourism and Civil
Aviation (MoCTCA), the total income contributed by mountaineering in the year
2019 was fifty-six crores eighty-two lakhs sixty-nine thousand rupees. Around eight
thousand two hundred members of one thousand nine-hundred teams were involved
in the expedition in 2019. Of around 1310 peaks above 6000 meters (asl) only 326
peaks have been opened for climbing (TAAN, 2008). About 397 people summited
The pannel discussion and the content compilation has been facilitated by Mr. Anuprastha Poudel, Mr. Anish Dahal,
Mr. Pranjal Pokharel and Mr. Ashok Nepal from BMS, Cohort 2017-2020 as the members of SWC and Sub-Editorial
Team.
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Sagarmatha (Everest) in 2019 whereas Amadablam stood at the top of the list with
402 summiteers. Among the mountains opened for climbing, Mt. Amadablam
became the most popular mountain for climbing whereas Island peak was climbed
by a major number of tourists among the mountains managed by Nepal Mountaineering
Association (The Himalayan Times, 2020).
Due to the COVID-19, the global tourism sector has become the hardest hit sector of
the global economy and Nepal’s tourism sector could not remain unaffected by this
pandemic. The tourism sector of Nepal is severely impacted due to travel restrictions
imposed by Nepal and other countries (Subba, 2020). With the launch of the Visit
Nepal 2020 campaign in January, the country hoped to attract two million visitors,
but due to COVID-19, the campaign got canceled, which has left the hospitality and
tourism related business sector in complete pandemonium. Complete lockdown was
imposed by the Government of Nepal all over the country to control the pandemic
caused by COVID-19 from March, 2020. The expeditions on all mountains of Nepal
were canceled due to the possibility of corona virus transmission. The pause of
tourism activities has invited a crisis in the industry and had direct long-term effect
on businesses, daily lives of mountain guides, workers, and indirect impacts on other
economic sectors of Nepal. Nepal’s tourism sector estimated NRs. 40 billion loss
due to COVID-19. Communities that are heavily dependent on tourism are
particularly vulnerable as their livelihood is threatened in unprecedented ways.
Tourism, which is a seasonal industry, has gone into coma. More than 1.05 million
jobs directly and indirectly related to the tourism industry have been affected.
Survival of the industry is a must for the revival of the industry. With that in mind,
Nepal Mountain Academy initiated a panel discussion with highly regarded people
of the mountain tourism fraternity to discuss how the COVID-19 has affected
mountain tourism and what could be the way forward. The discussion was held with
an expert panel of government delegates, tourism stakeholders, tourism entrepreneurs,
and academicians.

Profile of the Panelists
•

Mr. Rudra Singh Tamang, Director General, Department of Tourism,
Ministry of Culture, Tourism and Civil Aviation

•

Mr. Mani Raj Lamichhane, Research Director, Nepal Tourism Board

•

Mr. Khum Bahadur Subedi, President, Trekking Agencies Association of
Nepal

•

Mr. Kul Bahadur Gurung, General Secretary, Nepal Mountaineering
Association

•

Mr. Ian Wall, CEO, Kathmandu Environment Education Project, Tourism
Entrepreneur, Mountaineering Instructor

•

Mr. Tshering Pande Bhote, IFMGA, NNMGA and UIAGM Certified Guide
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The Discussion
The objective of conducting this panel discussion was to gain knowledge from the
expert panelists regarding the impact of COVID-19 on the future of mountain tourism
in Nepal. The discussions held in the session are presented here in the question and
answer format. The platform used for the discussion was online through Zoom and
Facebook Live, which was held on September 25, 2020.

Feagure 1: Official banner of the panel discussion

There have been crises and disasters in the past which had directly affected the
tourism industry of Nepal where the sector was hit hard by earthquake, trade
blockade and now COVID-19. Please shed some light on how the tourism industry
tackled these situations in the past and how differently it has been planned to tackle
the current situation of the pandemic. Also please enlighten us on the help and relief
packages which the government has provided or is planning to provide to tourism
stakeholders in this hard time.
Mr. Rudra Singh Tamang, Director General of Department of Tourism, expressed
that the crisis we are currently facing is entirely different from those we have been
through in the past. The one we are currently facing is a global problem that has
hampered the economy and tourism worldwide whereas the one we’ve faced in the
past, like the earthquake, was a sorrow limited to our country. We overcame them
within a couple of years with help from different sectors. The destinations considered
as the origin of tourism are in a lot of trouble now and the potential tourists we wish
to welcome here may have lost their income and are facing the crisis themselves.
We should be thinking and planning how to live with the fact that the tourist numbers
are going to go down for a long time and how the Nepali tourism industry can adapt
to this new normal. We are focusing on how we can ease the economy back to
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normal by planning to open group tourism activities like trekking and mountaineering
and exploring more ways on how they can be done successfully. The safety protocols
like quarantine and PCR testing are the new norm in tourism for the foreseeable
future, and we are focusing on how we can create a smart protocol that would benefit
all. Once finalized, all the protocols shall be uploaded on websites soon, and finally,
Nepali tourism can have one voice as to how tourists can enter and visit Nepal once
again. Many attempts are being made to slowly start tourism activities despite the
rising cases of the coronavirus. Ministry-level studies and discussions have also
begun as to how we can ramp up domestic tourism as well. Discussions like making
a two day weekly public holiday as well are underway. A lot of ministry-level
discussions about new possibilities to stir up tourism activities are going on. In
addition, the expeditions and trekking that we offer in our country are by themselves
like quarantines because of the isolated features of the Himalayas.
Some of the vital entry procedures, safety protocols, and modalities for the tourists
are:
•
•
•
•

•

•

Safe zones are being identified in the country.
FITs are still being considered Risky/ Group visas should be taken.
Group visas are being made easier in countries where Nepal does not have a
consulate.
Potential tourists who want to trek should contact Nepal Tourism Board
(NTB) and Trekking Agencies Association of Nepal (TAAN), whereas
mountaineering tourists need to contact NTB or Nepal Mountaineering
Association (NMA) for on arrival group visas.
PCR tests should be done 72 hours prior to entering Nepal. A 7-day quarantine
period is mandatory after entering Nepal, and another PCR test should be
done during the quarantine period. If negative, they are free to head to their
destinations (Group via respective agencies)
PCR test of all guides, porters and other relevant staff should be done in
Nepal as well. We want to guarantee the safety of the tourists as well as the
Nepali staff.

Despite wanting to smooth the industry, we also want to guarantee the health safety
of everyone. This will also reflect our responsible image in the world during this time
of emergency.
According to Nepal Tourism Facts 2019 published by the Ministry of Culture,
Tourism and Civil Aviation, a total of 8,202 mountaineers climbed different
mountains generating Rs. 56,82,69,000 revenue. One mountaineer generates
employment for four people, so approximately 32000 people who are directly related
to mountaineering lost their jobs. What steps could have been taken to provide relief
packages to vulnerable communities who rely on mountain tourism solely?
On this, the General Secretary of Nepal Mountaineering Association, Mr. Kul
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Bahadur Gurung stated that mountain tourism has gone into a ‘coma’ due to the
COVID-19 and the related stakeholders are suffering badly in the current situation.
On top of the fifty-six crores generated by mountaineering, the peaks controlled by
Nepal Mountaineering Association had generated an additional twelve crores of
revenue. Due to the crisis, more than one million people directly and indirectly
related to tourism have lost their jobs.
Despite multiple attempts to hire an effective solution to provide relief packages to
those suffering workers or entrepreneurs, the meetings with the government have not
been fruitful. The Nepal Mountaineering Association has proposed that for future
crises like this, the government, Nepal Mountaineering Association, and other
concerned stakeholders need to allocate a certain percentage of at least 10% of the
total revenue collected towards a ‘relief fund’ for mountain workers and entrepreneurs
to retain them in the industry. Despite agreeing to provide soft loans for tourism
entrepreneurs, it hasn’t been done after almost six months into the crisis leading
frustration for the entrepreneurs. The government must find the right solution for
such entrepreneurs, workers and the private sector as well.
Mountain cleaning campaigns that would have set an example to the rest of the
mountain community in the world in this hard-hit time have not been carried out.
This phase could have been used in a good way to improve the infrastructures in our
mountains like building necessary porter shelters, trail signs, anchor chains in high
passes. This would have also provided work for many. Mr. Gurung further added
that he is still hopeful that this campaign can still be carried out during the autumn
season from October 15.
Recovery strategies of the government praising agro-tourism and wellness tourism
are necessary to bounce back, ensuring economic stability. How has NTB planned to
promote strategies like agro-tourism to revive the tourism industry? Please shed
some light on this.
The Research Director of NTB, Mr. Mani Raj Lamichhane affirmed that the
development of rural tourism has always been a top priority of NTB and during this
time, it has got more prominence. We work closely with the Village Tourism
Promotion Forum (VITOF) Nepal and Homestay Association of Nepal (HOSAN) to
promote rural tourism. Agro-tourism, part of rural tourism, gives a chance to learn
about the lives of rural people, their culture and customs. We have been working
with different Home-stays across Nepal and trying to showcase agro-tourism as a
significant activity. Agriculture has the potential to spur development in our hill and
mountain regions with diverse agro-climatic variations. We are imparting training
and capacity building to local people with the help of local bodies in giving quality
services. Training such as harnessing indigenous knowledge by producing local
products and linkage with markets are regularly given. Also, sanitation training is
often organized. Local people do get regular training on farming and vegetation in
collaboration with other government agencies. With wide physiographic, climatic,
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soil, and biological diversity, existing cropping systems up in the hills in many parts
have been commercialized through diversification. With the help of VITOF, every
year, we celebrate National Paddy Day that falls somewhere in the third week of
June which is fêted across the country.
Last but not least, it should be understood that this form of tourism is not interesting
to all tourists but only to those who want to link relaxation with acquiring new
practical skills or experiences. Hence, NTB keeps on promoting and supporting rural
tourism, homestay and agro-tourism in particular.
Despite the loss of thousands of people and many untold losses in the tourism
industry, some say this could be taken as an opportunity to reset the industry for
better. In your perspective, what could have been done in the six-month period to
save the industry?
‘Everybody no matter what position they hold, are presented with opportunities in
life and the secret is to see it, grasp it and turn them into positive’, says Mr. Ian Wall,
who is the CEO of Kathmandu Environment Education Project (KEEP) and also a
mountain tourism entrepreneur. Mr. Wall perceives that this question is very
significant, and it raises a lot of confusion and anxiety not only to the tourism workers
like trekking staff or mountain staff but also to the people who want to visit and
enjoy the mountains of Nepal. Two issues have put tourism on hold: the earthquake
and its aftermath and the pandemic now. He feels that despite many fruitful
suggestions from different tourism expert personnel and groups involved in the
tourism industry, the authorized personnel on the government may not be listening.
National leaders should consider Nepal’s resilience in both general and economic
terms. There is a classic example of Thamel being a ninety-nine percent tourism
related business hotspot that is stressed out at the moment. There are some issues and
misunderstandings with foreigners which could be considered in this period. One of
the issues is the permit across Nepal; the cost and the duration according to areas
must be made transparent so that the tourists can consider their budgets accordingly.
We should also work on the areas for which people prefer visiting our country, and
the transparency in traveling must be made. One of the issues that we could work
upon would be the source of information on a website which must be up-to-date to
avoid confusions. We could have also worked on developing trust with foreign
agents to rectify the wrong impression caused by different incidents in Nepal. This
is an ideal opportunity to look at what the client expects and how we can work to
have a clearer understanding. One of the most important things to improve would be
maintaining a constant charge throughout the agencies to avoid the dilemma in
tourists. Furthermore, preparedness could be done to sustain the tourism in case of
any natural calamities or any crisis.
Government of Nepal had to cancel the very ambitious VN 2020 campaign which
was inaugurated earlier in January with the aim of welcoming 2 million tourists.
Tourism entrepreneurs had made huge investments after its announcement to make
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it successful. In your perspective what support and facilities should be provided to
the tourism entrepreneurs in these hard times?
Acknowledging the fact that this crisis has been very difficult for the last six to seven
months for the manpower involved in the tourism sector of Nepal, Mr. Khum
Bahadur Subedi, President of Trekking Agencies Association of Nepal (TAAN),
remarked that- ‘We are not expecting tourists to come to Nepal soon due to the
COVID-19 situation and we are working on how to sustain the businesses for the
following year. We expect that in 2021, fifteen to twenty percent of tourists will visit
us and in 2022 maybe things will go to normal. We have been working on sustaining
the businesses by providing soft loans with low interest rates to protect the tourism
workers and businesses. TAAN has been in conversation with the Ministry of
Culture, Tourism and Civil Aviation, Ministry of Land Reform and Management,
Nepal Rastra Bank, and other concerned authorities to cope and provide some relief
to the people working in the trekking sector’.
We had been selling Sagarmatha (Everest), Annapurna, and Langtang then and we
have been still doing the same. Mountains on the eastern part of Nepal are colossal
whereas their size decreases as we move to the western part. The promotion of
mountains in western Nepal is below the par. How do you think we can utilize the
mountains in the west as they are in shadow compared to the mountains of the east?
Mr. Tshering Pande Bhote, an IFMGA/NNMGA/UIAGM certified guide, believes
that people are more interested about the eastern mountain ranges then the west
because of the more available innovations on the internet. People want to explore
new destinations, and western Nepal can also gain similar popularity as eastern after
abundant marketing is done to promote the place. The government must inform the
local people about the acceptance of new people since the western side has many
remote villages where the tourists rarely reach. After such simple steps, people
should be made aware of these regions through social media and the internet, which
eventually attracts them. Organizations such as Nepal Mountaineering Association,
TAAN, and NTB could market to the world about our mountains to attract tourists
to the western mountains.
Therefore, to diversify the tourists who are attracted by the colossal and majestic
mountains on the eastern side of Nepal, it is necessary that we provide adequate
information about the mountains we have in the western part. More promotion
strategies are required to decentralize tourism patterns. The government should
make an effort on building basic infrastructures like accommodation and
transportation on the western mountains for easy access.
The statistics of International tourists was recorded from 1962 in Nepal. Domestic
tourism started to flourish only after the late 1990. Are the statistics of domestic
movement recorded in our country? Please shed some light on how we make our
policies and how we plan and set any program for a tourist destination?
This particular question was addressed by Mr. Tamang. The statistics are only
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recorded of those tourists who arrive to Nepal by ight. We do not count the people
coming in from India by land because of its complexities. If they are counted, the
total number could reach almost 35 lakhs. International tourism flourished after
World War II when people started to travel. In Nepal, domestic tourism has been
practiced only in the recent years. The concept of tourists should change from only
being foreigners to domestic as well. A Nepali spends as much as a foreigner when
he is involved in tourism. The domestic movements are not recorded in the country.
Domestic tourism is the only alternative to revive tourism in this hard-struck time by
the COVID-19. We are promoting at least one destination in each district to diversify
the entire tourism narrative. We need to promote our tourism more in India after this
crisis is over giving rise to regional tourism as well.
COVID-19 is turning out to be the new normal. The lockdown has been lifted and we
are opening our gates to the tourists from October 17. Nepal ranks 106 out of 140
countries in Health and Hygiene category in the Global Tourism Comparative Index
but in this hard time, it is said that it’s not how we Nepalese see Nepal but how
foreigners see Nepal. In your perspective would people travel as the lockdown is
uplifted?
Mr. Lamichhane considers that both foreigners and Nepalese see Nepal in the same
way. There is no significant difference. There is huge pent up demand looking for
opportunities to travel. People are looking for virgin and untouched destinations or
uncrowded places far from the maddening crowd. With richness in biodiversity,
Nepal is on the top of the bucket list of would-be visitors. We have many National
Parks, Wildlife Conservation Areas that have a magnetic appeal. On top of that the
Himalayan ranges have lots of trekking areas to offer. It is not only trekking, but
people and culture that count as valuables. The entire NTB believes that people will
travel post lockdown, be it Nepali or foreigner.
The tourism industry has been entirely shut down since the outbreak. People have
been locked down and there is no proper idea about future travel plans. The movement
of people has stopped. Basically, there should be certain restrictions as everyone
wants to be safe. For this, strict health protocol should be followed. Line agencies
should be monitored well. Ultimately human life is the most important thing. When
one is safe and follows the safety guidelines, only then traveling to remote areas will
be possible.
Do small and medium enterprise businesses allocate funds for crisis management
like COVID-19? In your perspective, how long do you think it will take for tourist
hubs like Thamel and Pokhara to bounce back to normal?
The question was directed to Mr. Gurung who mentioned that small and medium
companies are suffering hugely and almost all of them are feared going bankrupt
because of the uncertainties when things will get back to normal. In these hard-hit
times, the tourism relief fund will be vital for the future protection of workers and
businesses. There is no system in place where workers and businesses are protected
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in case of emergencies like we are facing at the moment which can repeat in the
future. Unless people like the Prince of Bahrain can come again, Spring 2021 will be
the next hopeful and realistic time for tourists to visit Nepal.
We do not expect anything to happen before that; shutters in Thamel are all closed.
Almost every business is contemplating moving their businesses from Thamel to
their homes because of the lack of cooperation from the home owners in Thamel
despite agreements of some amount of discounts. There has been no help from either
the electricity authority or the internet service providers. So, with zero business
going on, businesses cannot afford to stay in Thamel anymore and people are
compelled to pack their bags. Domestic tourism can’t revive until and unless the
government acts swiftly on its promises and plans because the people involved in
tourism could soon be dying of hunger. It is disappointing that despite discussions
going on for almost six months, a solution has not been reached and it is high time
that the concerned authorities need to come up with a viable solution, or else this
could give rise to a bigger crisis.
Lastly, he expressed that Nepal Mountaineering Association has requested the
government to hand over almost 200 unclimbed peaks rather than keeping them
unclimbed. They need to be promoted, and this could be a high time for that. The
recent climbing of Cho-Oyu from the Nepali side has been good, and they need more
concerned authorities in the study.
Since in the aftermath of this crisis, travelling will be more expensive due to air
tickets price hike and quarantine issues. Do you think the wages of tourism workers
such as trekking guides and porters will be affected? And how will the guides be
trained and made aware as per the safety protocols?
Mr. Subedi affirmed that we have to follow the safety protocols as mentioned by Mr.
Tamang. The porters are the backbone of the economy of the remote areas as they
are the primary modes of transportation in many mountain regions of Nepal. Tourism
in mountain regions of Nepal is the second major source of income for porters after
agriculture and ahead of livestock and business. But it’s disappointing to say that
guides and porters may suffer as there is no other option. To decrease the expenses
of the tourist, TAAN has been proposing some agendas like:
•

Tourists can go to any registered agencies even if not in a group;

•

Decreasing the quarantine period to 3 days;

•

Guarantee of hospital beds in case of any tourists suffering from COVID-19
during their stay in Nepal.

We want to ultimately guarantee the safety of all tourists and staff. We are requesting
clear safety protocols from the concerned authorities but they need to be flexible
because minimal tourists will visit us if we make very rigid and complex protocols.
And if clear safety protocols for the tourists are not given by the government as soon
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as possible, we will lose the limited number of tourists who dare to travel even in
these hard-hit times.
Do you think things will go back to normal or will tourism of Nepal be completely
different in the years to come? What long term effects might this crisis bring to the
Nepali tourism industry? And in your perspective how can we collectively be
prepared for a future crisis like this?
Mr. Ian Wall believes that it will take a while for tourism to become as it was until
Nepal will have a domestic tourism cycle as domestic tourists know the challenges
and health protocols of the country. He thinks that the Nepali people will tend to go
into tourism with the possible 2-days holiday per week. However, they will do it on
independent and arrange all by themselves without benefitting any porter or other
stakeholders. Although this might kick start the industry, he doesn’t think domestic
tourism will provide financial gain but, the wheels are turning, which is positive.
In the future, a positive attitude to implement health protocols is essential. There
must be a collective approach from the government level to a shop owner so that
everybody is on the same page. We need to reinforce health and have some scientific
advices and protocols with continuity. Without continuity, there will not be any
progression. We must also have backup protocols.
We should work to adopt new norms to deal with congestion around airports, social
distancing in luggage areas, appropriate testing, and in core of any incidents, a
prompt response team should be formed. We should also work on meeting the
expectations of people.
Alps mountain range attracts 150 million tourists per year and Nepal which has 8
out of 14 highest mountains in the world attracts just 1 million tourists. What tourism
products can be introduced to our mountains to increase the number of tourists,
their length of stay and expenditure?
According to Mr. Bhote, people are attracted to Alps as it is easily accessible and
people can fly from different places, but in the context of Nepal, we have a single
international airport, and the flights are costly. Moreover, there is no proper system
and management from the beginning to the end. So, proper management is primarily
needed. Furthermore, flight accessibility will increase the attention and promotion of
the untouched natural areas.
The basecamps of the majority of mountains are hard to access due to the unavailability
of accommodations, mountain porters, communication mediums, physical
infrastructures and topography. Government should build infrastructures, and roads
so that people can easily access the base camp to attract more tourists. Nepal has
immense resources but hasn’t quite utilized them. The Alps mountain range has
diverse mountain products to attract a mass of tourists and increase their length of
stay and expenditure. Mountain biking, skiing, mountain coasters, mountain sky
bridges, and many more products are available. So, Nepal should first build
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infrastructures, make the basecamps easily accessible, and add mountain products to
keep tourists engaged.
Domestic tourism has shifted from supporting roles in the past to leading roles in the
present due to COVID-19. It has become the only alternative to the tourism sector
until the situation becomes normal in future. How are we planning to build consumer
confidence?
Domestic tourism and building consumer confidence are two different entities, as
explained by Mr. Lamichhane. For the last 10 years, we have been equally focusing
on domestic tourism and promoting through having local and regional marts,
exposure visits from one area to another, etc. MoCTCA and NTB have developed
several protocols including health protocols, and have instructed to adhere to them
strictly. There is zero tolerance for those not following it. Further, local transportation
and domestic flights have restarted following meetings and discussions with related
stakeholders. Local transportations are playing with 50 percent capacity to contain
COVID-19 transmission, and airlines are also adhering to protocols and using all
possible means for the safety of passengers such as checking body temperature, use
of sanitizer and face masks. People have been requested to wear masks wherever
possible. The government has announced the opening of trekking and mountaineering
expeditions effective from October 17, with strict regulations.
‘Having said that, and with aforementioned elements, I am sure that this is more than
enough to earn consumer confidence’, said Mr. Lamichhane.

Conclusion
Like any other country, this pandemic has hit Nepal hard and has left it dry. However
long and severe the crisis might be, the nation will definitely pass the dark tunnel.
The time welcomes everyone to show bravery, discipline during the crisis and
demands resilience from the tourism industry. This is the time for all stakeholders to
join hands and come together to show commitment, not through words but actions.
The only chance to get a few tourists from October onwards hinges on how well the
government contains the pandemic and whether Nepal opens up with less or no
quarantine for arriving tourists. But then the tourists also must have the confidence
to travel to Nepal. This time phase can also be used in a good way to improve the
infrastructures in our mountains, like building necessary porter shelters, trail signs,
anchor chains in high passes, among others, thus generating some form of job
opportunities for the locals.
It is sensible to develop and promote adventure tourism that pull the country back
from the brink of economic and environmental collapse. Nepal needs to learn to live
with fewer tourists. This will give a chance to adopt a new tourism model of "High
Value - Low Impact". This model will take care of sustainability, cut-throat pricing,
quantity over quality, and pollution.
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Academia and The Pandemic

Ms. Aaditi Khanal*
As much as the ongoing pandemic of COVID-19 has hit the
economic and social sector, the academic sector is not behind
which has been massively affected. According to Reinhard,
Staffors & Payne (2021), the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic
and measures taken to mitigate its spread have presented
numerous challenges for academia. Amongst all the
challenges, the major challenges have been felt in conducting
the day to day classes and the examinations and tests for the
students and ultimately the entire process of knowledge
sharing and creation. This article therefore discusses the challenges for coordinating
the course of Bachelor of Mountaineering Studies (BMS) and its impact in the short
and long term.

Adapting to the New Normal
While the nation-wide lockdown was announced in the country, our students were
appearing the pre-board examination which was obviously disrupted in between.
The students and the administration were muddled as to either complete the
examination online or halt the exams until the next notice from the authorities. As
said earlier, after a muzzle of a couple of months, another notice from the university
was released to start with the classes of next semester and the examinations of the
previous semesters would be conducted upon the favorable circumstances in the near
future.
Therefore, the first and the foremost challenge that had to be coped up with was that
as soon as the lockdown started, as per the regulations of the government and
Tribhuvan University, all the regular examinations and classes ongoing physically at
the academy to be shut down. It was a state of chaos, and the administration, faculty
members as well as students had no idea about what would happen next. So, the
regular classes were halted for a couple of months thereafter. As the academy was
constantly searching for a sustaining alternative, the other contest, the university and
the entire education system of the country was not actually prepared for instilling the
concept of distance education through the use of technological and online platforms.
In that scenario, the academy started with online zoom classes, which was actually
not very convenient for the faculty members, students, and more so for the
administration mainly because of the limitations of the zoom sessions that only
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allowed a single class to run at a time and the possibility of running parallel sessions
didn't exist.
So, the next target was to opt for another digital platform to conduct the regular
classes. After much research and analysis, we came to know that one of the most
compatible systems for the Nepalese education modality is to use the software by the
name of Microsoft Teams, which is also a very popular one amongst the other
educational institutions of Nepal. Without much delay, the academy initiated the
process for the software installation and this journey was not so simple after all. The
step that followed was in detailed training to all the administrative staff of the
academy, the students and the faculty members.
Only after completing the training and overcoming technological challenges were
we able to start the regular online classes for all the semesters as per the regular
routine of BMS.

The Process
Once the regular online classes were started, the process was not simple yet again.
Many technological ups and downs kept on occurring such as lack of good and
strong internet access with all the students and faculty members, lack of attention
from the students, low attendance, lack of interaction with the teacher and the
difficulty for the teacher to explain any concept especially for the numerical subjects.
The hard-hitting reality to this is that we are still looking for ways to mitigate these
problems while conducting the online sessions.
Meanwhile, as the online classes were ongoing, another notice was relayed from the
university as to stop the online classes and prepare the students for the previous
semester's examinations which were due. This was another hurdle in the process.
Finally, the board examinations were held by the university physically after much
deliberation and only after which the regular classes were started at the academy
physically.

The Impact
The impact of the COVID-19 was huge and has been ongoing still since the past
year. The major effect is that the academic courses have been running in a state of
fear and speculation of a second lock down and the complete shut down of the
educational institutes again. The frustration is building up for everyone. Whether it
is careers, costs, teaching, or conferencing, the pandemic will touch every aspect of
academic and university life. Whilst, the winners and losers are not yet clear, longterm change is certain (Young, 2020). In this regard, as it took almost a year to
complete a semester and still the certainty of completion of the end-semester
examination is questionable. The key impact for the students and the family members
is to pay the semester fee amidst the situation of pay cuts and loss of jobs during the
pandemic. Similarly, the impact that the pandemic has posed upon the administration
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is the timely and full payment of the faculty members and fee collection from the
students for running the day to day administration. Another huge challenge appears
in the form of completion of the process of new admission of the students. It all
hence, signifies that as an academic community, we have already lost a year full of
productive activities and engagements and the production of an entire batch of
educated and skilled human resources. And as the situation of dilemma prevails,
academia still awaits a hopeful future ahead.

Way Forward
The pandemic has forced the global academic community, to explore new ways of
teaching and learning, including distance and online education. This has proven
challenging for both students and educators, who must deal with the emotional,
physical and economic difficulties posed by the illness while doing their part to help
curb the spread of the virus. The future is uncertain for everyone, particularly for
millions of students scheduled to graduate this year who will face a world crippled
economically by the pandemic (United Nations, 2020).
The losses that we have incurred due to the pandemic are immense and it will take
many years to compensate for what has already been lost. Nevertheless, we need to
look for opportunities from within the ongoing threats. The COVID-19 pandemic is
proving to be a constructive disruptor, giving an opportunity for restructuring the
present conventional, classroom based educational system. The quick transitions to
online mode assisted in keeping continuity of education programs, effectively fitting
in the purpose of completion of the current academic year (Rajhans, Memon, Patil &
Goyaol, 2020).
Firstly, the guidelines from the government and the university regarding the academic
courses and the students' future must be clear and concise. Proper strategic
arrangements must be adopted and it is a high time to be prepared for any other
unprecedented event in near future. Secondly, a sustainable alternative for the
traditional teaching method must be sought for. Thirdly, parents and guardians must
take up extra responsibilities for their kids' academic performance during such an
unstable period. Fourthly and most importantly, the academic institutes, the faculty
members, and the students must cooperate to the maximum in the endeavor to give
and receive knowledge through any platform and make the entire process of
knowledge sharing as effective as possible.
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Global Warming and Tourism of Nepal:
Threats and Opportunities
Ms. Sahara Mishra*

Introduction
Nepal is a yam between the two world giants, India to the
East, South, and West, while China to the North. Despite
being small and landlocked, the country stands bold in its
vertical height stretching from 59 m asl to 8,848.86 m asl
combining 8 of the top 14 highest peaks in the world making
Nepal a significant country for perennial freshwater. Nepal
enjoys 6 seasons viz; summer, monsoon, autumn, pre-winter,
winter and spring. These different seasons have bestowed
Nepal with rich biodiversity within its small boundary, which
has not only attracted tourists for recreation but also researches. Not only naturebased but also Nepal is equally a pilgrimage destination for the Hindu and Buddhist
pilgrims. One of the world heritage site Pashupatinath Temple is a pilgrimage for
Hindu pilgrims while other world heritage sites, such as Boudhanath, Swayambhunath
and Lumbini are the pilgrimages for Buddhist pilgrims. Similarly, Nepal is a
developing country with less industries and much dependence on farming, which has
increased the greenery of the country. The alluring paddy fields during monsoon and
yellow mustard fields during pre-winter beautify the local terrain, marveling millions
of hearts each year. With the pristine natural features, religious and cultural
importance, tourism has added 7.9 percentage of GDP in 2018. (World Data Atlas,
2018)
With the increased industries and lavish living, the emission of the Green House
Gases (GHG) has risen notably from the pre-industrial era till date (Ritchie & Roser,
2017) and has estimated the increment of 1 degree temperature by human activities
since then (Buis, 2019). The main GHG are Carbondioxide, Methane, Nitrous Oxide,
Water Vapour, and other Fluorinated gases. The Intergovernmental Panel for Climate
Change (IPCC) has reported that if the current trend goes on, a 1.5 degree increase
in the temperature will happen between 2030 to 2050. This is an alerting phase to a
country like Nepal, which is highly dependent on the environment for livelihood.
The increase in temperature does not only mean the high occurance of disasters like
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floods or landslides, but also the other
corresponding impacts like water
scarcity, low agro-productivity, etc.
The result of an increase in GHG
means the increase in temperature as
these GHGs capture the heat within
raising the temperature of the Earth,
which is termed as global warming.

Scenario
Undeniably, Nepal is unique to varied Picture 1: Mountain livelihood possesses a higher threat to
tourism activities and services as per the impacts of global warming with the record of higher rise
in temperature in mountains compared to others. Location:
the geographical variations. Nepal is Lho village, Gorkha.
highly known for adventure tourism (Source: Sahara Mishra, 2020)
with the popular destinations like Sagarmatha Base Camp, Annapurna Base Camp
and mountain expeditions including Sagarmatha, Mera Peak, Manaslu among many
around the globe. Looking at the trend of past five-years, more than 60 percent of the
total tourist inflow in Nepal come for the holiday purpose followed by trekking and
mountaineering (MoCTCA, 2020). The statistics from the MoCTCA points to the
increase in the inflow of tourists to Nepal, allured by its unpolluted natural beauty.
Tourism has also provided jobs to millions of Nepalese people supporting income
generation and livelihood of Nepalese.
The earth, being the common home of all species in living and non-living form,
global warming, and its impacts are cosmopolitan yet vivid. Nepal is listed among
the world’s 4th most vulnerable countries (Eckstein, Hutfilz, & Winges, 2017) to the
impacts of climate change in the world and 128th resilient countries to the impacts of
climate change (ND-GAIN, 2018), though its share to global emission is negligible
i.e. 0.08 percent (World Resources Institute, 2016). Assessing the statistics for
vulnerability and capacity of Nepal to tackle the climate risks induced by global
warming, the risk is higher for Nepal. The increment of annual temperature trend in
higher altitude is reported to be higher than in Terai with the record of the annual
maximum rise of temperature in Manang (mountain) being 0.092 degree celsius
while of Parsa (Terai) being 0.017 degree celsius ( (DHM, 2017).

Threats
The above data concerns the vulnerabilities, risks, and impacts of global warming in
multi-dimensional sectors. However, from the lens of tourism, the compounding
threats from increasing global warming scenario have not only alarmed for the timely
mitigation measures but also the adaptation measures collective. The event of
Hudhud Cyclone (Wikipedia, 2020) is one of the reminders of such unprecedented
weather impacts. Similarly, the glacial lake expansions caused by rapid snow melts
and glacier retreats have increased the potential of glacier lakes outburst floods,
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impacting the mountain livelihoods including tourism. Currently, there are 47 critical
glacial lakes in the transboundary region, with Nepal having the potentiality of
outburst, among which 21 are from Nepal itself (Bajracharya, Maharjan, Shrestha,
Sherpa, Wagle, & Shrestha, 2020). The occurrence of such events shall not only
affect the ecosystem and livelihood of the communities living upstream but also the
ecosystem and livelihood of people living downstream. Such events destroy the
environment of areas fending and bending every component that comes along its
way. The impact of GLOF on the Bhote Koshi River Valley in 2016 (Cook,
Andermann, Gimbert, Hovius, & Adhikari, 2017) is one of the examples to point out
such threats. Such events are the negative catalysts for the tourism sectors
encompassing apprehensions and fear among the travelers and the service providers
themselves.
The increased intensity and frequency of disaster scenarios exacerbated by the road
construction, weather patterns and events, evolution of new diseases (plant, animal,
and human), drying up of water resources, low agriculture yield, elevated temperate
environment among the many to mention a few, are the drivers to the migration of
people, termed as climate migration. People are triggered to migrate from their
places because of such climate risks induced by global warming. This will impact
the cultural, social, and environmental well-being of the place, a driving force of
Nepali environmental and cultural heritages, and the base for the tourism sector.

Opportunities
The challenges, threats, and setbacks seek mitigation or adaptation measures
providing the opportunities from within. Though Nepal has several threats and many
challenges to address, it also has respective opportunities to work on for strengthening
them. With regard to climate change, the National Climate Change Policy (NCCP)
2019 has included tourism, natural and cultural heritage under the sectoral theme. As
its strategy and working policies, following the objectives are set:
•

mainstreaming climate-friendly tourism concepts like eco-tourism, green
trekking route, and diversification of tourist destinations;

•

promotion of the use of renewable energy and energy-efficient technologies
to implement the concept of zero-emission in tourists spots;

•

systemizing the transmission of the weather forecast information for making
reliable and safe business to the targeted mountaineering and trekking
industries;

•

identification, conservation, and management of the natural and cultural
heritages that are at the risk of adverse impacts of climate change;

•

encouraging the implementation of climate-friendly tourism programs from
the private sector and community.

Aside from these, Nepal Government has set a high priority on the tourism sector,
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which can be envisioned through the Tourism Vision 2020 document produced by
the Ministry of Culture, Tourism and Civil Aviation. So merging these visions with
the climate lens shall serve as the strong foundation towards sustainable development
in the tourism sector.

Conclusion
Though the scientific data, research, and studies on the impacts of climate change
have been less conducted for Nepal, the exposure and experience of such impacts are
not hidden and are real. The risk pooling and the system of risk transfers is a current
requirement from multi-level stakeholders along with the implementation of
environment friendly measures in the tourism sector. Tourism has supported the
livelihood of many of the rural communities of Nepal and especially the mountains,
which are not even accessible. Envisaging the risks and impacts of global warming
on the tourism industry of Nepal, it is a current dire need to address global warming
for sustainable tourism and support in the rural development of Nepal.
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Mt. Cholatse (Jobo Lhaptshan)

Mr. Pasang Nuru Sherpa*
“If you have ever climbed a mountain, you know how exciting it is to realize you
are about to get on the top of one of the world’s roofs’’

Picture 1: Mt. Cholatse 6440 m (asl) Southwest Ridge
(Source: Field trip, 2019)

Cholatse (also known as Jobo Lhaptshan) is a mountain in the
Khumbu region of the Nepalese Himalaya. Cholatse is
connected to Taboche 6,501 m (asl) by a long ridge. The
Chola glacier descends off the east face. The north and east
faces of Cholatse can be seen from Dughla, on the trail to Mt.
Sagarmatha (Everest) Base Camp whereas the southwest face
is visible during the famous Chola pass trek.
There is a lake just below this pass to the east, and in Tibetan
'cho' means lake, 'la' means pass, and 'tse' is peak, so, Cholatse literally means "lake
pass peak".
Mt. Cholatse was first climbed via the southwest ridge on April 22, 1982 by Vern
Clevenger, Galen Rowell, John Roskelley, Bill O'Connor and Peter Hackett. The
north face was successfully scaled in 1984. The first solo ascent was done by Ueli
Steck on April 15, 2005.
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Hey Pasang! Do you want to climb Mt. Cholatse with me? We have one seat
available in the chopper; then we can go for Mt. Amadablam asked the boss (Phill
Crampton owner of Altitude Junkies)out of the blue. Without a second thought, I
said 'Yes'.
So, this is how my first ever expedition was confirmed and it was Mt. Cholatse 6440
m (asl).
On 20th October
2019, as I wasn’t
sure when my 5th
semester
classes
would start, I wrote
a leave letter to the
college
from
K a t h m a n d u
domestic airport and
hopped inside the
chopper to Namche,
which
took
us
around 1 hour.
Many of you must
have heard, read, or
might have been to
Namche
Bazaar
known as
the
gateway to Mt. Picture 2 : Namche Bazar, 3440 m (asl)
(Source: Field trip, 2019)
Sagarmatha
(Everest). It is a famous Sherpa village, situated in the shape of natural bowl on the
hillside, hundreds of meters above the Bhote Koshi gorge with giant snow capped
Kongde-Ri rising just at the opposite side of the valley. We stayed in Namche for 2
days and hiked to Everest View Lodge to acclimatize during our stay there.
Then we moved to Dole Village and trekked to Machermo the next day.
On 24th October, the weather was foggy, when we were heading to base camp from
Machermo. It started snowing heavily. We met people who were returning back
from half way because of the bad weather. After walking for 7 hours in the snow all
exhausted we finally reached Mt. Cholatse Base Camp 4750 m (asl) where we were
welcomed by our Sherpa brothers and other crew members. The base camp is situated
on a plain at ground almost like a soccer field, all tents were already set up. The
weather opened for a bit, and we could see Mt. Cholatse right in front of our
basecamp, so beautiful and majestic.
We had a very good experienced Sherpa climbing team who had climbed Mt.
Cholatse more than 4 or 5 times and they were very excited to work on fixing ropes.
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Mt. Cholatse has always blessed our team, whereas our team has always been fixing
the ropes every year.
As mountains are sacred and holy,
we worship them as God and
Goddesses that protect us and are
sources of income where most of the
Sherpas depend upon for their
livelihood. Therefore, before every
expedition, we look at the Tibetan
calendar and figure out the auspicious
day and perform puja and prayers to
appease the Mountain God on behalf
of the Sherpas and climbers for their
safety while climbing the mountain
without any accident on the way.
Every team member is requested to
bring their personal climbing
equipment such as ice tools,
crampons, and climbing gears. Then
the ag poles are erected with prayer
ags projecting to all corners of the
camp like spokes of a wheel. The
new flapping prayer flags send our
Picture 3: Puja ceremony
(Source: Field trip, 2019)
safe journey and prayers to the holy
mountains. Holy blessed thread is given to every individual of the team for safe
expedition. Then at the end, we celebrate with drinking and dancing with the team.
After our Puja ceremony on the 25th, our team fixed the ropes to camp one (high
camp). The following day I and all of my team walked to crampon point to look at
the climbing route before descending to base camp where we would spend a rest day
before making the big climb to high camp the following day on 28th.
October 29, during our stay at the base camp before leaving for Camp-I 5700 m (asl)
I decided to take a short hike towards the hill which was around 5300m (asl) from
our campsite to check my physical condition and to acclimatize. I hiked alone for 2
and a half hours where all the way was covered with boulders, so, I decided to leave
my trekking poles near a huge rock thinking to collect it on my way down and
continued my hiking. After spending hours on the hill top enjoying the view and
resting, I started to descend. I had in my mind to collect my walking poles on my
way back so I started to look for the huge rock where I left the walking pole. As the
walking pole is one of the most important pieces of equipment for the journey, I
searched for an hour but it was nowhere to be found. I returned back to the base
camp with an empty hand and told our crew members that I lost my stick on the hill
and announced whoever finds that stick and returns it to me will be rewarded with Rs
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2500. One of the cook Jangbu said; "Are you
sure to give Rs 2500?" I replied "Yes I will,
trust me" and I pointed out the direction where
I lost the pole.
I reminded Jangbu to put on his trekking boots
and hat if he's really going up because he was
in his slippe. He looked at me with a smile
and walked towards the hillside to search for
my walking pole with no hat or trekking
boots. He said it's just there and he will be
fine. I watched him walk up, and he was very
fast on the uphill. After waiting for an hour,
Jangbu came with my trekking poles with a
big smile on his face. He handed me the poles,
and I handed over the cash. It was his best
earning in an hour of his lifetime.The rest of
the crew members looked at me and laughed,
saying I wasted Rs 2500 just for a stick. I told
them that I gave up on the poles, which cost
around Rs 9000, and it was crucial for the
journey ahead so, it wasn't a loss, but a gain. Picture 4: High-altitude worker: Jangbu
(Source: Field trip, 2019)
Everyone applauded Jangbu but later after a
few hours, he felt weak and went to take a nap. He didn't wake up for the next
several hours from his tent, and later I found out symptoms related to AMS (Acute
Mountain Sickness) due to quick ascent in high altitude & his negligence of not
wearing a warm hat and trekking boots. We suggested some medicine, a lot of uid
drinks and kept him under surveillance throughout the night as a treatment. The next
morning he was better and was working in the kitchen. I greeted him, "Good morning,
Jangbu, how are you feeling?" He smiled at me and said thank you for your help last
night. He said he suffered a lot and felt like dying and said Rs. 2500 almost took my
life. I will never attend such a job again in my life. Everyone inside the kitchen burst
out laughing.
Now, we checked the weather forecast, and the plan was to make a summit push on
either October 31 or November 1, all depending on the wind speeds and the
progression of the fixed ropes. Our Sherpa did a fantastic job on fixing ropes on the
28th. They descended late in the day and decided to finish the rope on summit day
ahead of the other team members.
The wind speeds looked best for November 1, and with this in mind we all enjoyed
two rest days at base camp before the summit push. On the 31st, all of the team except
two strong Sherpas and members made the climb to high camp in anticipation of
leaving for the summit the following morning. I and a team of 15 people were at
Camp-I resting for a couple of hours before heading for the summit.
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Weather is sometimes unpredictable in the mountains. The bad weather for a couple
of days turned us to climb Camp-I on 2nd of November. We left the base camp behind
following the boulders at the altitude of 4700 m (asl) after reaching the crampon
point, there was a route through zig-zag folds of ice which led us to 200 m snow
headwall, and at the end of the wall, we found a flat surface with a fantastic view of
Gokyo valley. This was the site of the camp. It was around 5 in the evening; we
refilled our self with some energy drinks and food, and took rest for 6 hours before
heading for summit the next morning which was at around 1am.
I really struggled to sleep that
night as I was sleeping just
above the folded ice where 3 of
us shared a small cozy black
diamond 1 man high tent.
Around 10pm at night, we heard
a really big avalanche roaring. It
was huge, everyone heard the
noise but the silence won as I
struggled the whole night trying
to sleep, but when I was about to
just fall asleep, it turned out to
be the time to move for the
summit.

Picture 5 : Camp I
(Source: Field trip, 2019)

The teams departure time was divided as per their performance with groups leaving
at midnight at 12am, 1am and 2am
respectively. I was with the second
team the1am group. Waking up at
around 12am, I was all geared up. It
was dark outside and we all had our
headlamps on. I started walking in a
line one after another following the
footsteps. After a 30 minutes of
pyramid climb, we reached the steep
rock section. While climbing the
rock section, my headlamp dropped
from my helmet and it fell 10 m
below in an exposed terrain. I took a
long breath, it was around 1:30 am,
very dark and without my headlamp
I couldn't continue my journey
ahead. So, I decided to take risk and
somehow managed to get the lamp. Picture 6 : Rock section above Camp I
After climbing approximately 150 m (Source: Field trip, 2019)
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through the rock section, it led us to an open, exposed snow ridge. Possibly, it was
the scariest ridge walk of my life at the altitude of 6000 m (asl). The ridge involves
steep ice and snow climbing with constant trending to the right where I could feel
both of my ears blown with cold air.

Picture 7 : On the summit of Mt. Cholatse
(Source: Field trip, 2019)

The difficult part of mountaineering is descending from the summit. Summit is
optional but descending is mandatory as the loved ones are waiting back home. We
walked straight, down through unnerving knife edge between summit and Camp-I
for three hours and made it down safely following all climbing safety measures.
Rest of the team was waiting for us at the camp to welcome us. This was a major
success where everyone made it safely to and back from the summit. It was a moment
of utter joy, calling for celebration.
Even though it was my first mountaineering experience, the lessons and knowledge
that I gained from my college studies really helped me in this journey. Whatever I
was taught during our study was all in front of me. All I needed to do was to explore
it and my curiosity towards the mountains and the mountain environment was all
there. The theoretical knowledge about good teamwork, importance of climbing
equipment, their usage, the snow formation and condition, weather forecast on
mountains, how one needs to walk on snow and how the snow creates both life
saving and life threatening situation came very handy and vital. The crevasse
formation, the first aid which was given to Jangbu were all consequences of academic
assessment. The circumstances that might occur, all my curiosity turned out into a
reality with no fatality during this climb and undoubtedly, it was a huge success.
This success was not only due to my physical condition but the knowledge I gained
from Nepal Mountain Academy which I have extremely appreciates, during my
climb and even after.
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Picture 8: Sharp-edge ridge
(Source: Field trip, 2019)

I realized how challenging and risky a job it is in the mountains for the workers and
Sherpa climbers risking their lives to earn for their living. This journey made me
realize how important is our life and we shouldn't take anything for granted. With the
end of this journey, I quitted drinking completely.
Although nerve-wracking at times, this is an experience I will never forget. The
views, smell, the fatigue, it was all well worth it and I got more hopes to continue my
adventures in the future.
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Picture 9: Rope fixing gears and equipment
(Source: Field trip, 2019)

Picture 10 : Rope fixing in process
(Source: Field trip, 2019)
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Picture 11: Changing client's safety
(Source: Field trip, 2019)

Picture 12 : Sherpa and their role during the expedition
(Source: Field trip, 2019)

Picture 13: Battling the challenges, our team made it to the summit and back all safe with lots of memories
(Source: Field trip, 2019)
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Lubra Madness : A Mountain Biking Experience

Mr. Nirendra Maharjan*
Nepalaya - ‘abode at the foots’ is one of the few countries that
despite having only 147,516 sq km area, has one of the best
topographies in the world. The elevation of the country ranges
from 59 meters above sea level in Terai, to the highest point
on earth, at 8848.86 meters asl (MoCTCA, 2020), all within
the distance of 150 kms comprising topographic variations
ranging from Gangetic plains to higher Himalayas. It is due
to the topographic variation that Nepal has many tourism
products to offer, from mountaineering, trekking, white water
rafting, skiing, wildlife adventures, and the fastest growing sports of recent times
i.e., mountain biking.

Picture 1: Ravi Man Singh and Shayeet Sharma pushing mountain bike towards
Lubra Pass, 4100 m (asl)
(Source : Field visit, 2018)

This is a sport of riding
bicycles off-road, often
over rough terrain,
usually using specially
designed
mountain
bikes. Mountain bikes
share similarities with
other
bikes
but
incorporate
features
designed to enhance
durability
and
performance in a harsh
environment, such as air
or coil-sprung shocks
used as suspension,
larger and wider wheels
and grippy tires, stronger
frame materials, and

mechanically or hydraulically actuated disc brakes.
This sport requires endurance, core strength and balance, bike handling skills, and
self-reliance. Professional and amateur riders ride through both technical descents
and high incline climbs. Mountain bikers ride on off-road trails such as single tracks,
backcountry roads, and some advanced trails designed for mountain biking, adding
jumps, berms, drops and gaps to add more excitement to the trail. Riders with Enduro
*

Mr. Nirendra Maharjan is a student of BMS 7th Semester at Nepal Mountain Academy. He is a Wilderness First
Responder/NOLS and a Trekking/Mountain Biking Guide.
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and Downhill bikes will often use a shuttle to reach the top of the trail and enjoy
riding down to the base. Downhill bikes are designed to ride technical downward
steep terrains at a full pace rather than riding ascents.
When the road link was expanded till Muktinath in 2007 AD, the concept of
developing a fresh trekking trail was planned by villagers and the local government
authorities. The trail which was popular between the villagers and shepherds, was
later developed into a new trekking trail, adding multiple signage boards along the
route. Lubra, a member of “Bar Gun'' also known as Bara-gaun, which means the
villages located between Thak Khola valley, Jomsom and Upper Mustang has
nineteen villages. Lubra, the small settlement of around 20 households beside Panda
Khola, is believed to be founded in the late 12th century, the Eastern tributary of Kali
Gandaki river, is rich in culture and traditions where Bon religion is highly respected
by the natives. Bon is being followed and preserved since thousands of years and
since ancient times. Bon has played a significant role in preservation of culture
among many generations and has still conserved traditional way of life in Lubra.
Although most of the villages above Jomsom are connected through motor ways,
Lubra is still not connected due to which visitors enjoy the peaceful quiet environment,
the village is still uninterrupted by the motor noises.
Since the very beginning, when I came to know about the possibilities of mountain
biking in the Annapurna region, it has always been my dream to ride in this beautiful
destination. Mustang, also known as the mountain biking paradise of Nepal has
many trails to offer to
mountain bikers and
trekkers. Mountain biking
in Mustang is getting
extremely popular in the
present context. These
days many mountain
bikers from around the
world gear up and come to
explore Mustang on their
mountain bikes. Among
many trails, Lubra is one
of the most popular trails
in the Lower Mustang
region
connecting
Muktinath to Lubra Pass,
one trail leading to Lubra
village and an alternative
trail leading to Ekle Bhatti.
Mountain biking in Lubra
is always fascinating.

Picture 2: Lubra Valley, Niren Maharjan and Shayeet Sharma riding Lubra
downhill
(Source : Field visit, 2018)
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Mountain bikers can enjoy the view of majestic mountains, Dhaulagiri, Annapurna,
Nilgiri, Tilicho all around. Being a rain shadow area, Mustang can be visited during
any season of the year. Even in during monsoon, Mustang remains dry. Whereas
upper sections will be covered by snow during winter. It could be the hub for winter
tourism activities. Mustang can be the key attraction destination for winter sports
such as skiing, snowboarding, etc.
The primary purpose of our trip was the exploration of new trails for mountain
biking.

On the Trail Challenges
We designed our trip by observing videos and movies of other riders, riding above
4100 meters above sea level; it seemed very easy for us at the beginning of the ride
but when we went riding, we came to know about the reality and faced various
complications. Narrow, never-ending single tracks of Lubra with countless
switchbacks with steep terrains on either side of the trails were more fun and daring
at the same time. Whereas, strong winds with changing directions, hitting us directly
during day times and making our ride more complicated also made us pedal down
the hill followed by slippery single tracks in a desert like terrain filled with bushes of
prickles, pointed sharp and punctured our tires. Endless flowy narrow single tracks
starting right after the uphill, which lasted for around half-an-hour to forty-five
minutes, were quite exhilarating. Most of the parts of the trails were loose rocks, just
like sand which imbalances you and your bike by the high current of wind, easily
throwing you outside of the trails.
It is not just about the challenging ascents and endless single track descents; it is
about self-capability, the journey of discovery of the culture, breathtaking landscape
and friendly heart-warming people that inhabit the region, and it was a marvelous
experience.

Picture 3: Pedalling section at Lubra trail
(Source : Field visit, 2018)
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Also, we were riding far away from civilization, so there was a vital element of selfreliance in the sport. Before we began our trip, we studied the map and learned to
repair our bike in case something goes wrong in the trails also to repair flat tires to
avoid being stranded. Like many other riders we were carrying our own backpacks,
including energy bars, water, extra foods, trails-side repair kit and a First Aid Kit
which is a must in case of injuries.

Takeaways from the Riders
“Lubra is one of the best trails I ever rode. While riding, you feel the whole trail is
just for you as there were less or no people in the trails. The trail is a mix of slight
uphill, few switch backs, and a long flowy single-track. The Nilgiri mountain
standing tall on the other side is like a cherry on the top of a cake.” (Khashing Rai,
Participant, 2018)

Picture 4: Diwash Lal Pradhan shredding narrow single tracks
(Source : Field visit, 2018)

“I was a little dubious when our skipper Khashing proposed the Lubra trail after
paying homage to Muktinath. Reason? Single track, hardly more than a foot wide,
and switch backs that dropped steeply on either side. Then, I said the "What the heck
why not?" Nothing compared to Lubra, although I had done scores of single trackdownhills back home. The sheer thrill of shredding it down, my adrenalin pumping
mad, an isolated desert-like terrain with the lofty snow-clad peaks watching us over
our backs-just awesome, nay-incredible! Total bliss!” (Ravi Man Singh, Participant,
2018)
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“Having known about it through mountain bike movies that had clips of Nepal, it
was a on the top of the list in mountain bikes. A secretive, deserted terrain it is, also
a part of the Tibetan plateau, with long flowy single-track, mesmerizing view of
Himalayas to the south and west. I rode downhill to my heart’s content” (Diwash Lal
Pradhan, Participant, 2018)
“After 30 minutes of climb from Muktinath towards Ekle Bhatti via Lubra pass, was
the most fascinating one. The strong wind, small thorny bushes, slippery single
freewheeling trail followed by an eye catching view of the Himalayas, was one of the
most exciting and the most memorable rides that I have ever done in my life!”
(Shayeet Sharma, Participant, 2018)

Conclusion
Nepal always has been the best choice for high-altitude adventure sports for
enthusiasts. Adventure tourism, in particular accounts for somewhere ten to twenty
percent of the annual total foreign visitors. Most of people think of mountaineering
and trekking when it comes to outdoor adventure in Nepal but little do they know
that mountain biking in the country is evolving at the lightning speed. Nothing gives
more adrenaline rush than pedaling
your bike in the rugged terrains,
ancient trails, isolated villages with
the majestic and colossal mountains
as a backdrop. And to add on it,
for the enthusiasts, numerous
terrains are waiting to be
discovered.
Mountain biking is primarily
popular in Lower Himalayas,
including higher passes and
Mahabharat ranges and most of
them
are
untouched
and
underdeveloped. Prestine trails are
considered the best natural walking
trails, also best for mountain
biking.
Lubra can be one of the best trails
in the world to promote and
practice mountain biking, due to its
flowy technical single tracks
combined with local culture, and
biodiversity. It has the enormous
potential to promote adventure
tourism through mountain biking.

Picture 5: Kagbeni–Muktinath road section
(Source : Field visit, 2018)
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Rotaract: A Noble Initiation Centralized on the Nepal Himalayas

Ms. Dolma Lama*

Introduction to Rotaract Club

Rotaract club is a Rotary-sponsored service club program for
young men and women aged 18 and over. The new program
named Rotaract was created by the Rotary International with
a combination of words “Rotary” and “Action”, thus Rotary
in Action. The main objective of the Rotaract club is to
develop leadership and responsible citizenship through their
services to the communities and promote better relationships
between all people worldwide through a framework of
friendship and service. Normally, Rotaract conducts formal
meetings in-person or virtually twice a month featuring speakers, social activities,
special outings, discussions, or visits to other clubs. Club members get together or
design days for service project works, social events, professional/leadership
development workshops etc.
This article tries to explore the grander vision of RAC Mountaineering-Kathmandu,
i.e., to conduct particular activities out of the comfort zone, which involves our
services over the altitude of 3000-4000 m above the sea level where other Rotaractors
barely could conduct their service projects and our focus is on the promotion of
sustainable mountain tourism through awareness on environment-friendly tourism
activities.

History of Rotaract Club
Rotaract club began 40 years back when the Rotaract Club of North Charlotte
Carolina was chartered on March 13, 1968, under the sponsorship of Rotary club of
North Charlotte, North Carolina, USA. Despite being recognized as the first Rotaract
Club, different Rotary Clubs have sponsored similar organizations for young adults
since the 1920s. A special committee was convened to design the new service club
program for young adults during 1966. After polling students at the University of
Houston, Texas, USA, the committee decided that Rotaract would be the best name
for the program, a combination of “Rotary” and “Action”. Since its inception in
1968, Rotaractors have continuously shown they can be initiators and positive
driving forces for dynamic changes in different communities. Various service
activities commonly undertaken include projects to improve the environment, visit
with elderly or disabled, blood or organ donation campaigns and aid developing
*

Ms. Dolma Lama is the undergraduate student of Nepal Mountain Academy pursuing the course of BMS (7th
Semester) and the current president of the Rotaract Club of Mountaineering.
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countries. One of the best examples of the contribution by Rotaractors is a project
undertaken by the Rotaract Club of Heemstede and Hillegom-lessee, the Netherlands,
in 1987. In order to raise funds for polio plus, Rotaractors from the two clubs
designed an amphibious cycle that would cross the English Channel under the power
of 36 Rotarators. The campaign raised USD 200,000 for polio and earned the
Rotaractors a place in the Guinness Book of World Records for their speedy crossing.

Brief on Rotaract Club of Mountaineering-Kathmandu
Rotaract Club of Mountaineering-Kathmandu is a nonprofit, non-political and
volunteer service organization of students and young people aged 18 and above,
which was chartered on 8th December, 2020 under the sponsorship of the Rotary
Club of Durbarmarg. RAC mountaineering lies in R.I District 3292, Nepal-Bhutan.
In total, there are 45 active members in the club who wish to hone their leadership
skills and plan unique projects, which really make a difference locally and globally.
This Rotaract club is a community-based club that is open to young adults aged 18
and above throughout the community.
Our club aims to encourage young students, professionals and service minded youths
involved in outdoor adventure activities to mountain environment protection
campaigns, cleanliness programs, volunteer services in communities, specially
targeted in mountain areas above 3000 m elevation where people are deprived of
many basic facilities, where there are no proper education system, no proper hygiene
and sanitation awareness among the locals, no adequate concept on mountain tourism
activities and trainings.

Picture 1 : First installation of Rotaract Club of Mountaineering-Kathmandu
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Values, Vision, and Mission
Values: Being a hub of mountaineering and outdoor adventure background students,
the Club believes to preserve mother nature, the mountains and their environments
for maintaining its existence and sustainable mountain tourism development for the
nation. We are the future mountain leaders in mountaineering and mountain tourism.
Hence our strong belief revolves around developing leadership and offering quality
services in collaboration with our members. With our plans and actions, we seek
forward to serving different local mountain communities, sharing our knowledge
amongst them to the fullest.
Vision: Rotaract Club of Mountaineering-Kathmandu envisions establishing its club
image in the community and RI district with a dynamic performance of both national
and international level through quality services to the environment, mountains and
mountain communities.
Mission: Our mission is to create opportunities for all the members, encourage and
enable them to become professional leaders in the future in their communities.

Working Committee Members of RAC Mountaineering-Kathmandu

Picture 2 : Working committee members of chartered year

The Symbolism of the Logo
The official logo of RAC Mountaineering expresses
presicely what it is obliged to function. The mountains
represent Nepal Himalayas with dazzling snow as our
motivation and commitment to working for the betterment
of the people of mountains and mountaineering. The
mountaineering ascent represents us, the dynamic
Rotaract members who ascend the aspect of challenges to
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work for good. Encircled by globe bounds, the extent of service performance of
RAC Mountaineering is not limited to Nepal but mountains over the world.
The official club logo of RAC Mountaineering also symbolizes the mountaineers/
mountain leaders who are on their vision to addressing the major challenges of
mountain environment, determining possible solutions to overcome the challenges,
protect the majestic mountains to international concern and serve the mountain
communities, help them to connect with the rest of the world through the collaboration
of international social organization like Rotary and Rotaract.

Service Avenues
Avenues refer to the elements of the object of Rotaract: Club service, Vocational
Service, Community Service, and International Service. The concept has been
accepted to describe the primary areas of Rotaract activities.
1. Club Service: It involves all the activities necessary for Rotaractors to perform
in making theb function successfully.
Roles of Club Service Director:
•

develop strategies for recruiting new members and encourage them to be
active in the club,

•

plan activities for networking and socializing inside the club and outside the
club, such as organizing joint meetings with other clubs and forming a twin
club,

•

manage and maintain club inventories,

•

responsible for conducting new member induction program,

•

maintain a historical record, including pictures and descriptions of club
activities,

•

liable to be a focal person for guests as well as proposed members.

2. Community Service: It pertains to those activities which Rotaractors undertake
to improve the quality of life of people in their community. It also involves
assistance to youth, differently-abled people, aged and others who look Rotaract
as a source of hope for making their life better to live.
Roles of Community Service Director
•

plan projects focusing on six areas of focus of Rotary district theme projects,
and Rotary designated months,

•

seek for partners to work together in-service projects,

•

reviews suggestions from members for community service projects to ensure
they address a real need and can be successfully carried out by the club to
meet club goals,
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•

to lead, organize, and implement community service projects,

•

develop plans for the club’s annual community service projects.

3. International Service: This avenue of service involves various programs and
activities which Rotaractors undertake to advance international understanding,
goodwill, and peace. International service projects are designed to meet the
humanitarian needs of people in many lands.
Roles of International Service Director
•

develop plans for the club’s annual international service projects,

•

lead, organize and implement international service projects,

•

maintain good relations with international clubs and try to collaborate with
them to carry out different tasks,

•

develop additional activities that promote international understanding among
club members and in the community,

•

inform and encourage members to apply for various scholarships and
fellowship programs of Rotary International (RI).

4. Professional Development Service: It aims at developing the professional
aspects of Rotaractor’s life. It helps Rotaractors to explore their talents and
grooms them to improve upon their technical and vocational skills.
Roles of Professional Development Service Director
•

plan and focus on career development programs and vocational training for
members,

•

review and plan activities,

•

explore resources in the community,

•

to lead, organize, and implements the activities,

•

seek suggestions from club members for professional development activities.

Short-Term Goals for the Rota Year 2020-2021
•

short hikes, inculcating different team-building activities, strengthening
team bonding among the club members,

•

social media initiation and active media maintenance,

•

hiking and trail cleanliness program at Marble Danda which lies in the
Godawari Municipality of Lalitpur district and is a preferred spot for short
hikes near the bustling Kathmandu,

•

organize a friendly adventure sport (wall climbing competition) with the
other Rotaract clubs from different zones to promote adventure sport and
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fellowship between Rotary and Rotaract Clubs under District 3292 Nepal,
Bhutan,
•

organize 2-3 days health camp around the hilly regions collaborating with
our parent club, RC Dhurbarmarg.

Our Long-Term Goals
•

collaboration with other Rotaract Clubs and tourism organization like TAAN,
NMA to organize environment friendly activities which promote further
growth of the club;

•

panel discussion with experts for finding solutions to Himalayan climate
change and other environmental issues;

•

familiarization trip to International Mountain Training/Research Centre
(IMTRC), Garma, Solukhumbu, and organize a grand climbing competition
on Nepal's tallest climbing wall and jungle exploration program;

•

collection and distribution of stationery and clothing materials to help people
of the Himalayan regions with basic hygiene education;

•

collaboration with international Rotaract Clubs for different communitybased projects.

Conclusion
With the initiation of the RAC of Mountaineering-Kathmandu, we envision to
transfer our knowledge of mountaineering and related skills among other Rotaractors
and communities because we believe our small contribution could bring positive
impact on others. As the students of mountaineering, the chartered members, have
crystelized this initiation with the wholehearted mentorship of Nepal Mountain
Aacademy. As we advance on to the mountaineering academia, our vigor and
dedication to the upliftment of mountain environmen and communities shall grow
aligned to the academy's.
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Origin of The Great Himalaya (TGH)

Ms. Sewika Thapa*
The Great Himalaya (TGH), the name itself, is as marvelous
as it is essential to human civilization.
The Great Himalaya (TGH), sometimes referred to as the
Great Himalayas or the higher Himalayas range is the
mountain range in Asia separating the plains of the Indian
sub-continent from the Tibetan plateau. It lies in the northern
hemisphere running from west to east in an arc of 2400 kms
(1500 miles). TGH consists of the fourteen 8,000 meters
peaks (asl) in the world, including Sagarmatha (Everest), Kanchenjunga, Annapurna,
Dhaulagiri etc.
TGH has been the focal point of study for every geographer, geologist, ecologist,
scientist, hydrologist and also home for 52.7 million people spreading across different
countries i.e., Nepal, Pakistan, India, China, Tibet, Myanmar (Burma) and Bhutan.
Many great rivers like the Ganges, Brahmaputra, Indus, Kali Gandaki, Teesta,
Yamuna, and more flows from the mountains in this range. The Himalaya is bordered
by the Karakoram and Hindukush ranges in the north-west and the vast Tibetan
plateau in the north. Similarly, the Indo-Gangetic plate lies in the south Himalaya
and east of the Himalaya, Brahmaputra river ows originating from Tibet.

Figure 1: The Great Himalayan Range
(Source : Google Earth)
*

Ms. Sewika Thapa is an undergraduate student at Nepal Mountain Academy pursing BMS in 5th Semester. She is
passionate about trekking, travelling, fitness and blogging. Find out more of her writings at www.sewikawrites.
com.
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Name and Meaning of Himalaya
The word Himalaya comes from the Sanskrit root. In Sanskrit, Hima “lxd” means
snow, and alaya “cfno” means the "repository/dwelling." Hence, Himalaya means
“the abode mass of snow” in Sanskrit language.
The Himalaya is known as the Third Pole of the world. This is because TGH has the
highest quantity of snow on the earth after the North Pole and the South Pole. TGH
range is also called the youngest fold mountain because it was formed as a result of
the two tectonic plates collision only few million years ago. It is a fold mountain
system because the mountain extends 2400 kms in length in a series of parallel ridges
and folds. TGH consist of 3 parallel mountain ranges: the greater Himalaya range,
the lesser Himalaya, and the Siwalik hills on the south.
Ever since its formation, TGH has stood with virtue, honor, and glory throughout
human civilization.
This article attempts to explain how The Great Himalaya was formed straight
forwardly.

Origin of TGH
Around 200-270 million years ago, the earth had Pangea as only one major landmass.

Figure 2: Pangea, the supercontinent

Pangea was the supercontinent that existed between the Palaeozoic era (542 million
years ago to 251 million years ago) and the Mesozoic era (180 million years from
approximately 250 to 65 million years ago). Pangea was connected to all the
continents of the present world in a single landform. According to the Continental
Drift Hypothesis, the earth's continents have moved over the geologic period, thus
appearing to have "drifted" across the ocean bed.
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Most people believe that Pangea began developing over 300 million years ago and
was fully formed 270 million years ago. Pangea, the super-continent, started to
separate about 200-million years ago to form two giant continents, Gondwana and
Laurasia (shown in the Triassic era of Figire. 3). As seen in the Triassic era of above
figure 220 million years ago, India was a large island on the Australian coast and was
separated from Asia by the Tethys sea.

Figure 3: Continental drift throughout the time
(Source: www.gsi.ie)
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During the Triassic era, around 200 million years ago, the continents started drifting
apart, which is referred to as continental drift. As a result, India began drifting
northwards towards Asia. The drift continued steadily throughout the Jurassic era
and Cretaceous era bringing the Indian plate closer to Asia.
About 50 million years ago, the drifting pace of the Indian Subcontinent slowed
down. This slowdown is the primary reason to mark the beginning of the collision
between the Eurasian and Indian continental plates, closing the former Tethys sea
and the uplifting of TGH.

Conclusion

Figure 4: Formation of the Himalayan through collision of the tectonic plates

Thus, the Himalaya range formed as a result of the collision between the Indian and
Eurasian plate, which began 50 million years ago and continues today. As both of the
continental landmasses have about the same rock density, one plate could not be
subducted with the other one. Because of this, the Eurasian plate was in part collapsed
and buckled up above the Indian plate lifting the Himalaya and the Tibetan plateau
as shown in Figure 4. This caused the continental crust to thicken due to folding and
faulting by compressional forces. So, the further collision of Eurasian and Indian
continental plates resulted in the rise of The Great Himalaya. The continented crust
of this region is twice the average thickness. The thick continental crust causes the
end of any volcanic activity in this region because the magma would solidify before
reaching the ground surface.
The Himalayas are still rising by more than 1 cm per year as India moves northwards
into Asia. This explains the occurrence of shallow earthquakes in the region today.
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Most importantly, the altitude of Sagarmatha (Everest) being increased by 86 cm,
and the new altitude being 8848.86 m (asl) traces to this reason behind the formation
of The Great Himalaya.
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Camping Trek: Experiential Learning

Ms. Shova Shiwakoti*

Introduction

Camping trek is a classical type of trekking especially
conducted in remote areas with the help of camping
equipment. Humans have been camping for a long time as
people were nomadic before urbanization. Camping normally
occurs away from frequented trails and provides a wilderness
experience in both natural and cultural aspects. Camping trek
offers true wilderness, the beauty of mountain villages, where
people survive by growing their own food, untouched by
modern civilization, and have their own unique culture and
traditions. Camping treks give an extraordinary experience of the real Nepal. Nepal
is a very famous destination for trekkers and also home to a network of trails called
the Great Himalayan Trail (GHT). GHT covers about 1700 kms of Nepal from
Humla and Darchula in the west to Kanchenjunga in the east.

Picture 1: Instructor Tshiring Jangbu Sherpa teaching camp setting techniques
(Source: Samip Mainaly, 2019)

Background
Trekking in Nepal started after climbing expeditions of many majestic peaks
especialy after 1949 when Nepal was open to the outside world. Annapurna-I was
first climbed in 1950 by French duo, Louis Lachenal and Maurice Herzog. Trekking
*
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in Nepal really bloomed with the first expedition to the base of Mt. Sagarmatha
(Everest), which was led by American and British expeditions in 1950 and 1951
respectively. On May 29, 1953, Sir Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay Sherpa
summited Mt. Sagarmatha (Everest). After these summits, Nepal was known to the
world, and within 10 years, all the highest peaks were climbed, which triggered the
mountain climbing sport.
For the expedition, climbers need to set up many camps to return home safe and
sound with their whole group and prevent altitude sickness and disease. Camping
was the initial phase to develop any route for the trekkers as access to more remote
parts of Nepal, which gives a chance to be in a unique experience and enjoy vantage
points and trails. Colonel Jimmy Roberts was the first person to realize that trekking
would appeal to tourists. In 1964 he founded “Mountain Travel Trekking Agency”,
the first of Nepal’s trekking companies and the inspiration for the adventure travel
industry.

Types of Camping
Tent Camping
It is the most basic and famous type of camping worldwide, an excellent option for
families with children. Children get to explore mother nature with their parents, and
is a great environment to bond and learn how to work together as a team. This
camping involves heading to the countryside, pitching a tent, and staying for one or
more nights in the woods or on the beach with other members.

Picture 2: An example of tent camping
(Source: dreamstime.com, 2020)
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Backpacking Camping
This type of camping involves carrying all your materials on your back and hike for
the whole day and sleeping outside, generally in a tent or in a hammock which can
be extended up to several months from one night. Backpacking trip gives the chance
to spend time away from the hustle and bustle of everyday life by getting closer to
mother nature.

Picture 3: Backpacking camping at Korchan
(Source: Samip Mainaly, 2019)

Van Camping
Recreational van or van camping combines the pleasure of getting closures to
wilderness and accommodation of the small hotel. As it provides means of
transportation while traveling, it is also termed as ‘House on Wheels’. Van camping
can be done in those places where it is accessible by roads.

Picture 4: Van camping
(Source: gallatinbreastfeedingcoalition.org, 2020)
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Survival Camping
In this sort of camping, trekkers need to know all kinds of survival skills to survive
in different outdoor situations. For example, hunting for food in the wild and also
discovering emergency medical treatments would be the implication of survival
camping. By acquiring these skills, trekkers will prevail or survive in case of
emergency or during harsh weather and climatic conditions.

Picture 5: Survival camping
(Source: Survival Stronghold, 2020)

Canoe Camping
Canoe camping is quite similar to backpacking, but trekkers travel by water. This
type of camping helps explore places that are not accessible to hikers on foot or
vehicles. Canoe camping is best suited for groups of tourists.

Picture 6: Boats at rest during canoe camping
(Source: Wisconsin Canoe Company, 2020)
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Primitive Camping
Primitive camping refers to remote sites that lack basic comforts like electricity, cell
phone reception, toilets, and running water. Primitive camping is a great way to
enjoy a little more peaceful nature with fewer distractions.

Picture 7: Primitive camping in the wilderness
(Source: reddit.com, 2020)

History Camping
History camping or re-enactment camping uses equipment and techniques specific to
a particular historical era. It also serves as a form of bonding for those who like to
act and experience another way of life. Many times, people re-enact methods from
the American Civil War, Medieval Times, or the Wild West.

Picture 8 : History camping
(Source: Pintrest, 2020)
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Importance of Camping
Camping is a great way to spend free and quality time with friends or family. It is a
better way to witness and experience mother nature and to spend some private time
far away from the hustle and bustle of lifestyle. Camping helps to build and strengthen
relationships and teaches the importance of teamwork. Camping is beneficial for
campers as they witness the breathtaking beauty of nature. It is also better for our
physical and mental health as it helps reduce stress and build a connection with
nature. Camping is beneficial to develop new skills such as tying knots, setting up
camp, cooking, rescue protocols, etc.
Camping makes people independent and self-reliable. Specifically, for kids, the
camping experience would grow their inner strength and confidence in a safe and
controlled environment as they are allowed to do their stuff outdoors. Camping
activity done by scouts for kids is educational for them. They are trained about the
ropes, tents, safety, cooking etc. which makes their trip valuable. Thus, camping
trekking is a genuinely awe-inspiring way of trekking where trekkers set up tents at
the perfect location for their accommodation.

Practical Training Trip Experience
During our Practical Training Trip (PTT) in the 3rd semester, I got to experience my
first ever camping trek, i.e., Machhapuchhre Model Trek. It is one of the newest
trekking adventurous route recently introduced by TAAN, which offers visitors a
spectacular view of snow-capped mountains and ranges of the Himalayan mountains,
including Mt. Annapurna, Mt. Machhapuchhre, Mt. Hiunchuli, and Mt. Mardi. I had
never experienced a camping trek like this until this practical training trip. We set up
our tent by ourselves at Korchon Danda as instructed by Tshiring Jangbu Sherpa.
Setting up the tent taught me to be self-dependent and to make a safe decision.
Choosing a safe and flat area free of sharp objects while pitching a tent is the most
important thing to consider while setting the tent. It genuinely helps to have a better
sleep and vigour for the next day. I got an opportunity to learn and develop technical
and practical skills for camping such as, campsite management, safety measures in
harsh situations that can occur any moment in high altitude, information about
different types of knots, rescue or emergency techniques, etc. My first encounter
with camping trek was during Machhapuchhre Model Trek which was a memorable
trekking experience. I would personally recommend this route for trekkers who are
new to camping trek. The detailed itinerary for Machhapuchhre model trek has been
included in the following section.

Detailed Itinerary for Machhapuchhre Model Trek
Departure Date and Time: 8 A.M. on 8 December, 2019
Return Date: 15 December, 2020
Duration: 8 days
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Trekking Route:
Hemja (Pokhara), Nau Dhoke, Purungdung, Meshroom Kharka, Korchan, Vedi
Kharka/Sirka (approx. 3700m asl), Kumai, Lwang, Mohara Village and Hemja
(Pokhara)

Day-by-Day Programme:
Day

Date

Activities

Remarks

1

08 Dec. (22 Mangsir)

Kathmandu 1300m asl to
Pokhara 820 m asl by bus

Departed at 7 A.M. sharp

2

09 Dec. (23 Mangsir)

Trek to MeshroomKharka
2960m, Via VaishiKharka

Trekked for around 7-8 hours

3

10 Dec. (24 Mangsir)

Trek to Korchan 3682m

Trekked for 4 hours

4

11 Dec. (25 Mangsir)

Trek to VediKharka/Sirka and
back to Korchan

Trekked for 6 hours

5

12 Dec. (26 Mangsir)

Trek from Korchan to Mohara

Trekked down for 12 hours (Got
lost in the way for about 2
hours)

6

13 Dec. (27 Mangsir)

Travelled back to Pokhara

Stayed at Hotel Bed Rock (5th
Street)

7

14 Dec. (28 Mangsir)

Visited Mountain museum and
weather day

No Trek

8

15 Dec. (29 Mangsir)

Came back to Kathmandu

Left Pokhara at 8 A.M. And
arrived Kathmandu at 4 P.M.

Conclusion
Camping trek is one of the best outdoor activities in which all necessary logistics and
accommodation services are arranged by the trekkers or trekking teams. Camping
trek provides experience in both natural and cultural aspects. It offers the true beauty
of majestic mountains and remote villages which are untouched by modern omenities
and have their unique culture and traditions. For any expedition and to develop any
trekking route, camping trek plays a crucial role. Nepal serves as one of the best
destinations for camping treks by providing a very special experience of authentic
Nepal.
In conclusion, camping trek helps develop personality and skills like campsite
management, rescue, being independent,self-reliable sustaining in the wilderness
and experience the beauty of mother nature. Hence, for any adventure seekers and
those who love the remote and wilderness experience, camping trek is the best.
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Glimpses of the Academy's Endeavors

Picture 1: BMS 1st batch students learning the fundamentals of mountaineering at the Diji-diri high camp (5300
masl) during the Practical Training Trip-4

Picture 2: BMS 2nd batch student learning rapelling skill at Langtang during the Practical Training Trip-4

Picture 3: BMS 3rd batch students at the International Mountain Training and Research Center, Garma, Solukhumbu
during Practical Training Trip-2
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Picture 4: The newly enrolled BMS 4th batch (Cohort: 2020-2023)

Picture 5: Inauguration of the MATS course with students and faculty members of the first batch (Cohort: 20192020)

Picture 6: Enhancing research and technical skills at the lap of Machhapuchhre (MATS 1st batch at the
Machhapuchhre Model Trek)
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Picture 7: Glimpse of sports week, 2020

Picture 8: Prize distribution ceremony of sports week, 2020

Picture 9: BMS 4th semester students on the summit of Tsergo-Ri (4984 masl) during the Practical Training Trip-IV
(Peak Climbing)
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Picture 10: Executive staffs of the academy along with the then Hon. Minister of Culture, Tourism and Civil Aviation,
Mr. Yogesh Kumar Bhattarai

Picture 11: Inauguration of the second volume of Journal of Tourism and Himalayan Adventures

Picture 12: One-day hike to Champadevi during the Liason Officers' Training by the academy
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Picture 13: Hon. Minister of Culture, Tourism and Civil
Aviation, Mr. Bhanubhakta Dhakal visiting the academy

Picture 14: Cleanliness and Hiking Program at
Marble Danda, Godawari organized by Rotaract Club
of Mountaineering-Kathmandu

Picture 15: Academy's bouldering wall, a spot to practice
and sharpen climbing skills

Picture 16: A short hike of the academy's admin team
up Jagdol, Kathmandu

Picture 17: Field training trip of 23rd Trekking Guide Training, Kakani
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Picture 18: The students of BMS 1st Batch (Cohort: 2017-2020) at the commencement of the program

Picture 19: Mr. Tshiring Jangbu Sherpa (mid-left) and Picture 20: Welcoming the newly appointed member of
Mr. PK Sherpa (mid-right) being welcomed as the new the academy's Board of Directors, Mr. Tikaram Gurung
BoD members of the academy

Picture 21: The academy's admin interacting with the respective faculty members on academics
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Picture 22: Executive Director and Campus Chief of the academy Mr. Romnath Gyawali congratulating the newly
appointed Campus Chief of Trichandra Campus Prof. Dr. Sunil Adhikary

Picture 23: The executives of the academy bidding farewell to the retired Director General of Tourism Department
and a long contributor of the academy Mr. Dandu Raj Ghimire

Picture 24: Executive Director and Campus Chief of the academy Mr. Romnath Gyawali signing an institutional
accord with Dharche RM, Gorkha on the initiation and facilitation of +2 course in Mountaineering and development
of ski in Dharche
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Picture 25: Journal of Tourism and Himalayan Adventures Vol. II inaugurated by the then Hon. Minister of Culture,
Tourism and Civil Aviation Yogesh Kumar Bhattarai in presence of the then Secretary Mr. Kedar Bahadur Adhikari
and Journal Committee members

Picture 26: The ceremonial culmination of the successful Mountaineering Refreshment Training with 57 participants
at Jagdol, most of whom were summiters of premium mountains

Picture 27: Executive Director and Campus Chief of the academy Mr. Romnath Gyawali orienting the students of
BMS on developing the Mountain Profile of 14 Eight-Thousanders
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Picture 28: BMS 2nd batch students visiting the International Mountain Museum, Pokhara as part of PTT-III
(Basecamp Trek)

Picture 29: Certificate distribution ceremony of the 16th Trekking Guide Training at the academy

Picture 30: Appointment ceremony of the academy's Goodwill Ambassadors, Mr. Kamirita Sherpa (far left), a
world-famous mountaineer/guide with a personal record of summiting Sagarmatha 25 times, Mr. Sanjay Khatiwada
(4th from left), a noted silver-screen personality, Mr. Mingma Sherpa (far right), Nepal's first 14 Eight-Thousander
and owner/MD of Seven Summit Treks
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Picture 31: International academicians visiting the BMS 1st Batch (Cohort: 2017-2020), notably Prof. Dr. Eugenia
Wikens (3rd from right) and Prof. Dr. Ghazali Musa (left)

Picture 32: The PTT-I (Wall/Rock Climbing) of BMS 3rd Batch (Cohort: 2019-2022), visited by the then Assistant
Dean of TU, Prof. Dr. Dhruba Kumar Gautam

Picture 33: Refreshment Training for High Altitude Climbers organized by the academy in Kharikhola, Solukhumbu
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Picture 34: High Altitude Mountaineering Training organized by the academy for the members of Mt. Everest
Height Re-measurement Expedition at Yala peak (5520 masl)

Picture 35: The academy and its associated activities introduced to the then Hon. Minister of Culture, Tourism and
Civil Aviation, Mr. Bhanu Bhakta Dhakal

Picture 36: The executive team of the academy congratulating Prof. Dr. Dilli Raj Sharma on his re-appointment and
extension of tenure as the Dean of Faculty of Management, TU
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Picture 37: Virtual interaction with proficient mountaineer Mr. John Porter, UK, sharing his climbing/
mountaineering experiences with the students of the academy

Picture 38: Online experiential discussion on Sagarmatha (8848.86 masl) with summiteers from diverse backgrounds,
namely, Mr. Tshiring Jangbu Sherpa (top left), who is an IFMGA Guide, and 3 times Sagarmatha summiter,
Er. Khimlal Gautam (top right), who was the Expedition leader of the first Sagarmatha Height Remeasurement
Expedition-2019 and 2 times summiter, Dr. Joyce Azam (mid-left), who is a conservation architect and first Lebanese
woman to summit Sagarmatha, Ms. Kalpana Maharjan (mid), who is the first-ever journalist to summit Sagarmatha
from South and North sides, Ms. Shailee Basnet (mid-right), who is a comedian, and team leader of the 2008 Female
Sagarmatha Expedition, and Ms. Phunjo Lama (not on screen), who is a noted female mountaineer and Sagarmatha
summiter

Picture 39: Online experiential discussion on Mt. Lhotse (8516 masl) with summiteers from diverse backgrounds,
namely, Mr. Stephen Wolfput, who is a para-athlete, and Lhotse summiteer, Mr. Mingma Dorchi Sherpa, who is
the fastest person to consecutively summit Sagarmatha and Lhotse and Mr. Ang Dawa Sherpa, who is a famed
mountaineer/guide
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Picture 40: BMS students carefully disposing the collected garbages from the hiking trail to Nagi Gumba

Picture 41: Executive Director and Campus Chief of the academy Mr. Romnath Gyawali sharing an institutional
accord with NNMGA on the collaborative conduction of Ski trainings, mountain weather forecasting, and other
training programs related to mountaineering. Additionally, a provision has been made for the BMS and MATS
students (after completion) to directly appear in the entry exam of Aspirant Guide Course organized by NNMGA

Picture 42: A bilateral agreement on the regular publishing of the General Mountaineering Weather Forecast in the
climbing season between the academy and NNMGA
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Picture 43: President of the academy Ms. Lakhpa Phuti Sherpa and academy's Faculty Member and International
CEO of KEEP, Mr. Ian Wall attending the certification ceremony of The Training For Trainers program organized
jointly by the academy and KEEP

Picture 44: Nepal Mountain Academy's grand participation in the venerable Visit Nepal Year 2020 Inauguration
Ceremony

Picture 45: UGC's inspection visit to the academy. In the same event, the academy oriented Research Grant
Program to the concerned Primary Researchers and Research Assistants (students of BMS and MATS)
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Picture 46: 7th Female Trekking Guide Training organized in the joint collabration of Nepal Mountain Academy and
Thulung Dudhkoshi Rural Municipality, Lokhim, Solukhumbu

Picture 47: 22nd Trekking Guide Training organized in the joint collabration of Nepal Mountain Academy and
Dhaulagiri Rural Municipality, Muna, Myagdi

Picture 48: Field training trip of 17th Trekking Guide Training, Pokhara
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Picture 49: Ski master plan of Kuri, Kalinchowk, developed by Nepal Mountain Academy
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